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This book advances a new perspective on Byzantine cities: the predomi-
nately Greek-speaking, Christian cities of the north-eastern Mediterranean 
between ca. 500 and 1500 AD. Our primary focus is on the east Roman 
(Constantinopolitan) state, but we are also concerned with cities ruled by 
the smaller states that emerged after the Crusaders’ sack of Constantinople 
in 1204. 

We approach these cites from the perspective of the neighbourhood. Fol-
lowing the work of Michael E. Smith, we understand “the spatial division 
of cities into districts or neighbourhoods” as “one of the few universals of 
urban life from the earliest cities to the present.”1 As Paul Magdalino notes, 
the English “neighbourhood” is “an exact etymological and semantic equiv-
alent of the Greek γειτονία,” which is “the usual Byzantine term for an ur-
ban locality.”2 However, both to lend our analyses greater specificity and to 
situate Byzantine neighbourhoods within broader scholarly conversations 
on historical urbanism, we adopt Smith’s heuristic definition of “neighbour-
hood”: “a residential zone that has considerable face-to-face interaction and 
is distinctive on the basis of physical and/or social characteristics.”3

The neighbourhood perspective helps to correct persistent biases in the 
study of Byzantine urbanism, which result from the adoption of “the city” 
as the smallest unit of analysis. In his synthetic account of “the Byzantine 
city,” published in 2002, Charalambos Bouras posited that study must begin 
with “unification of all the surveys of the built evidence… into a single gen-
eral plan,” followed by “reconstruction of the urban fabric during various 
periods.” Only after a general plan has been constructed can one consider 
“questions of demography, spatial planning, and the distribution and con-
sumption of products.”4

Viewed from the perspective of the general plan, the evidence for Byzan-
tine urbanism will always be (as Bouras writes) “disheartening”: “only in a 
tiny number of instances is it capable of providing us with a satisfactory pic-
ture of a city.” The evidence will, moreover, only speak to actors who leave 
a mark on the general plan: “in many cases the only urban elements suitable 
for study are the fortification walls and the surviving churches.”5 As a result, 
the biographies of Byzantine cities available in scholarship are dominated 

Introduction
A neighbourhood perspective on 
Byzantine cities

Benjamin Anderson and Fotini Kondyli
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by imperial (civil and military) and ecclesiastical officials, and other (e.g., 
hereditary) elites.6 

This bias is compounded by the nature of the evidence. Written sources 
on Byzantine cities emphasize the activities of elite patrons in Constantino-
ple. These accounts supply vague and ambiguous images even of imperial 
projects on the most prominent sites (e.g., the “Nea Ekklesia” of Basil I), 
and pay no heed to the remainder of the urban fabric.7 Furthermore, Con-
stantinople is unique in terms of function, scale, and monumentality, and 
thus cannot serve as a proxy for the realities (demographic, spatial, and eco-
nomic) of other (“provincial”) Byzantine cities.8 

The elite bias is also rooted in the material evidence. Byzantine archaeology 
often requires study of the strata that classical archaeologists documented 
on their way to the Roman imperial and Greek layers beneath. Classical ar-
chaeology understands the city as a “parasite” on the countryside (in the 
evocative account of Moses Finley), or, more technically, as the location of 
“the secondary sector of the economy” (the phrase used by Bouras). In this 
view, cities result from the accumulation and redeployment of agricultural 
surplus by elite city-makers, who shape cities and the lived experiences of 
their inhabitants both by funding large-scale building projects and by prom-
ulgating laws.9 Such views promote a kind of confirmation bias, as archae-
ologists may only record the remains that conform to their idea of a city.10

We contend that such top-down views of urban history obscure the prac-
tices of daily life.11 They underestimate the role of ordinary people in mak-
ing, maintaining, and transforming urban spaces and obscure the dynamic 
interactions between different actors, elite and non-elite, who participate in 
city-making processes.12 When the contributions of non-elites are discussed, 
they are connected to informal urban developments that are defined, implic-
itly or explicitly, as unplanned and thus chaotic and undesirable.13 

The establishment of the “general plan” as the primary goal of study not 
only obscures the contributions of non-elites but also presents a misleading 
image of urban form as something fixed or static. In fact, the shape of the 
city is in constant flux, even as individual structures – shapes on the plan – 
are regularly employed to new purposes. Careful stratigraphic excavation of 
urban localities reveals (in the words of the excavators of the Lower City En-
closure at Amorium) “a complex succession of occupation layers, superim-
posed structures, and more ephemeral features that signify a continuously 
changing urban landscape.”14 In this particular case, a neighbourhood at 
first defined by a monumental bath was subsequently built up by wineries, 
which in turn were re-purposed as domestic structures – all of this within 
a span of less than 500 years. Such recurring transformations in terms of 
architecture and function underline the necessity of flexible and dynamic 
definitions of neighbourhoods.

This volume contributes to a new narrative regarding Byzantine cities as 
built environments and as spaces of social and political interaction. It seeks, 
first, to expand the scholarly literature on Byzantine neighbourhoods as 
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spatial and social units, and (by extension) to relate Byzantine neighbour-
hoods to better-studied neighbourhoods in other pre-industrial polities. In 
so doing, it both participates in an ongoing shift in the study of Byzantine 
cities “from monumental architecture … to the study of smaller topograph-
ical units,” and seeks to supply that shift with a greater analytical specific-
ity through the explicit adoption of a neighbourhood perspective.15 It also 
participates in a discussion of premodern urbanism informed by both the 
“spatial turn” and the “social turn,” thus drawing attention to the spatial di-
mension of social life and highlighting the involvement of multiple agents in 
city-making.16 By considering the dialogue between urban form and social 
lives from the perspective of the neighbourhood, the contributors illuminate 
the complexity and diversity of the Byzantine city and, thus, its potential 
contributions to broader comparative studies. 

What is a neighbourhood?

Neighbourhoods are multifunctional spaces that bring people together and 
thus facilitate face to face interaction beyond the level of the household.17 
They are areas of limited extent that may encompass not only residences but 
also sites of religious and civic ritual (e.g., churches, porticoes, and fora, in 
the case of Byzantine cities), small-scale commerce (shops), contact with the 
state (notaries), education, healing (hospitals), and leisure (baths). Neigh-
bourhoods host daily deeds and rituals that bring together men and women, 
elites and non-elites, from multiple kinship groups. In so doing, they blur 
the boundaries between “public” and “private,” and are, therefore, funda-
mental to the negotiation of communal identities. The study of neighbour-
hoods affords an intermediate perspective on urban development between 
the official (the monumental armature) and the domestic (“ordinary” hous-
ing). It thus captures the biographies of cities at the micro-level and offers a 
broader view of the socio-economic and political factors that contribute to 
the making of cities.

No single factor, spatial or social, defines a neighbourhood. Its spatial dis-
tinctiveness can be a result of physical geography, architecture, or both; its 
boundaries can be clearly delimited or ambiguous. Its social character can 
consist of socio-economic, professional, or ethnic diversity or homogene-
ity.18 Nor do individual cultures generate unitary models of neighbourhood 
organization.

There is no such thing as a ‘typical’ pattern of clustering within, say, 
Medieval cities or Islamic cities and the explanation for variation must 
be sought in the social, economic and political contexts of cities, not in 
attributes of cultures or peoples.19

Similarly, there is no such thing as a “typical” Byzantine neighbour-
hood. This holds true both from the etic and from the emic perspectives.  
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From the outside, we can observe variations in neighbourhood formation 
and organization, not only across regions and eras but even within fixed 
times and individual cities. This diversity is not an impediment to study. 
Rather, describing (and eventually explaining) the variations should be 
one of the primary goals of research. So too, when viewed from the inside, 
are neighbourhoods conceptualized and experienced variously by dif-
ferent groups and individuals and perceived differently by their residents 
and by city authorities. We should expect the residents of Byzantine cities 
to have worked with multiple, overlapping, and contrasting definitions of 
neighbourhoods.20 

Accordingly, “the Byzantine neighbourhood” of this volume’s title denotes 
a unit of analysis, not an ideal type. Some contributors highlight differences 
between administrative districts and socially bonded neighbourhoods. Oth-
ers offer definitions based on the variety of activities, buildings, and natural 
features that informed how the residents of Byzantine cities both formed 
and conceptualized neighbourhoods. Some approach neighbourhoods pri-
marily on the basis of textual sources, and others primarily on the basis of 
archaeology, whereby all draw to some degree on both literary and mate-
rial evidence. Some explicitly engage in comparisons with other places and 
times, while others remain firmly focused on the Byzantine evidence. 

We consider this multiplicity of approaches to be salutary. Instead of in-
sisting on a single method of study, with an eye to producing a single model 
of Byzantine neighbourhoods, we support a methodologically diverse and 
multidisciplinary effort to produce a richly textured picture of Byzantine 
urbanism. Just as neighbourhoods promote interaction between diverse 
residents, thereby generating shared spaces, shared experiences and shared 
obligations, so, too, can the neighbourhood become a site of collaboration 
and debate between diverse scholars, with an eye to generating shared hy-
potheses and shared questions for future study.

Neighbourhoods as spatial and social entities

In his discussion of a socio-spatial dialectic in cities, E.W. Soja writes:

While it may be easy to grasp the idea that everything spatial is simul-
taneously, even problematically, social, it is much more difficult to com-
prehend the reverse relation, that what is described as social is always at 
the same time intrinsically spatial.21

We could translate this observation into a question about Byzantine urban-
ism. It is obvious that the most dramatic aspects of the growth and devel-
opment of cities are simultaneously social phenomena: for example, that the 
end of the “ancient city” had fundamental consequences for Roman society, 
or that the importation of Venetian architectural and urban models trans-
formed the social structure of late medieval and early modern Crete. These 
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are examples of the intrinsically social character of the spatial. But what 
about the reverse – the intrinsically spatial character of the social? Where in 
Byzantine cities can we perceive the interpellation of individuals into larger 
social entities? Where are the constituent elements of collective identity gen-
erated and fused, and where were the points of friction or resistance to these 
processes? 

In a recent study of middle Byzantine history, Anthony Kaldellis con-
cludes that “it remains” for scholars “to show in detail how the institu-
tions and public ideology of the state could create, sustain, reflect, or be 
enmeshed with the Romanness of the majority of its subjects.”22 We agree, 
and we would add two observations. First, any answer to the “how” will be 
insufficient if it does not also address where these processes occurred. This 
is because (second observation) a focus on the spatial aspects of Byzantine 
society reveals aspects of subject formation that do not depend upon (and 
may indeed resist, or simply ignore) state institutions and ideologies. 

One answer to the “where” is the neighbourhood. Neighbourhoods facil-
itate as well as frame social interactions. They encompass shared spaces, 
actions, and experiences, and thus shape communities. It is at the micros-
cale of the neighbourhood – in the streets, houses, workshops, churches, 
and open spaces around buildings – that state officials, “aristocratic” 
elites, and ordinary people encounter each other, form alliances, negoti-
ate the layout and form of their cities, and decide on norms and accepted 
behaviours.23

By adopting the neighbourhood as a unit of analysis, we draw attention 
to people’s actions within their social and material settings and account for 
the full range of social actors, not limited to officers of state and church, 
who impacted the built environment. Collectively, although not always in 
agreement, these actors defined what a city was and what it meant to live 
in one. Byzantine neighbourhoods could encompass significant differences 
in terms of class, occupation, and ethnicity; the resulting inequalities could 
lead to tension, or encourage cooperation, mutual support, and cohesion. 
The study of neighbourhoods thus necessarily includes consideration of a 
variety of social bonds, including conflict, competition, and collaboration; 
together with the opportunities that such interactions afford for gaining re-
spect, wealth, and social capital.24 

The resulting spatial configurations are not homologous with admin-
istrative divisions of the city into smaller units. Smith draws a useful dis-
tinction between the “neighbourhood” (the bottom-up, organic unit) and 
the “district” (the state-drawn, administrative unit). Here we can make a 
general observation on the basis of the contributions to this volume: the 
middle Byzantine state showed remarkably little interest in dividing cities 
into districts. This seems to us peculiar, and worthy of further discussion. 
Whereas studies of, for example, Augustan Rome or fifth-century Constan-
tinople need to distinguish between the state view and local perceptions of 
neighbourhoods,25 the Byzantine state barely saw neighbourhoods at all. As 
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Leonora Neville remarks in her contribution to this volume, “in a formal 
sense, neighbourhoods do not seem to have been particularly important to 
the Byzantine imperial government.”

If the state could not (or preferred not to) see neighbourhoods, how can we 
do any better? Here we arrive at the crux of the matter. Byzantine sources, 
both written texts and built monuments, will rarely seek to inform us where 
Byzantine society was produced. It is rather a question that we must pose 
ourselves, and to answer it we must read the sources, both textual and ma-
terial, against the grain. 

Reading the monumental evidence against the grain means pushing past 
architectural-typological categories to understand how manmade and nat-
ural features participated in the organization and conceptualization of the 
urban environment. The original builders of monuments are, from this per-
spective, less important than subsequent generations of users and viewers; 
a monument can stand for centuries after its construction, and its meanings 
and functions can change substantially in the interim. A good example is 
the Praetorium of Gortyn, discussed in this volume by Christina Tsigonaki. 
Another example is the previously mentioned bath complex in the Lower 
City Enclosure at Amorium, which, after the destruction of the surround-
ing neighbourhood in 838, remained substantially preserved and was subse-
quently transformed into a pretentious residence.26

Contributors to this volume focus on three distinct types of nuclei that 
participated in the formation of neighbourhoods: public works (including 
streets, baths, facilities for the distribution of water, and fortifications); ec-
clesiastical architecture (both churches built to accommodate lay worship-
pers, and monasteries); sites of individual or family investment (houses and 
shops). Some contributors focus on a particular type or even a single mon-
ument: for example, hydraulic networks in general, as in Jordan Pickett’s 
contribution, or a single church, as in the chapter by Amy Papalexandrou, 
William Caraher, and R. Scott Moore. However, they always consider those 
constructions in relation to neighbouring monuments and (especially) the 
open spaces in-between. 

Analysis across typological categories activates material evidence that 
belongs to no pre-existing typology. For example, Beate Böhlendorf- Arslan 
draws attention to a “small square, on which a stone block was laid down as 
a bench,” in between a xenodochion (guest-house) and a residential quarter 
in Assos (Figure 3.7). The square and the bench framed and facilitated in-
teraction between locals and visitors. They therefore generated recognition 
both of differences and similarities, elements of civic and regional identity 
(in the former case), and supra-regional (e.g., Roman) identity (in the  latter 
case). All of this happened without state intervention. Monuments form 
multifunctional networks that collectively foster interaction and commu-
nity formation.27 By reading the material evidence against the grain, we 
produce a multi-scaled study that moves along a spectrum from individual 
to community, private to public spaces.
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Reading the textual evidence against the grain means both collecting and 
analysing the totality of explicit references to neighbourhoods, and seeking 
literary representations that illuminate the formation and reproduction of 
neighbourhoods, but without using the term. Albrecht Berger, for example, 
draws attention to the importance of “focal points” mentioned in passing 
by historians, ecclesiastical writers, and patriographers. When these refer-
ences are collected and placed on a map, an important conclusion emerges: 
focal points did not so much demarcate discrete spatial entities as generate 
a dense field of overlapping entities. These entities, Berger concludes, are 
“neighbourhoods in the social sense, but their borders (if indeed they had 
borders) were flexible.” 

Byzantine hagiographers frequently represented neighbourhood life, but 
such accounts are complex in intent and may even delight in misdirection.28 
Take, for example, the law code embedded in the tenth-century Life of Gre-
gentios of Taphar (BHG 705), here discussed by Berger and Neville. This 
purports to regulate the affairs of the sixth-century Himyarites, but its Dra-
conian strictures on neighbourhood life in fact represent (as Neville writes) 
“the fantasy of a sex-obsessed monk.” Another remarkable example, dis-
cussed in the contribution of Papalexandrou, Caraher, and Moore, is the Life 
of Symeon Salos (BHG 1677). This was composed by a mid- seventh-century 
bishop of Neapolis, on Cyprus, but set in Syrian Emesa in the preceding 
century. The text makes only a single explicit mention (albeit a highly re-
vealing one) of “neighbourhood” (γειτονία);29 but includes numerous rep-
resentations of neighbourhood life. Consider, for example, the barkeeper 
who employs Symeon to entertain his customers. “When the townspeople 
were ready for a diversion, they said to each other, ‘Let’s go have a drink 
where the Fool is,’” and there they would find Symeon “dancing outside with 
the members of a circus faction.”30 The new popularity of the tavern acti-
vated the open spaces of the surrounding neighbourhood, thereby engaging 
multiple levels of society. 

One might ask whether this is a datum about Emesa or about Neapo-
lis; indeed, viewed from a strictly empirical perspective, it is neither. How-
ever, as a literary image embedded within a rhetorically complex text, it 
engages broader discourses both about how neighbourhoods do function (a 
representational discourse) and how they should function (a normative dis-
course).31 In this sense it resembles the (superficially more straightforward) 
representation of a Constantinopolitan neighbourhood in the seventh- 
century Miracles of Artemios (BHG 173), discussed by Benjamin Anderson 
in his contribution to this volume.

The study of neighbourhoods entails parallel analysis of such disparate 
sources, textual and material, in order to comprehend the spatial aspects 
of Byzantine society. We will never excavate the tavern outside of which 
Symeon danced with the circus partisans, just as we will never find a text 
that describes the interactions between visitors and locals outside the xeno-
dochion in Assos. Nevertheless, the life of Symeon and the square in Assos 
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illuminate each other, by reinforcing the social complexity of apparently 
modest areas between monumental constructions. 

It may be true that, as Bouras writes, “the concept of the agora as the 
meeting place of the citizens… had long since died away” in Byzantine 
cities.32 But the disappearance of a single, state-sponsored meeting place 
was accompanied by a proliferation of smaller, informal meeting places 
as the results of large-scale excavations confirm. For example, at Frankish 
Corinth, an internal courtyard with benches surrounded by shops and a 
public market street in the same area point to spaces of intense social and 
economic interaction.33 The network of open courtyards and alleys discov-
ered in a winemaking district at Amorium might have served similar pur-
poses.34 This volume offers further examples: the small chapels set between 
houses in Athens and Thebes that are discussed by Fotini Kondyli and 
Nikos Kontogiannis in their respective chapters; the open spaces outside 
churches discussed by Papalexandrou, Caraher, and Moore on the basis of 
their excavation in Cyprus, and by Anderson on the basis of the Constan-
tinopolitan Miracles of Artemios; the sites for collection and distribution of 
water discussed by Christina Tsigonaki in her study of two Cretan cities, 
and by Jordan Pickett in his comparative account of late Roman water net-
works in the eastern Mediterranean. These, we argue, must count among 
the places where individuals became members of Byzantine society. They 
are also sites in which the east Roman state expressed little interest, and in 
which it had no official presence. This forms a striking contrast to the strong 
presence of the Roman imperial state in provincial fora and agorai.35

We wish to emphasize especially the recurring appearance in the literary 
and the archaeological evidence of open spaces, with minimal architectural 
articulation (small squares, benches, wells, fountains, porticoes, tombs, 
etc.), as sites of social interaction. This should in turn prompt a reconsid-
eration of the morphological development of cities between late antiquity 
and the middle Byzantine period, in particular the shift from a continuous 
urban fabric to a more dispersed settlement pattern. Scholars of medieval 
Italian urbanism describe this more dispersed pattern as the città a isole, the 
“city of islands,” and the term has been usefully applied to eastern Mediter-
ranean cities as well: for example, to Hierapolis, where “residential areas… 
sometimes centred on small ecclesiastical buildings” were “scattered around 
the ancient urban landscape and linked by a relatively well-preserved road 
network.”36 

The interpretation of this morphological phenomenon depends in large 
part on the interpretation of the open spaces between neighbourhoods. 
If they are viewed negatively – as blanks on the general plan, absences of 
monumental architecture – then the interpretation will emphasize urban de-
cline (“ruralization” of the city). If, by contrast, they are viewed  positively –  
as sites of encounter between residents of distinct neighbourhoods – then 
the interpretation will emphasize a shift in the primary scene of social 
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interaction: from the formally planned, official space (the agora) to the in-
formal clearings and paths. 

The spatial nature of social life is not merely a question of “where,” but 
also one of “what”: those common practices that activate the spaces in which 
they occur. One obvious example is gossip, or (more neutrally) exchange of 
information with and about others, especially those outside of one’s imme-
diate kinship group. By establishing both criteria of newsworthiness and 
shared moral judgments, such exchanges enact and negotiate social norms, 
while simultaneously forming in-groups and out-groups (‘us’ and ‘them’). 

Daily interaction in shared spaces frequently leads, moreover, to collec-
tive problem-solving: regarding the management of behaviour (as in the case 
of the theft discussed in Anderson’s chapter below), of space (as in the case 
of the gated street discussed by Kondyli), and of resources (as in the case of 
the neighbourhood wells discussed by Pickett). Even interactions as mun-
dane as sharing a well or passing by on the street become significant when 
repeated regularly and help to form shared mental maps of urban form.

Common spatial practices may also transcend the present moment and 
establish communities across time: most obviously in the case of the shared 
remembrances practiced, for example, at tombs or icons, and also through 
the continuing use of visibly ancient structures. An example, discussed in 
this volume by both Kontogiannis and Neville, is the Theban confraternity 
whose shared veneration of a single icon established links not only between 
neighbourhoods but also beyond Thebes to a remembered past in Naupa-
ktos. All of these various practices share in common the ability to forge 
communities out of individuals. The resulting communities need not be po-
litical, but they can under certain circumstances become political, a process 
to which we now turn.

The political character of Byzantine neighbourhoods

Thus far in this introduction, we have sought to emphasize the social as-
pects of Byzantine neighbourhoods that escaped the direct intervention, or 
indeed even the notice, of the state. Recognition of these aspects does not 
entail a strict division between the social and the political; rather, it sus-
tains the possibility that collectivities of various sizes may exercise political 
agency in a fashion not wholly determined by the institutions and public 
ideology of the state. 

Byzantinists have not always admitted the existence of political collectivi-
ties situated between the family and the state. In their account of People and 
Power in Byzantium, Alexander Kazhdan and Giles Constable claimed that

the average Byzantine, deprived of any form of social relationship, con-
sciously kept within the narrow circle of the nuclear family and, lack-
ing the means of collective defense and help, felt alone and solitary in 
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a dangerous world, naked before an incomprehensible, metaphysical 
authority.37

We contend that adoption of a neighbourhood perspective falsifies this 
claim by revealing the existence, not only of various forms of social relation-
ship but also of collective defence and help, and thus ultimately of a means 
by which citizens could make sense of, and intervene with, state authority.

A failure to recognize the agency of ordinary people in political pro-
cesses renders their places of dwelling and business irrelevant to political 
action and change.38 That makes the political nature of neighbourhoods 
invisible, if not unimaginable. There is, however, ample evidence of the 
range of political activities that non-elites undertook. They belonged, for 
example, to those city councils that represented the city in legal matters, 
managed city properties, and made decisions about the city’s defence, in-
cluding surrendering in case of attack or supporting different rulers.39 
Representatives of professions and local guilds actively participated in 
the councils, as did other groups of citizens who could be elected as long 
as they owned property and resided in the city.40 These groups’ political 
agency is also echoed in middle Byzantine texts where tradesmen, man-
ual workers, and street vendors are often identified as political agitators 
and rioters.41 Such political expressions suggest the existence of urban 
collectivities, distinct from both the aristocracy and the (imperial and ec-
clesiastical) “service elite,” that sought power in both local and central 
government as a means to pursue their own interests.42 In this light, social 
bonds forged in neighbourhoods, in streets, shops, and open spaces could 
achieve political salience.

More dramatic cases of the political activation of neighbourhoods involve 
revolt against imperial authority. Paul Magdalino draws attention to an ex-
ample in the chronicle of John Skylitzes.

When the proedros Theodosios attempted a coup d’état in 1056, he 
marched on the Great Palace from his house at the Leomakellion at the 
head of a following that included many of his neighbours along with 
his family and household: an interesting indication that urban residents 
could feel a sense of solidarity with their neighbourhood aristocrat, no 
doubt because he invited them to his parties and used his influence to 
improve their living conditions.43

A march from the neighbourhood to the palace is the simplest and most di-
rect means by which the local social bonds become politically salient. At the 
same time, the simplicity of the story must conceal a more complex dynamic 
at the neighbourhood level. As Leonora Neville remarks in her contribution 
to this volume, residents of the Leomakellion “could choose to stand in sol-
idarity with that man as a neighbour or to stay away, either in opposition to 
his agenda or avoidance of his troubles.”
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A recent study by Yannis Smarnakis of the Zealots’ Revolt in Thessa-
loniki (1342–1350) reveals a more complex interface between urban space 
and political action. Indeed, the Zealots’ Revolt is a kind of encyclopaedia 
of the elements of Byzantine neighbourhood politics, which it mobilized in 
an unusually dramatic and concerted fashion during a moment of extreme 
political polarization. The city was divided between supporters of John VI 
Kantakouzenos and supporters of John V Palaiologos (the “Zealots”). The 
Zealots originated in and controlled the neighbourhood of the harbour in 
the southwest. The harbour neighbourhood was distinguished by its physical 
characteristics, by the maritime occupations of its inhabitants, and by the 
substantial presence of migrants from the Venetian-controlled Cyclades.44 
The supporters of Kantakouzenos, meanwhile, were based in the Acropolis, 
at the opposite, north-eastern end of the city. The central neighbourhoods 
between harbour and agora “were contested spaces whose control was con-
tinuously claimed … through the exercise of religious violence and the im-
aginative use of religious rituals.”45 

The Zealots’ Revolt was an extended political action that originated in 
a specific neighbourhood, sought to extend its reach through direct spa-
tial intervention in noncommitted neighbourhoods, and ultimately aimed 
at greater local autonomy from imperial government. It was exceptional in 
many ways: in its stridency, in its duration, and its violence. But its use of 
neighbourhood practices to advance political goals was not exceptional. 
Moving beyond the study of highly visible and large-scale events such as 
revolts and riots, contributions in this volume investigate the evidence for 
more modest forms of grassroots action, self-governance, and collaboration 
and conflict between local and imperial powers. If the occupation of an ar-
terial street was a political act in fourteenth-century Thessaloniki, so too 
was the construction of a gate across a street in middle Byzantine Athens, 
considered by Kondyli in her chapter – even if, in the latter case, we can no 
longer name the agents responsible. The violent conflicts between harbour 
and Acropolis in Thessaloniki recall the ritual fighting between neighbour-
hoods of eighth-century Ravenna discussed by Tsigonaki – even if the latter 
was not explicitly ideological. And the public enactment of religious ritu-
als, both within the harbour neighbourhood and in the city at large, recall 
the icon processions in medieval Thebes discussed by Kontogiannis and 
 Neville – even if the latter did not oppose the state. 

Not all forms of neighbourhood politics are “bottom-up.” Although the 
Byzantine state did not formally recognize neighbourhoods as political 
units, it did directly intervene in their formation and development, par-
ticularly through public works. As Tsigonaki discusses in her contribution, 
some city walls constructed during the transitional period required mate-
rial investment and expertise on a scale that only the state could muster. 
These directly influenced the formation of neighbourhoods, in particular, 
by drawing a line (in Tsigonaki’s words) between “residents who have the 
right to security and those who do not.”46 Provision of arterial water via 
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aqueducts, a major function of the Roman state, was maintained in some 
Byzantine cities, notably Thessaloniki (whose water supply Pickett discusses 
in his chapter) and Constantinople, with repercussions for neighbourhood 
formation in both.

Nevertheless, many amenities once supplied by the Roman state became 
local responsibilities in Byzantine cities. The eighth-century Ravennate 
neighbourhoods discussed by Tsigonaki were defined by their responsibil-
ity for the upkeep of city gates. Ine Jacobs has collected attestations of lo-
cal responsibility for the maintenance of streets and walls.47 Hugh Barnes 
and Mark Whittow distinguished between the state-built walls of medieval 
Anatolia, the product of military engineering, and the more ad hoc circuits 
constructed by communities to provide for their own defence.48 As Pickett 
writes in his chapter, the transitional period is marked by a sharp reduc-
tion in the number of functioning aqueducts, which are gradually replaced 
by more local (often church-based) wells and cisterns. When Byzantine 
neighbourhoods assumed traditional state functions, the result could be (as 
Pickett observes) “more equitable access to a broadened portfolio of… re-
sources.” This is a political phenomenon of considerable interest.

Between “bottom-up” and “top-down” forms of interaction between 
the neighbourhood and the state, there lies a grey area of more ambigu-
ous encounters. Neighbourhoods can make use of state institutions to their 
own ends, and this certainly happened in Byzantine cities. Anderson, in 
his contribution to this volume, discusses the use by a Constantinopolitan 
neighbourhood of the urban prefecture to regulate its own affairs; the tech-
nique used was perjury, but all parties are depicted as happy with the result. 
State-built works could be re-purposed by local populations. For example, 
the citadel of Sardis, built by military engineers in the transitional period, 
housed an agricultural community by the fourteenth century.49 Similarly, 
at Butrint, two Late Antique towers from the city’s Western Defences were 
transformed into dwellings and spaces of minor industrial activities by the 
eighth and ninth centuries.50 Likewise, states can use neighbourhood in-
stitutions to their own ends.51 The range of relevant phenomena is broad, 
and stretches from enlistment of community organizations to distribute re-
sources in a crisis, to the recruitment of police informants. But it remains to 
be shown that the Byzantine state was sufficiently well informed about the 
neighbourhoods of its cities to practice this form of politics.

While very few Byzantine neighbourhoods opposed the state through 
outright rebellion, many could manage local affairs without state assis-
tance, and some were, thus, able to outlive the Roman state. The foreign 
concessions in Constantinople might seem an obvious example. However, 
as Berger demonstrates in his chapter, these were never neighbourhoods in 
the heuristic sense that we employ here. Moreover, the character of the com-
munity in Galata changed dramatically after 1453.52 In general, the Otto-
man conquest of Constantinople entailed a drastic depopulation of the city 
followed by repopulation through forced migration.53 As Berger remarks, 
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resemblances between the neighbourhood structure of Byzantine and Otto-
man Constantinople are superficial and misleading. 

To find Byzantine neighbourhoods that survived the Byzantine state, we 
need to turn to the provinces. The examples of Chalcis and Thebes, dis-
cussed by Kontogiannis in this volume, are especially interesting. While 
the general plans of both cities were modified by their new (Venetian and 
Catalan) rulers, Kontogiannis shows that the neighbourhoods “managed 
to preserve their formation and basic functions.” Indeed, the cities’ “notori-
ous” willingness to accept new rulers may be seen as a pragmatic strategy to 
maintain prosperity based on neighbourhood industry.

Volume organization

This book is divided into three parts that address three distinct topics, which 
correspond to the three sections of this introduction: the definition of neigh-
bourhoods, neighbourhoods as social spaces, and neighbourhoods as sites 
of political action. As these three topics are intrinsically connected, each 
individual contribution necessarily reaches outside the immediate remit of 
the section in which it has been placed. Nevertheless, if read in order, the 
essays present a cumulative account and collectively demonstrate the contri-
butions of a neighbourhood perspective to the study of Byzantine urbanism.

The first section, on the definition of Byzantine neighbourhoods, contains 
two chapters: one by Albrecht Berger on the contribution of textual evi-
dence, and the other by Fotini Kondyli on the contribution of archaeolog-
ical evidence. Both essays consider both emic and etic definitions. Berger 
draws a firm distinction between administrative and “social” definitions of 
the neighbourhoods of Constantinople. While the former may be delimited 
by lines drawn on a map, the latter radiated outwards from “focal points” 
(in particular churches and aristocratic houses); their boundaries were not 
fixed, and frequently overlapped. Kondyli’s account of medieval Athens 
also considers churches as focal points, while emphasizing the range of 
monuments that the category “church” can embrace, and the different roles 
that they play in neighbourhood foundation. She furthermore presents evi-
dence for the occupational diversity of medieval neighbourhoods and draws 
attention to the varieties of political action that they might undertake. Both 
essays, taken together, establish that the neighbourhood was a spatially flex-
ible and demographically heterogeneous element of Byzantine cities, which 
nevertheless (or indeed precisely because of its diversity and flexibility) at-
tained political salience.

The second section, on the spatial and social characteristics of Byzantine 
neighbourhoods, contains three chapters. Each adopts a primary focus on 
an architectural type (house, church, and hydraulic network, respectively), 
while simultaneously setting examples of that type in dialogue with their 
surroundings. Beate Böhlendorf-Arslan focuses on the well-preserved res-
idential architecture of Assos, a city that was completely rebuilt following 
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the earthquake in 460 AD. On the basis of typology, construction, scale, 
inventory, and adjacency to other monument types (churches, monasteries, 
hostels), she considers the social characteristics of individual neighbour-
hoods, and draws attention to the shifting foci of social life. The reconstruc-
tion of Assos was marked, namely, by an expansion of interior gathering 
spaces (“courtyards”) and by the contraction of exterior gathering spaces 
(streets and squares). Amy Papalexandrou, William Caraher, and R. Scott 
Moore, by contrast, consider a single church in Cypriot Arsinoë, which was 
constructed in the sixth century and expanded in the seventh century with 
the addition of a portico. Although the adjacent domestic architecture has 
not been recovered, the collaborative effort involved in the construction of 
the church and its integration into an open ensemble (portico, street, tetra-
pylon, fountain) illuminate the community that worshipped and buried its 
dead there.

While the first two chapters in this section focus on individual cities, Jordan 
Pickett’s essay adopts a comparative, multi-regional approach to hydraulic 
networks between late antiquity and the middle Byzantine period. He iden-
tifies a general trend from city-wide distribution via aqueducts to the more 
localized collection and distribution via wells and cisterns. Nevertheless, the 
specific manifestations of this shift varied widely, with significant implications 
for neighbourhood formation. Whereas a period of drought at Caesarea Mar-
itima provoked a semi-privatization of water distribution, the developments 
in Thessaloniki and Ephesos were more gradual, marked by greater partic-
ipation of the church, and may have resulted in more equitable distribution.

The third section, on neighbourhoods as political agents, contains four 
chapters, of which three are regional case studies (focusing on Constantino-
ple, Crete, and central Greece, respectively), and the fourth is a concluding, 
multi-regional synthesis. Instead of focusing on a single type of monument, 
each contribution attempts to comprehend neighbourhoods in their totality. 
Benjamin Anderson considers the network of houses, churches, shops, and 
baths that made up the Oxeia, a neighbourhood of Constantinople vividly 
depicted in the seventh-century Miracles of Artemios. He argues that the 
Miracles advance a consistent point of view regarding the conduct of the 
residents and the proper means of its regulation. While the latter rarely re-
quired state interference, it could, in extreme cases, employ state institutions 
to its own ends. Christina Tsigonaki, by contrast, illustrates the central role 
of state interventions (especially the construction of walls and aqueducts) in 
the formation of neighbourhoods in two Cretan cities, Gortyn and Eleuth-
erna. Tsigonaki demonstrates the particularly rich character of the archae-
ological evidence for these cities, both of which were abandoned after the 
Arab conquest of the island, and both of which have been extensively exca-
vated in recent decades, providing a rare snapshot of a moment of transition 
between the late antique and the medieval city. 

Nikos Kontogiannis also focuses on long-term changes in the urban fab-
ric of two cities, Chalcis and Thebes: beginning with the large-scale state 
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interventions of the transitional period, moving through the economic pros-
perity of the middle Byzantine period, and continuing beyond the changes 
attendant upon the collapse of Constantinopolitan rule in 1204. Kontogi-
annis depicts neighbourhoods marked by strong local identities that enabled 
collective action in times of political change, with the result that Byzantine 
neighbourhoods outlived the Byzantine state. 

The final essay in this section also serves as a conclusion to the volume 
as a whole. Leonora Neville considers the lack of Byzantine-era theoriza-
tion of neighbourhoods alongside the ample evidence for the importance of 
neighbourhoods in Byzantine society. She argues that the apparent tension 
between these two bodies of evidence reveals the distinct configuration of 
Byzantine politics. Neighbourhoods both facilitated and impeded the for-
mation of collectivities in Byzantine cities.

While this volume does present a cumulative account of the Byzantine 
neighbourhood, one greater than the sum of the individual contributions, 
it is not comprehensive. We consider it important to ground the study of 
the Byzantine neighbourhood in the urban developments of late antiquity. 
Nevertheless, this volume, like most studies of the Byzantine city, remains 
disproportionately weighted towards the sixth and seventh centuries, par-
ticularly as regards the exploitation of archaeological evidence. It does 
demonstrate the utility of a neighbourhood perspective in reconceiving 
the late antique-middle Byzantine transition (especially through the con-
tributions of Pickett, Anderson, and Tsigonaki), and in describing the dis-
tinctive characteristics of the middle Byzantine city (especially through the 
contributions of Kondyli and Kontogiannis; and note Böhlendorf-Arslan’s 
discussion of the excavations at Boğazköy). However, with the notable ex-
ception of Kontogiannis’ accounts of Catalan Thebes and Venetian Chalcis, 
its image of the late Byzantine city is rooted primarily in texts: the patriar-
chal documents on Palaiologan Constantinople briefly discussed by Berger, 
for example, and the references to the neighbourhoods of fourteenth- and 
 fifteenth-century Thessaloniki found in the Athonite archives and discussed 
here by Neville.

In other words, this volume is meant to initiate a conversation, not to pres-
ent a definitive statement. We will consider it a success if it prompts readers 
to approach additional sets of evidence from the perspective of the neigh-
bourhood, and to compare the results to those presented here. We believe 
that the result of such a collective enterprise would be a richer and more 
accurate account of the nature of Byzantine society, in particular as regards 
its complex and shifting relation to the east Roman state and its successors.
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Research on neighbourhoods in Byzantium on the basis of literary texts suf-
fers mainly from two problems: the scarcity of information on the one hand, 
and the lack of a consistent terminology on the other hand. If we have any 
information at all, it comes almost exclusively from Constantinople, which 
will therefore stand at the centre of my investigation. 

Constantinople was, from its foundation to the end of the twelfth century, 
the capital of a great empire and the centre of imperial administration. A 
part of its population was of course formed by officials and military per-
sons who were sent to the provinces and recalled, and by merchants who 
regularly left the city and travelled. Most inhabitants, however, lived there 
permanently and spent their life not just within the walls of Constantinople 
but within a spatially limited neighbourhood, where they worked, did their 
everyday shopping, and went to church. 

Constantinople was founded by Constantine the Great in 324 and inau-
gurated in 330.1 Ancient Byzantium now formed its eastern-most part, and 
a big area, which was four or five times larger than the old Greek town, 
was added to the west. In the new part of the city, streets were laid out and 
terraces were built. New Constantinople was a planned city with straight 
streets and avenues,2 with public buildings and churches constructed at 
prominent places, probably following some more or less uniform urbanistic 
concept – and it was also a city which was quickly filled by a very hetero-
genous population, even when it was still not much more than a monstrous 
construction site. It must have been a while before people felt comfortable 
there, that is, until the social and economic ties that develop with face-to-
face interactions were established, and neighbourhoods formed where one 
could live in a more familiar, village-like environment.

My following remarks could not have been made without extensive ref-
erence to Paul Magdalino’s recent article entitled “Neighbourhoods in 
Byzantine Constantinople.”3 I will try, however, to set other accents in 
my interpretation of the evidence, and will sometimes arrive at different 
conclusions.

The basic text from which all our considerations must start is the so-called 
Notitia Urbis Constantinopolitanae, which was composed in Latin around 

1 The view from Byzantine texts
Albrecht Berger
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425 AD.4 It divides Constantinople into 14 regions (Figure 1.1) by analogy 
to Rome, lists its important buildings and monuments, and its 52 porticoed 
streets, 4,388 houses, and 322 vici (Table 1.1).

The word vicus apparently denotes some kind of residential area, and it 
has often been assumed that it refers to neighbourhoods as defined by Mi-
chael Smith: “a residential zone that has considerable face-to-face interac-
tion and is distinctive on the basis of physical and/or social characteristics.”5 
We will see later whether this can be the case or not. In the Notitia, every 
region had a chief officer, the curator, who probably had to report to the 
city prefect as the head of urban administration; his assistant, the vernacu-
lus, whose functions are not clearly defined; and also, five night watchmen 
called the vicomagistri. This word actually means “master of a vicus” and is 
borrowed from Rome, where every region had 48 of them.6

There is, however, a big problem with terminology. After the Notitia was 
written, the use of Latin decreased in the East and ended almost completely 
by the mid-seventh century. Latin terms and designations of offices were 
either taken over as loanwords into Greek or replaced by more or less equiv-
alent Greek words.

The regions of Constantinople are, in Michael Smith’s definition, districts 
created by a top-down process.7 They are hardly mentioned at all after the 
Notitia – one exception is the short entry about the great fire of 465 in the 

Figure 1.1 The regions of Constantinople. Image produced by the author. 
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seventh-century Chronicon paschale.8 Here, as in other contexts outside of 
Constantinople, the word regio is rendered in Greek as rhegeon. In other 
texts, however, regio is translated by the Greek geitonia, a word which pre-
sumably means a much smaller unit, that is, a neighbourhood as defined 
above. The sixth-century Lexicon of Hesychios, for example, explains the 
ancient word agyia as “block of houses, lane, street, neighbourhood (geito-
nia),” but at the same time, it translates rhegeonarios as geitoniarches, thus 
equating their roots, rhegeon with geitonia.9

Rhegeon and geitonia are used interchangeably, without reference to Con-
stantinople, as late as in the twelfth century.10 On the other hand, the gei-
toniai in Ioannes Malalas’ report about the street violence between Blues 
and Greens in the last years of Justinian are clearly not urban regions in the 
sense of the Notitia, but much smaller units marked by face-to-face interac-
tions, as in the following two passages11:

[The Greens] went to the Mese, to the neighbourhoods of the Blues, and 
stoned those they encountered, chanting: “Fire, fire! No Blue is to be 
seen here.”

While Zimarchos was city prefect, a disturbance in the neighbour-
hood of Mazentiolos occurred in this way. When the prefect Zimarchos 
sent some of the comitarienses to arrest a young man named Kaisarios, 
the inhabitants of the neighbourhood of Mazentiolos resisted them and 
mutilated many soldiers as well as many of the comitarienses.

Note that the neighbourhood of the second episode is named after a person. 
We will return to this phenomenon later.

Table 1.1  The regions of 
the Notitia Urbis 
Constantinopolitanae

Regions Houses vici

I 118 29
II 98 34
III 94 7
IV 375 35
V 183 23
VI 484 22
VII 711 85
VIII 108 21
IX 117 16
X 636 20
XI 503 8
XII 363 11
XIII 431 –
XIV 167 11
Summary 4,388 322
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The words rhegeonarios or rhegeonarches apparently replace the Latin cu-
rator, while the vernaculus and the vicomagister disappear completely from 
the sources. We may add as a footnote that Cassius Dio actually had trans-
lated the vicomagister, in his report about the introduction of this office in 
Augustan Rome, as stenoparchos,12 but this newly coined word did not make 
it into the Byzantine texts.

In our next relevant document, the Kletorologion of Philotheos from 899, 
the geitoniarchai are mentioned in a list first as subordinates of the city pre-
fect, and later as subordinates rather of the demarchoi, that is of the leaders 
of the Blue and Green factions.13 They are invited to the Christmas and 
Easter banquets, and on the latter occasion, their number is given as 12.14 
This implies that they took the place of the curatores, not of the vicomagistri, 
and that a corresponding number of regions existed in Constantinople in 
this age. In fact, the regions XIII and XIV of the Notitia had been outside 
both the Constantinian and Theodosian walls and no longer formed a part 
of the city.15 Since the space between these walls had not yet been taken into 
account by the Notitia, we may assume that the remaining 12 regions were 
later modified to include this part of the city.

In the time of the Kletorologion, however, it seems that the geitoniarchai 
had lost their function in urban administration and played a role only in 
the court ceremonial. They are missing from the “Book of the Eparch,” a 
contemporaneous work where the office of the prefect is described,16 and 
a second passage of the Kletorologion lists them as subordinates of the two 
demarchoi, together with poets, singers, charioteers, and others.17 

In the “Book of Ceremonies,” by contrast, the geitoniarchai are always 
subordinates of the demarchoi and two in number, one for each faction.18 
In any case, it is clear that neither in the Kletorologion nor in the “Book of 
Ceremonies” do the geitoniarchai have anything to do with the administra-
tion of geitoniai. One list in the Kletorologion also mentions the “judges of 
the regions,” the kritai ton regeonon, who may actually have served in the 12 
regions of their age.19

The only source which defines the duties of a geitoniarches as the “supervi-
sor of a neighbourhood” in the literal sense of the word is the tenth-century 
Life of Saint Gregentios of Taphar, a fictitious person presented as the mis-
sionary of the Homerites in present-day Yemen, and dated to the sixth cen-
tury.20 According to this text, Gregentios gave laws to the Homerites, that 
is, to the inhabitants of their capital, Taphar. These laws have nothing to do 
with southern Arabia, although this is still claimed by several researchers.21 
Instead, Taphar is depicted as a kind of idealized Christian capital, which 
imitates and even surpasses Constantinople. 

In this text, Taphar is divided not into 12, but into 36 rhegeones or gei-
toniai (the words are used interchangeably), each administered by a gei-
toniarches.22 The geitoniarches is the person responsible in the geitonia to 
whom all evil and unlawful things have to be reported. He has the right to 
punish transgressions of the law, confiscate the property of wrongdoers, and 
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to banish them from the city. He has his own police troop and distributes 
confiscated property or goods among its members, keeping a part for him-
self.23 The geitoniarches has “to look in various ways upon the things that 
happen in the houses,” and if he notices any transgression, he has to inform 
the landlord who must correct the matter on the spot. If the landlord refuses 
to do so, the geitoniarches is obliged to denounce him to the city prefect.24 
Also, the geitoniarches has to invite persons to come who do not attend 
church services. If they do not obey, their property shall be divided between 
the poor and the geitoniarches and his men.25 Finally, the geitoniarches has 
to inspect the markets in his jurisdiction, paying special attention to the 
foreign merchants, and controlling the prices.26

The geitoniarches appears in this text as a subordinate official, whose task 
is to implement the orders of the city prefect on a lower, local level. But his 
duty is also to control the population and to spy on people, just like the 
Blockwart in Nazi Germany or the infamous “keeper of the house book” in 
the GDR.

In much later texts from the Palaiologan age, the word geitonia is used 
interchangeably with enoria, which means “parish,” or sometimes with de-
marchia, which means the area under a demarchos or district mayor. Patri-
archal documents from the fourteenth century speak, on the one hand, of 
ten geitoniai in Constantinople with between 28 and 79 priests.27 But on the 
other hand, the few geitoniai that are mentioned by name clearly refer to 
much smaller areas, that is, to single parishes with no more than one or two 
priests.28

The question now is how this late Byzantine evidence can be related to 
the early Byzantine urban administration as described by the Notitia. About 
this Paul Magdalino said:29

What the ten urban geitoniai of 14th-century Constantinople did have 
in common with the 14 regions of the 5th-century Notitia was their size 
and the fact that both were conceived primarily as administrative units. 
For both these reasons, one may question whether they were the real 
neighbourhoods of Byzantine Constantinople: the urban spaces where 
its inhabitants felt at home as natural extensions of their domestic space. 
The definition of such spaces is by nature subjective and variable, but 
it is reasonable to posit that in a fully built-up area of apartment build-
ings, they would consist of a block or two and the surrounding streets. 
Neighbourhoods of these dimensions clearly did exist in Byzantium, 
and were recognised as such. It is possible that they feature in the Noti-
tia of Theodosius II, as the 322 vici …

Is it really possible that the vici of the Notitia Urbis Constantinopolitanae 
were, in their times, the neighbourhoods we are looking for? Let us return 
to this text, and look more closely at the information it supplies about the 
houses (domus) and vici.30 
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The first step must be to estimate the surface of every region so that the 
density of settlement can be calculated from the given number of houses. 
In the following discussion, regions XIII and XIV of the Notitia will be dis-
regarded since their dimensions are unknown and they no longer formed a 
part of Constantinople in later times.

It is no surprise that the bustling commercial regions IV, V, VI, VII, and 
X, which face the Golden Horn, were most densely settled. In regions VI 
and VII alone, almost a third of the city’s houses stood on about 12% of its 
overall surface. By contrast, the vici, whose number is about a 12th of that 
of the houses, are distributed so unevenly over the regions that they cannot 
have covered the whole area of Constantinople within the walls, and can in 
no way have been a regular subdivision of the regions.

There is, therefore, no support for Alfons Maria Schneider’s suggestive 
hypothesis from 1950, namely, that the basic structure of the city remained 
unchanged deep into the Ottoman age, and that the 12 regions with 311 vici 
in the Notitia correspond to the 12 semt with 247 mahalle in eighteenth- 
century Istanbul.31 This is a pity, for this is the kind of urban structure we 
may have hoped for, and a mahalle is exactly a neighbourhood in Smith’s 
sense – a clearly defined area of manageable size, centred around a mosque 
or a public fountain, and with its own night watchman (the bekçi).

In contrast to this, the vici of the Notitia are defined in the text itself as 
vici sive angiportus, that is, “vici or narrow lanes.”32 This makes sense only 
if some sort of residential area is intended, but of what kind and social sta-
tus can it have been? One possible assumption is that the vici consisted of 
multi-storey, though rather poor, houses arranged around a narrow street 
or courtyard, resembling the overcrowded working-class neighbourhoods 
of nineteenth-century Europe. But a look into the Notitia shows that the vici 
are not concentrated at the places where we should expect them if that were 
the case. 

Compared to the number of houses, the number of vici is by far highest in 
regions I and II, which must have enjoyed a high social status because the 
emperor’s palace and government buildings stood there. In fact, the ratio of 
vici to houses is roughly 1:4 in region I, and 1:3 in region II. In the other parts 
of the city, the number of vici relative to houses is highest in region VIII, 
apparently another “good” housing area on the less densely settled southern 
side of the main street, the Mese.33 The vici should therefore rather be inter-
preted as compounds of high-class residential buildings, probably with the 
access guarded by sentinels. If this hypothesis is correct, then the number of 
vici should be added to the number of domus to produce a total number of 
“houses,” and the vici are definitely not residential areas or neighbourhoods. 

Another way of describing urban areas of Constantinople was to use a 
point of reference or, as Paul Magdalino called it, a “focal unit”34 which 
usually bore the name of a previous proprietor or developer.

In the early Byzantine age, the names of such points of reference were 
mostly derived from the eponym by adding the Latin suffix -ianae, or in 
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Greek ianai, which is the feminine plural of the adjectival suffix ianus or 
ianos. The Notitia uses the names ending in ianae always together with the 
word thermae, which denotes great public baths, such as the thermae Arca-
dianae or Honorianae.35 In other sources, however, names with ianai can 
refer to other kinds of buildings: the Helenianai, for example, was a palace 
which Constantine’s mother Helena had built outside the fourth-century 
city walls.36 Of the approximately 20 names in Constantinople which were 
formed in this way, only the Arkadianai, the Konstantianai, and the Sophia-
nai survived into the middle ages.37

In later texts, such as the Patria of Constantinople38 or the Synaxar,39 
the names of places – the topoi or topothesiai – were instead formed by the 
neuter article ta plus a personal name in the genitive form, like ta Lausou, 
ta Kyrou, and many others.40 But it is often unclear whether a substantive 
in nominative should be supplemented, and if so, which one. The object 
in question could be a rather modest single building or a big complex of 
buildings, a palace or a monastery. And there is no evidence to support 
Magdalino’s assumption that these units normally “took the basic form of a 
tetragonal complex of buildings surrounding a central courtyard, and were 
flanked by streets on at least two sides.”41

In the Synaxar these toponyms were very often used to describe the loca-
tion of churches, for example, the Mother of God at ta Eugeniou, or Saint 
Theodore at ta Sphorakiou. But the preposition used in this context is either 
eis, en, or plesion without a difference in meaning – which means that the vi-
cinity of the church to topos is indicated and not, as it has traditionally been 
assumed, that the church was within the topos. A name like ta Maurianou or 
ta Bassou, therefore, certainly refers to a house or palace, and not to a whole 
quarter within which other buildings are also located.

In fact, Raymond Janin, in his well-known reference works, divided Con-
stantinople into a large number of quartiers on the basis of the traditional 
assumption.42 But these quartiers were, again, of very different size and 
seemed often to overlap. This is easily explained, for if a building lay in a 
densely inhabited area in the vicinity of more than one focal unit, it could 
be described alternatively in reference to any of them. In the city centre near 
the Forum of Constantine, for example, the same church of the Anargyroi 
is one time called en tois Basiliskou, another time en tois Dareiou, while the 
church of Saint Barbara appears either en tois Basilisku or en to Artotyriano 
topo.43 If we assume that ta Basilisku, ta Dareiou and the Artotyrianos topos 
were not only buildings but complete city quarters, then there are only two 
possibilities: either we are talking here about two different churches of the 
Anargyroi and two churches of Saint Barbara or the quarters mentioned 
had to overlap (Figure 1.2).

Most difficulties, which arise if the appellations with ta plus names in 
 genitive refer to city quarters, actually disappear if we accept that the usual 
system of topographical reference in Constantinople was rather based on sin-
gle focal points or units. If these focal units served to describe objects of any 
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kind in their vicinity, they could also, of course, define a neighbourhood –  
but again one which had no clear borders and was never, in the sources, 
called a geitonia. Also, we can observe that there is no obvious hierarchy of 
names, nor a rule to determine which focal point will be more prominent 
and give its name to a nearby object in densely populated sections of the city 
packed with monuments and elite complexes.

It seems, therefore, that administrative subdivisions of the city did not 
play a central role in people’s perception of their city’s topography. Neigh-
bourhoods in the social sense certainly existed, but their borders (if indeed 
they had borders) were flexible.

Paul Magdalino has collected literary evidence from the tenth to twelfth 
centuries for the phenomenon he calls “neighbourhood mentality.”44 Dur-
ing an attempted coup d’état in 1056, the insurgent marched on the Great 
Palace from his house near the Leomakellion at the head of “his relations, 
his slaves and others who served him in any way, many of his neighbours 
and some of his acquaintances.”45 Both John Geometres and Christophoros 
Mitylenaios in their poems warned certain adversaries against showing up 
at ta Kyrou and ta Protasiou, that is, in the neighbourhoods defined by these 
places.46 And Ioannes Tzetzes, finally, complains in his letters to the abbot 
of the Pantokrator Monastery not only about the behaviour of the monks 
but also of his neighbours in the three-storey house where he lived, which in-
dicates that this house was very near to the monastery.47 Elsewhere he men-
tions the shopkeepers at the Leomakellon and the bath at ta Areobindou,48 
which were both within a short walking distance, as Paul Magdalino re-
marks.49 But these two places actually lay about 400 m from the monastery 

Figure 1.2  Focal units near the Forum of Constantine. Redrawn after Berger, Un-
tersuchungen, 310.
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in opposite directions,50 so far away that they cannot be regarded as part of 
the same neighbourhood. 

Obviously, these authors speak about neighbourhoods in the social sense 
of face-to-face interaction, but there is no explicit term by which they call 
them. These neighbourhoods are defined only by their focal unit and do not 
consist of a clearly demarcated area.

We can assume that such focal units had more importance for the people 
if they did not just consist of an old aristocratic house, but if there was also a 
church connected to it, or if it had been converted to a charitable institution 
over the centuries. If John Geometres and Christophoros Mitylenaios, for 
example, speak of ta Kyrou and ta Protasiou, they certainly do not mean the 
old houses of Kyros and Protasios, but the churches of the Mother of God 
which stood at these places and defined a neighbourhood. As a result, the 
former neighbourhoods developed, over time, into parishes – or, the other 
way around, parish churches began to define and name neighbourhoods 
 instead of former aristocratic houses.

It often happened that an aristocratic house,51 which had been named af-
ter its founder centuries ago, was later sold to another family or confiscated 
by the state, and used for other than residential purposes. The tenth-century 
Patria of Constantinople mentions a number of cases in which a church, or 
a bath, or both were added to an old house by its new owner. In most cases, 
although this is not always expressly stated, the new owner converted the 
building into a monastery, a hospital, or a home for old people, or added 
such a home to it.52 A good example is ta Areobindou where, as it seems, 
Ioannes Tzetzes used to take his baths. Here the Patria says53:

Petros, the magister and kouropalates and brother of emperor Maurik-
ios, built the most holy Mother of God ta Areobindou, because the house 
of Areobindos, from which the place took its name, was there in the 
time of the most mighty Justin the Thracian. And the church and the 
bath were built 92 years after this Areobindos.

Sometimes it is even said that the house itself was turned into a bath or a 
church; but such statements are probably the result of excessive abbrevia-
tion of sources that, in most cases, have not survived.

A complex that consisted of a church, a home for old people, and a public 
bath for the use of the people of the surrounding area, all operated by the clergy 
of the church or by monks of a small monastery – such an institution of public 
welfare, with a widely visible church as its centre with access to a large num-
ber of people, is the perfect focal unit for a neighbourhood in the social sense, 
where the people could feel safe and were looked after by a local authority. But 
again, it is only the focal unit and does not define a clearly circumscribed area.

Another, more special case of possible neighbourhoods in Constantinople 
is represented by the quarters where ethnic minorities and foreign merchants 
were forced to live. Again, as there is no archaeological evidence for these 
quarters, we rely exclusively on literary sources for our knowledge of them.
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The oldest ethnic minority in Constantinople, which could not so eas-
ily be integrated into Christian society, were the Jews, whose presence is 
already attested for in the fourth century.54 Massive legal discrimination 
against Jews had already begun in this age, but there is no evidence for a 
long time that they had to live in separate quarters or neighbourhoods. Only 
in the eleventh century do we hear from a Jewish author, Bar-Hebraeus, that 
the strong immigration of Jews and other ethnic groups prompted Emperor 
Constantine Monomachos to expel them all from the city by a law issued in 
1044.55 Most of the Jews apparently settled just outside the sea walls on the 
shore of the Golden Horn, as suggested by the mention of an “old Jewish 
wharf” by Anna Komnene one century later.56 But already in 1061, the Jews 
were forced to leave this site as well, and went to Pera on the northern side 
of the Golden Horn.57 After their temporary expulsion during the reign of 
the Crusaders, they returned to Constantinople in 1261, and settled in a new 
quarter, again outside the walls, this time in the Vlanga region on the south-
ern side of the city (Figure 1.3).58

We have no information about the appearance of these settlements, but it 
is likely that each was surrounded by a wall and had a gate which was closed 
at night – at least this was the case in the late thirteenth century when the 
Arab traveller Hadji Abdallah describes the quarters of the Jews and Mus-
lims in this way.59 Benjamin of Tudela mentions that already around 1165, 
in the Jewish settlement of Pera the quarters of the Rabbanites and Karaïtes 
were separated by a dividing wall.60 In his time, there were 2,500 Jews in 
Constantinople, a settlement too large to be defined as a neighbourhood in 
the social sense.

Figure 1.3 The Jewish quarters of Constantinople. Image produced by the author.
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Foreign merchants had also been accommodated in separate buildings 
or complexes of buildings at least since the tenth century, when the Rus 
(Russians) were installed in the old palace of Saint Mamas on the Bosporos: 
a former summer residence which had been abandoned by the emperors 
sometime before.61 Beginning in the late eleventh century, we find first the 
Venetians,62 and then, in the twelfth century, also the Pisans and Genoese 
in their so-called concessions, that is, in special zones near the harbours on 
the Golden Horn which were assigned to them (Figure 1.4).

The first of these concessions was granted in 1082 to the Venetians, but 
the document describing its exact extent is lost. We know only from Anna 
Komnene that it extended from the “old Jewish wharf” to somewhere below 
the Vigla, a hill in the region of the present İstanbul University, and that 
three wharves belonged to it.63 A later document from 1148 mentions some 
buildings which allow us to fix their size more exactly. The concession was 
about 300 m wide along the Golden Horn shore, while its extension uphill 
cannot be determined.64 The overall area may have been as big as 50,000 
square meters.65 In the concession, a church was handed over to the Vene-
tians, as well as a central administrative building called the embolos. But 
although the concession must have had a clearly defined border, it was in 
no way separated from the rest of the city, and the main street, the so-called 
makros embolos, ran through it.66 We should assume that only some public 
buildings were ceded to the Venetians and that the merchants simply re-
ceived the right to rent or buy houses in the region. In other words, there was 

Figure 1.4  The Italian quarters of Constantinople. Redrawn after Berger, “Topo-
graphie”, 151 and 160. The sketch shows the approximate location of the 
quarters, with the important churches and the old harbours of Neorion 
and Bosporion, which were already silted up at that time. The substruc-
ture of the Balkapan Hanı is the only monument in this area which may 
go back to pre-Ottoman times.
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no Venetian colony that formed a homogenous neighbourhood – or a group 
of such neighbourhoods – where only Venetian-speaking western Christians 
lived. This must also have been the case when the concession was enlarged 
in 1189,67 or when Venice occupied, as a result of the Fourth Crusade, a large 
zone that included three-eighths of the whole city.68

The regulations for the concessions of the other Italian cities were simi-
lar, such as the one for Pisa from 1111 and from 1169 for Genoa. The Pisan 
concession lay to the east of the Venetian one,69 and the Genoese concession 
was first established across the Golden Horn in Pera, but later transferred 
to Constantinople proper, to a place near the other concessions.70 A second 
treaty with Genoa from 1192 describes this concession as consisting of three 
separate units: a wharf on the Golden Horn, the main area near the Neorion 
harbour, also on the Golden Horn, and the so-called palace of Botanei-
ates, which seems not to have been adjacent to the other parts.71 Again, this 
shows us that the concessions were not closed units, but open to the public, 
and did not function as neighbourhoods.

The palace of Botaneiates, judging from its name, was probably founded 
by Nikephoros Botaneiates, emperor from 1078 to 1081, and had later be-
longed to Konstantinos or Kalamanos, a pretender to the Hungarian throne 
who lived in Constantinople in exile. When it was given to the Genoese, it 
was already in a state of noble decay, as its description in the treaty shows 
(Figure 1.5). It was a building complex on several terraces on a slope which 
were connected by steps, and of which one part rose on high substructures. 

Figure 1.5 T he palace of Botaneiates. Redrawn after Angold, “Inventory”. Image 
produced by the author.
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The area was surrounded by a wall and contained two churches, a number 
of houses, pavilions, halls, and cisterns.

This is a typical middle-Byzantine aristocratic house, one of those struc-
tures which in older times would have borne a name formed by ta with a 
personal name in the genitive form, and which often formed, as we have 
seen, the centre or focal unit of the neighbourhood around it.

To conclude, there were, of course, neighbourhoods in Constantinople 
from its foundation down to the Ottoman conquest. Texts often allude to 
them and sometimes also describe them, but Byzantine texts do not consist-
ently use a word or a grammatical construction to denote neighbourhoods 
in Smith’s sense. Nevertheless, it is possible to understand from reading 
texts on how people thought about the residential zones in which they lived. 
While the social neighbourhoods in Smith’s sense were mostly centred on 
focal points, had no fixed boundaries, and could overlap, other units such 
as ethnic quarters and the concessions for foreign merchants in the middle 
and late Byzantine age were clearly circumscribed, either literally walled in 
or defined by treaty.
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What is a neighbourhood?1

One must in the future try to isolate domestic habitation that had been 
restricted in use to the Greek population; such habitation might be iden-
tifiable if one were to compare the statistics for various types of pottery 
recovered from different areas within the city. A prime area to focus 
upon, if possible, would be a closely grouped Greek quarter around an 
Orthodox church.2

In this quote, Charles Williams, Director Emeritus of the Corinth 
 excavations, describes how he imagines the spatial and social organization 
of Frankish Corinth. Although he does not explicitly mention neighbour-
hoods, he reproduces in this quote a recurrent image of them in scholarship: 
materially distinct and thus easily identifiable spatial and social units, with 
a strong degree of homogeneity based on ethnic, religious, economic, or 
other characteristics, organized around a focal point, preferably a monu-
mental structure such as a church that speaks to the distinct identity of the 
city’s different groups.3 

Instead of searching for rigid social and spatial criteria for defining neigh-
bourhoods that end up masking the variety and complexity of social and 
spatial configurations that both create and define them, we can follow Mi-
chael Smith’s idea of the neighbourhood as an open system with varying 
degrees of homogeneity and connectivity, where spaces and social processes 
do not fit perfectly with each other but overlap.4 Such a definition recognizes 
neighbourhoods as spaces of frequent, face-to-face interaction and similar 
conditions of residence and shared local facilities.5 

Based on such approaches to neighbourhoods, the aim of this paper is 
to offer a more complex and yet “flexible” image of Byzantine neighbour-
hoods that does not easily conform to rigid expectations of spatial and 
social organization. Using Middle Byzantine Athens as an example and 
relying mainly on the excavation results of the Athenian Agora, I explore 
how archaeology can contribute to an in-depth examination of the relations 
between social processes and spatial forms in Byzantine neighbourhoods. 

2 The view from Byzantine 
archaeology
Fotini Kondyli
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I start with a brief discussion of archaeology’s role in the discussion of 
Byzantine neighbourhoods and then turn to the Athenian Agora to examine 
places of social interaction and explore their role in neighbourhood life and 
the formation of a collective identity.6 

In this second section, I consider three different types of spaces: churches, 
areas of industrial activity, and streets in Middle Byzantine Athens. First, 
I revisit the notion that neighbourhoods were organized around a church 
and instead point to the coexistence and proximity of various sacred spaces 
that point to a more complex religious landscape that informed peoples’ 
interaction. Considering issues of zoning and neighbourhood development 
based on specific economic activities, I bring together recent archaeological 
discoveries from the Athenian Agora and elsewhere at Athens to trace the 
location and type of industrial activities within the city and better under-
stand how such hubs were created and how they impacted the formation 
and conceptualization of neighbourhoods. I then present the biography of 
a single street within the Athenian Agora to explore how its spatial organi-
zation engaged the residents in a discourse about rights of access and about 
public and private space. In the final section, I consider what is inherently 
political about neighbourhoods and how archaeology can contribute to 
such discussions.

An archaeological approach to neighbourhood studies

Despite a boom of recent publications on Late Antique and Byzantine cities, 
many of which pursue new directions of study, discussions on the archaeol-
ogy of neighbourhoods are still limited.7 Perhaps an obvious obstacle is the 
lack of readily available material evidence on neighbourhoods. We do not 
excavate experiences and social ties; we excavate people’s trash, abandoned 
buildings, and destroyed sites. This material world, however, was also con-
structed with ideas and imbued with multiple meanings which shaped and 
reflected experiences, social ties, and political actions. 

Accordingly, the study of neighbourhoods requires an interpretive leap 
from buildings, objects, and urban infrastructure to activities that promoted 
interaction and enhanced a sense of belonging and collectiveness on the micro- 
scale.8 Yet scholars remain hesitant to interpret archaeological evidence in 
this fashion, mainly for two reasons. First, traditional approaches to ar-
chaeology place primary emphasis on documentation and analysis but are 
reluctant to interpret without the support of textual evidence. Second, the 
overwhelming amount of data and the long duration of archaeological inves-
tigations slow down the study, interpretation, and publication of the finds.

Studies on Byzantine cities often focus exclusively on their monumental 
core, including such structures as fortification walls, palaces, and churches. 
Although such works contribute to the cities’ architectural history and 
topography, their presentation in isolation from the surrounding built 
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environment distorts our understanding of their potential functions and 
meanings. We miss the architectural and social dialogues that occurred be-
tween people, spaces, and buildings.9 Such studies also promote top-down 
approaches to city-making processes, since the focus on elite sponsored 
monuments produces images of cities exclusively created by the Imperial 
court and its elite. Within such a framework, neighbourhoods are reduced 
to a constant “background noise” consisting of daily activities with no real 
social or political significance. 

The archaeological study of neighbourhoods focuses instead on the spa-
tial organization of cities in their entirety, paying attention to physical and 
built barriers, spatial clustering of buildings, spaces, and activities, and 
spaces of social distinctiveness.10 Particular emphasis is placed on ordi-
nary spaces that encompassed a variety of shared experiences. Such spaces 
promoted frequent social interaction among people, allowing them to meet 
face to face, exchange ideas and opinions, and carry on their daily activi-
ties. Streets are the urban shared spaces par excellence because they host 
numerous economic, social, religious, and political activities and promote 
encounters and interaction.11 Furthermore, pavements, public amenities 
such as wells and benches, and open built and unbuilt public spaces are 
all material evidence of social interaction and negotiation. Similarly, sacred 
spaces, such as churches and burial grounds, brought people together and 
promoted a sense of belonging. Archaeological study of such spaces as sites 
of social interaction should reveal their role in neighbourhood formation 
and conceptualization.12 

Middle Byzantine Athens

In my discussion of Middle Byzantine Athens and its neighbourhoods, I 
rely primarily on the Athenian Agora excavations. I also point to similar 
discoveries in other areas around Athens to provide a clearer idea of the 
city’s spatial and socio-economic organization. Since 1931, the Athenian 
Agora Excavations have brought to light a significant part of the Byzantine 
city, including hundreds of houses and a variety of other built and open 
spaces (Figure 2.1).13 The majority of these Byzantine discoveries still awaits 
publication, but I focus on this part of Athens due to the extent of the area 
excavated and the wealth and variety of Byzantine structures and artefacts 
discovered. These finds provide a unique opportunity to examine the neigh-
bourhood formation and transformations and bring into sharp focus the 
people who lived in and shaped them. 

The Ancient Agora was the heart of Classical Athens. Easily acces-
sible from the city’s main gate, the Dipylon, the Agora lies just north of 
the Acropolis and was connected to the sacred rock via the Panathenaic 
Way. The Agora was a major hub of political and economic activity in an-
tiquity, populated by public civic and religious buildings, and open spaces 
for the display and selling of goods. Houses and workshops were limited to 
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the Agora’s west and southwest edges, as well as to its north side, around  
the Hephasteion.14

The Herulian sack of the city in AD 267 and the destruction of buildings 
such as the Odeion and the Stoa of Attalos altered the monumental and pub-
lic core of the Agora. Furthermore, the so-called post-Herulian wall built 
in the attack’s aftermath left most of the Ancient Agora outside the fortified 
area and, thus, unprotected. Archaeological evidence points to a time of 
recovery and rebuilding in the next centuries and by the sixth century, pub-
lic monumental structures such as the Palace of the Giants coexisted with 
industrial installations such as foundries and watermills in its vicinity, as 
well as houses built on top of Greco-Roman ruins.15

In the Middle Byzantine period, Athens was densely inhabited following 
the demographic boom witnessed throughout the Empire in the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries.16 The physical geography of the city had changed lit-
tle since antiquity, but the built environment had changed dramatically.17 
The development of the city does not seem to have followed a rigid plan. 
Instead, it developed organically, with new buildings taking over empty 
spaces, pre-existing structures constantly being reconfigured, and ancient 
spolia finding their way onto the façades and into the foundations of Byz-
antine houses. The Acropolis continued to be a significant landmark of the 

Figure 2.1  Overview of Section Η in foreground and Section Ε in the background, 
with the remains of Byzantine structures visible. Photo credit: American 
School of Classical Studies at Athens: Agora excavations.
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city, and the Parthenon, already transformed to a church in earlier centuries 
dedicated to the Mother of God of Athens, now functioned as the Metropol-
itan See and a major pilgrimage site.18 The area of the Ancient Agora housed 
a variety of buildings and activities including residences, open spaces, work-
shops, churches, monasteries, and cemeteries. Other areas of habitation now 
clustered mainly between the ancient Valerian wall and the post-Herulian 
wall, including Areopagus and Kerameikos, the areas of modern Syntagma 
Square and the National Gardens, the area around the Olympieion, and the 
south slope of the Acropolis (Figure 2.2). 

The conundrum of churches

Recent scholarship explores Byzantine churches as places of ritual, theoph-
any, and pilgrimage, and as sites of extraordinary sensory experiences.19 
Churches have also been understood as spaces that promote collective 
action and shared identity, as well as inequality and social competition.20 
Building upon these recent advances on the multiple roles of churches and 
the variety of experiences they can afford, I examine here their possible re-
lations and roles within a neighbourhood setting. 

In Middle Byzantine Athens, elaborate private churches stood side by side 
with monastic complexes and with smaller, possibly parish churches.21 The 
Praktikon of Athens, a document listing the properties and tenants of an 
unknown great landowner of Athens, exemplifies how churches functioned 

Figure 2.2 Map of Byzantine Athens, after Travlos (1960).
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as important landmarks and were used as geographical markers to navi-
gate the city and delineate property boundaries. For example, one property 
close to the Tzykanistirion is mentioned in relation to three churches in the 
vicinity: St. John Prodromos, the church of Christ, and that of the Virgin.22 
This speaks to the prominence of churches in the urban fabric of Athens 
and their role in the conceptualization of space. Two monumental churches, 
the Holy Apostles and the church of St. George (the ancient Hephaisteion), 
were located on the northwest and southeast sides of the Athenian Agora, 
framing an area of intense habitation and economic activity.23 Built on ele-
vated plateaus, supplied with elaborate and monumental façades, and con-
nected to such main roads as the Panathenaic Way, the Holy Apostles, and 
St. George were highly visible landmarks. 24

The Holy Apostles was probably a private foundation, but the numerous 
tombs and ossuaries discovered under the church floor point to a possible 
later change of function, and certainly to its increased use as a burial site 
(Figure 2.3).25 How would such changes impact the church’s role in neigh-
bourhood life both spatially and socially? Similarly, St. George seems to 
have served a variety of roles, including the monastic and the funerary. 
 Surviving Byzantine letters mention St. George as the katholikon of a monas-
tery, and inscriptions on the church’s columns list some of the abbots’ names 
and dates of death in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.26 Archaeological  

Figure 2.3  Vaulted tombs in the narthex, Holy Apostles. Photo credit: American 
School of Classical Studies at Athens: Agora Excavations.
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remains dating to the Middle Byzantine period are limited to a number 
of walls to the south side of the temple together with storage vessels and 
a barrel- vaulted cistern. They certainly indicate activities related to the 
church, but their exact function is difficult to determine.27 Numerous bur-
ials dated to the Middle and Late Byzantine periods have also been found 
inside and around the church. The presence of both male and female skel-
etons suggests accommodation of the burial needs of a larger community 
than strictly a monastic one.28 The numerous Middle Byzantine houses and 
small streets surrounding both churches attest to their location within in-
tensely inhabited areas, and further point to the spatial, religious, and social 
interaction among nearby residents and these churches.

Besides the Holy Apostles and St. George, a number of smaller churches 
was located within the Athenian Agora, including St. Philippos located 
northeast of St. George, and St. Thomas behind the Stoa of Attalos. 29 
Northeast of St. George, another two small churches were also found 
in close proximity to each other, located in the same block, one located 
along a north-south running street and the other on an east-west running 
street that meets the former.30 Both of them were of small dimensions, lit-
erally squeezed between house walls, lacking the monumentality of other 
churches in the area (Figure 2.4).31 Multiple burials were discovered within 
each of them. Two things are of interest here: their mutual proximity, and 
the fact that both mark burial sites that predated the construction of the 
churches.

How should we understand the coexistence of two small churches in the 
same area? Did they serve different functions, different groups, or both? Did 
one play a more important role in the identification of the neighbourhood 
than the other? As funerary chapels, both were places of burial, prayer, and 
commemoration. In fact, the biography of these chapels seems similar; both 
transformed from unused or abandoned spaces between houses to sacred 
places for the burial and commemoration of the dead. At a later stage, these 
burial places were also framed architecturally by small chapels, marking 
more clearly their location and function. In the case of the smaller chapel, 
the burial of a single individual in an extended position with the head to-
ward the west was discovered in the southwest corner of the narthex. This 
seems to be the earliest burial on the site and pre-existed the construction of 
the chapel.32 Similarly, in the bigger chapel, St. Nikolaos, a male individual 
was found in an extended position, fully covered with large tiles underneath 
the narthex’s west wall. Since the narthex’s floor was intact, we can assume 
that the burial predated the narthex’s construction.33 

Here is an archaeological witness to the transformation of urban spaces 
through practice (i.e., burial, church building, prayer) that influenced how 
neighbourhoods were conceived and experienced daily. Perhaps the pres-
ence of these two funerary chapels and their proximity to each other con-
tributed to this neighbourhood’s distinct character. To further explore their 
role and meaning, we can draw analogies to what we know of other Byzan-
tine churches. 
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As funerary spaces, these chapels were visual markers of loss and grief, 
as well as of hope for salvation, and focal points of ritual involving prayer 
and commemoration. Even if they were private chapels associated with the 

Figure 2.4  Byzantine area with the two small chapels, Sections BE, BZ, BH. Plan 
courtesy: the American School of Classical Studies at Athens: Agora  
Excavations.
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adjacent houses, they could still engage with the wider community. On a first 
level, the residents in that street would have to agree to or at least tolerate 
the presence of burials within a residential zone. On a more substantial level, 
these private chapels invited collective action, such as communal prayer for 
the deceased, particularly on special feast days.34 The chapels’ bells would 
participate in the organization of the neighbourhood’s daily routines and 
time schedules and would signal events of loss and worship. Evidence ex-
ists of religious confraternities that centred on common worship, cared for 
the sick and occasionally formed burial societies. This illuminates the acts 
of burial and commemoration as collective responsibilities and experiences 
that transcended the limits of the immediate family.35  Furthermore, these 
small chapels did not stand in isolation, but were linked to a wider net-
work of religious spaces within the city by roads, paths, and processions.36 
Whether one encountered these chapels along the street or visited them in-
tentionally, memories were formed that informed notions of belonging and 
collectiveness. In that sense, it is not only spatial proximity and function 
that connects the two chapels and their surrounding residential areas, but 
also embodied and shared practices.

In the same general area (north of St. George), additional spaces were be-
ing transformed to house the dead in the same period. Between St. George 
and the two small churches discussed above, a series of ossuaries have been 
found in an open space between houses (Figure 2.5).37 Three ossuaries, each 
containing multiple individuals, were discovered outside a Middle Byzantine 

Figure 2.5 ( a) Three ossuaries found adjacent to a Byzantine house. Drawing by L. 
Leddy and F. Kondyli. (b) Articulated skeletons in one of the ossuaries. 
Photo credit: American School of Classical Studies at Athens: Agora 
Excavations.
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house, occupying a space south of the house that seems to be open, perhaps 
part of an alley. Based on the skeletons’ articulation and position, most of the 
deceased were originally buried elsewhere, perhaps in small funerary chapels 
like the ones discussed above. While we do not know much about the identity 
of the deceased,38 the ossuaries themselves point to a purposeful act that in-
volved a specific grouping of individuals, and a specific location where that 
grouping became meaningful. As with the two small chapels, the transforma-
tion of an empty space to a sacred place involved the participation of the fam-
ilies of the deceased and at least the permission of people inhabiting the area, 
particularly the surrounding houses. The location of the ossuaries in an open 
space by a road also invited the engagement of a larger community, people 
who walked by the street and who would stop to offer a prayer for those who 
were buried there. In more official rituals of remembrance and commemora-
tion of the dead, family and neighbours were also expected to participate.39 

I have so far concentrated on a small area on the north side of the Agora 
to indicate a variety of religious buildings and sacred spaces. This image of 
numerous churches and religious institutions crowded in the same areas con-
tinues outside the Agora: at Monastiraki (Pantanassa), the Roman Agora 
(Asomaton Sta Skalia, St. Elias of Staropazaro, the Taxiarches church, the 
church beneath the Fethiye Mosque), and at Plaka (St. Ioannis Theologos, 
Metamorphosis, St. Nikolaos Rangava).40 We are thus dealing with a large 
number of churches with different functions, scales, and degrees of access, 
and potentially with different implications and roles within their respective 
neighbourhoods. If we include also places of burial, then we have many co-
existing religious spaces that promoted participation and social interaction 
beyond the immediate family realm and informed notions of geographical 
and emotional connectivity and closeness. These spaces point to a more 
complex relation between residential areas and sacred spaces, that takes 
us beyond the simple equation of church equals neighbourhood. They are 
visual markers and means of navigation within the city, as well as places of 
congregation, shared faith, and collective memory.41 They also participate 
in small-scale sacred topographies and become bridges between different 
parts of the city connected through movement and ritual. 

A neighbourhood of craftsmen?

The Praktikon of Athens, mentioned above, refers to the neighbourhood 
of Kochylarion (area of dye-workers), explicitly using the word geitonia 
(“neighbourhood”).42 Based on this reference, scholars have imagined a 
neighbourhood exclusively or largely composed of people who worked in  
murex-related industries such as dye production for textiles. While this 
textual reference might support the idea of Byzantine neighbourhoods as 
distinct zones of social and/or economic activities, archaeological evidence 
points to a more complex reality. Based on the large number of murex shells 
discovered around the Herodion, the neighbourhood of Kochylarion is 
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believed to have been located between the Acropolis and the Hill of Muses.43 
However, large amounts of murex shells and open vats associated with dy-
ers’ workshops have also been found in other areas, including the Olymp-
ieion, the Makriyannis area, the Library of Hadrian, and the north part of 
the Athenian Agora.44 This suggests that the processing of murex occurred 
in more than one location in the city and that no one neighbourhood was 
exclusively associated with this activity.

The same seems to be true for other types of industries, particularly pot-
tery production.45 Pottery kilns, kiln furniture, and wasters have been found 
in the Athenian Agora,46 the Roman Agora,47 the south slope of the Acrop-
olis,48 and the Makriyannis plot underneath the new Acropolis museum.49 
The numerous areas discovered relating to ceramic production suggest that 
there was no one area in the city dedicated to pottery production, rather 
multiple locations close to main roads, points of entry, and water sources. 
Furthermore, the recent discoveries at the Makriyannis area point to hubs 
of industrial activities where several industries coexisted, including textile 
dyeing, and pottery and metal production.50 

The north side of the Athenian Agora displays similar characteristics of 
an economic and industrial hub. This is exemplified by a large block between 
two north-south streets, stretching through Sections MM, ΒΓ’ and ΒΓ. The 
excavators revealed a variety of features within these structures that point 
to production beyond the household scale.51 For example, an installation of 
two plastered vats connected to two pithoi has been found at the western 
part of the block and should be dated to the mid-twelfth to early thirteenth 
centuries (Figure 2.6).52 Their function is not clear, but they share some sim-
ilarities with other installations in the city that have been interpreted as 

Figure 2.6 ( a) Drawing of an industrial installation with vats within a Middle Byz-
antine structure. Drawing by L. Leddy and F. Kondyli. (b) Photo of an 
industrial installation with vats within a Middle Byzantine structure. 
Photo credit: American School of Classical Studies at Athens: Agora 
Excavations.
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features related to textile dyeing or tanning. In the same block, excavators 
interpreted a round tiled surface as part of an oven that could have been 
used for more than just domestic activities; a few meters away another round 
mudbrick construction (probably a built pithos) contained kiln wasters.53 
Although the numerous pithoi and cesspits found in this structure were 
ubiquitous features in the residential area at the Agora, their proximity to 
vats, kilns, and pipes points to a different use than a simply domestic one. 
The idea of an area at the north part of the Agora with a variety of domes-
tic and industrial uses is further supported by the more recently excavated 
sections BE-BZ-BH that have also produced evidence of industrial activity, 
such as the large pit with murex shells mentioned above.54 

What do these data on industrial activities tell us about neighbourhoods? 
They all support the idea that the same economic and industrial activities 
were taking place in various locations around the city, and there was not 
one area exclusively designated for a certain type of activity. Moreover, the 
discoveries at Makriyannis and the north part of the Agora clearly show a 
clustering of activities in specific areas. Apparently, people involved in sim-
ilar activities often occupied the same location, thus creating hubs of indus-
try and economic activity. Recent studies on the industrial activities in other 
Byzantine cities, such as Thessaloniki, Constantinople, and Cherson, pres-
ent a similar image. Different industries coexisted in the same areas, in mul-
tiple locations around the city: near elite houses, clustered on main roads, 
around open public spaces, and even in close proximity to churches.55 Based 
on these discoveries, we should move away from the idea of neighbourhoods 
organized around one type of activity, and consider instead the factors that 
informed such activities’ location and their impact on daily experiences 
which consequently informed notions of neighbourhoods. 

A combination of macro-structural and bottom-up actions contribute to 
the clustering of such activities and groups.56 On the macro-level, the de-
mographic boom and the relative stability and prosperity experienced in 
the Middle Byzantine period translated to new markets and an increased 
demand for goods as well as competition for space. The state also affected 
activity clustering through legislation on zoning and efforts to restrict cer-
tain activities, especially those involving fire and bad smells, to the outskirts 
of the city. The local administration also participated to the degree that it 
enforced such laws and regulated economic activities.57 The topography and 
available resources in each hub of activity are also relevant. For example, 
the clustering of industrial activities in the north part of the Agora could be 
partly explained by the area’s access to water from the Eridanos River, and 
by its proximity to main routes, such as the Panathenaic Way (which still con-
nected the area of the Agora with the religious and administrative centre of 
the city).58 It is also located at the city’s northern limit, allowing easier access 
to the city’s hinterland and areas outside the city used for waste dumping.59

Bottom-up processes were equally important in the formation of such 
clusters. Economic hubs were also the outcome of the inhabitants’ and 
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craftsmen’s decisions and actions. Communities of craftsmen learned from 
and competed with each other, occasionally shared tools, techniques, and 
installations, and even teamed up to transport raw material and finished 
commodities. In such cases, a shared location of similar activities was an 
efficient solution that also boosted creativity and technological advances. 

Such hubs of economic activity also contributed to the distinct character 
of a place. The funerary inscriptions at the church of St. George, which is 
very near to the cluster of industrial activities discussed here, speaks over-
whelmingly of craftsmen, such as builders, coppersmiths, and dyers, and 
thus encapsulates a distinct element of this neighbourhood.60 These inscrip-
tions can be understood as material manifestations of social and economic 
identity, and their micro-spatial expression in the urban fabric.61 As such, 
they provide evidence of a shared identity that was expressed through struc-
tures, objects, inscriptions, and common experiences. In terms of neigh-
bourhood experiences, such clusters of activities would stand out from 
nearby blocks which might have been more residential. The sounds, the 
smells, and the overall bustle that come with craft production certainly in-
formed life in these blocks and gave them a distinct character. The shared 
activities of making and the shared experiences and sensory responses to 
living in such an area shaped the notions of a neighbourhood.

Open spaces – shared spaces

Open spaces informed daily experiences and mental maps of the urban 
landscape.62 Even when they were designed by the central or regional ad-
ministration, they became spaces of economic, social, religious, and po-
litical interaction for all types of groups, including non-elites. They also 
functioned as focal points of political action and mobilization, ranging 
from formal visits of Emperors to impromptu meetings, riots, and acts of 
opposition.63 Streets in particular “have been historically critical sites of 
grassroots social and economic activity for urban classes lacking much 
private enclosed space.”64 The centrality of streets in the daily life of com-
mon people in Byzantine cities is also well attested in hagiographical texts 
where the main plot often takes places in the streets, porticoes, and open 
spaces outside churches.65 Yet they are rarely dealt with in studies on Byz-
antine urbanism, and when they are not the main streets of processions 
and imperial adventus, they have no place in political studies. In what 
follows, I briefly narrate a small event in a Byzantine street’s biography 
in an attempt to place streets at the heart of daily encounters in urban 
neighbourhoods and approach them as spaces of social and political 
negotiation. 

In the north of the Agora (Section MM), a small street running north-
south and separating two house blocks provides an interesting example of 
interaction among neighbours. The street was initially wider on the north 
part but became irregular and narrower to the south. Within the street, a 
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foundation for a gate was discovered placed east-west, extending from the 
one house façade to the opposite one, thus blocking the road (Figure 2.7). 
After a destructive fire in the first half of the twelfth century that affected 
both houses, their façades were rebuilt. The new external wall of the west 
house (named Middle Block by the excavators) was moved further west, and 
as a result, the street became wider at the south. The gate was not rebuilt 
(Figure 2.8). 

I believe that this gated street points to an arrangement involving the res-
idents of the street.66 We have no way of knowing what kind of arrangement 
that was or why the gate was abandoned after the fire. One can entertain dif-
ferent scenarios: from complaints and threats of legal action, to new owners, 
or simply indifference. Regardless, the implementation and destruction of 
the gate that regulated movement and controlled accessibility are material 
manifestations of interaction and political practice at the neighbourhood 
level. What happened in that street certainly affected the residents of the 
houses nearby, but it also affected people’s movement in the broader area 
since the street continued both to the north and the south. Whether the 
gate was something that neighbours agreed upon or contested, their shared 
space and frequent interaction forced them to consider what was public and 
private and negotiate issues of rights of property and access.67 Such inter-
actions among neighbours pertaining to the regulation of public spaces had 
significant political implications in the life of the city.

Figure 2.7 T races of the gate’s foundation blocking the street. Photo credit: Ameri-
can School of Classical Studies at Athens: Agora Excavations.
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Figure 2.8  (a) Pre-fire phase of the road and its flanking structures. Drawings by 
L. Leddy and F. Kondyli. (b) Post-fire phase of the road and its flanking 
structures. Drawings by L. Leddy and F. Kondyli.
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The political aspect of Byzantine neighbourhoods

We often associate political action with large-scale events, such as the as-
cent and descent of political leaders, wars, and major diplomatic events. 
In a Byzantine urban context, political action is almost synonymous with 
rebellions and separatist movements. Thus, the study of neighbourhoods, 
which has been associated with quotidian life, seems initially irrelevant to 
such political processes.68

In examining what is political about neighbourhoods, I want to suggest 
two approaches. First, writing about the archaeology of politics, Adam 
Smith emphasizes the limitations of an approach to political action that 
focuses only on institutions and ignores the politics of the everyday.69 In 
terms of material evidence, such notions of politics focus our attention on 
the public and monumental, thus neglecting the neighbourhood, the house, 
and the burial ground as places that shape and reproduce political behav-
iour. Second, in order to understand cities as political bodies and explore 
their relation to central administration, we need to identify the spaces where 
political events could be organized, political views exchanged, and political 
actions unravelled. 

The examples from the Athenian Agora that I have presented here in-
clude the transformation of empty plots to places of religious importance, 
the formation of communities of craft and knowledge production, and, 
finally, the regulation of public spaces. These activities and shared spaces 
speak to collective action which is inherently political. For example, in 
the case of burial sites within residential areas, the transformation of 
empty spaces to places imbued with religious significance relied on col-
lective participation in rituals and acknowledgement of their meaning 
and symbolism beyond the family of the deceased. These spaces and the 
shared experiences they encompassed reflect and reaffirm aspects of col-
lective identity and exemplify how a neighbourhood could function as a 
 collective body.70 

These examples also speak to the active participation of city-dwellers in 
the spatial organization and regulation of their city through daily practices, 
changes in architecture and use, and embedded social meanings. For ex-
ample, in the case of the gated road, this spatial arrangement defined ac-
ceptable behaviour by introducing a barrier that controlled movement and 
functioned as a means of negotiating notions of public and private.71 This 
active involvement in city-making processes suggests that different social 
groups, including the residents themselves, assumed some of the state’s fun-
damental roles as city builders, and providers of amenities, at the neigh-
bourhood level. 

Leonora Neville’s work on Middle Byzantine provincial administration 
has emphasized the mode of operation in the provinces in which a hands-
off central administration did not intervene unless there was a visible threat 
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to its authority.72 Furthermore, Dimitris Krallis has pointed to the role of 
non-elites in the formation of collective and political identities in Byzan-
tine cities.73 In that political environment, local elites, city councils, and the 
citizens participated in cities’ infrastructure, deciding on their day-to-day 
operations, and shaping their morphology. It is worth noting that Byzantine 
city councils often included representatives of different professional asso-
ciations and guilds thus giving non-elites direct access to the management 
of cities.74 These acts of collaboration, coexistence, or competition between 
central administration, local authorities, and small-scale communities, sup-
port the idea that neighbourhoods were to some degree self-regulated. 

The goal of this paper has been to move beyond rigid spatial and social 
criteria and offer a more flexible approach to Byzantine neighbourhoods. 
Using archaeological evidence, I have shown how the spatial organization 
and architecture of neighbourhoods provided visible clues about social be-
haviour and political dynamics.75 All case studies discussed here point to 
spaces and activities that offered opportunities for collective action and ex-
periences and enhanced social affiliations anchored in specific locales. They 
also all involve the active participation of the residents themselves in both 
transforming urban spaces and regulating social behaviour. Such actions 
are unmistakably political since they point to the self-regulation of the city 
and speak to the relationship of the governed with the local and central ad-
ministration.76 As such, neighbourhoods allow us to study the political and 
social mechanisms of an empire on the micro-scale, and offer alternative 
narratives about city-making and empire-building that are not centred on 
Constantinople and the imperial court.
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Definition and theoretical background

Byzantine cities, villages, and rural settlements have been in the scientific 
focus for some time.1 Winfried Schmitz points out that in the Western medi-
eval sources neighbours had a different meaning than in Antiquity, namely 
a local community of landowners.2 In general, the use of the term “neigh-
bour” to refer either to the immediate neighbours or to all farmers in the vil-
lage depends on the settlement structure. Closed settlements tend to create 
a neighbourhood.3

According to Johannes Koder, a Byzantine city is a settlement with “a 
considerable proportion of non-agricultural functions,” and has “a high 
density of buildings” with close spatial zones forming specific neighbour-
hoods. The city was a market centre with goods and money – a traffic, a 
religious and administrative nucleus with a big impact on the economics of 
the individual inhabitants4 – therefore, the heart in a network of surround-
ing villages or hamlets.5

This paper aims to investigate the urban landscape of Assos and its neigh-
bourhoods. By focusing on the built environment, the inventory, and the 
households, the spatial planning of neighbourhoods and their social and 
economic aspects will be investigated. First, the relationship of Assos to 
its hinterland will be presented to illuminate the “regional neighbourhood” 
and the city’s role as a “central place.” Subsequently, the urban setting of 
Assos will be described based on the analysis of its living quarters, domestic 
complexes, and households in order to approach its local neighbourhoods.

The “regional” neighbourhood of Assos

Assos is located on the west coast of the Anatolian peninsula and bor-
dered by the Aegean Sea. The Greek city was founded by colonists from 
Methymna (on Lesbos) in the seventh century B.C.6 It was a short  stopover 
for the philosopher Aristotle, who probably had Assos in mind when he 
described the cityscape of ideal Greek cities (Politics VII.11–12). During the 
Roman period, Assos was a significant provincial town, as indicated by the 

3 Who is the person living next 
door? Neighbourly relations in 
early Byzantine Assos
Beate Böhlendorf-Arslan
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visits of Roman dignitaries.7 Nevertheless, in scholarly accounts of Byz-
antine road systems, Assos and the Troad region have always been shown 
outside larger trade routes.8 Archaeological surveys in recent years show a 
different picture and prove that the southern Troad was densely populated 
from the sixth century onwards.9 One reason for this was certainly the eco-
nomic wealth of the region. The fertile alluvial plain of the rivers is suitable 
for a variety of agricultural products.

Assos was the seat of a bishop from the early fifth century, and functioned 
as the ecclesiastical centre for the southern Troad region. Furthermore, the 
surveys suggest that Assos was the nucleus of the settlements in the region, in-
dicating its function as the central place.10 The city was integrated into a neigh-
bourly network of surrounding settlements (Figure 3.1). In the fifth through 
the seventh centuries, Assos was involved in a neighbourly supply network.11

West of Assos, there is a fertile plain bordered by a cliff facing the sea. 
On the edge of the plain, in visual range of the city and adjacent to the 
Byzantine city periphery, there are remnants of smaller farmsteads, which 
date to the sixth and seventh centuries, according to the surface pottery. 
About 50 m below the plain, and separated from the sea by the cliffs, are 
the remains of a ca. 22.8 × 15.2 m large church, which was furnished with 
marble building elements and a mosaic.12 Other village settlements, some 
with churches whose remains are still preserved, are located in two zones: 
one 1–2 km from the city, and another 10–15 km from the city (Figure 3.1).13 

The nearest large seaport was not in the neighbourhood but was nearly 
one day’s travel away from Assos. The harbour of Assos was therefore an 

Figure 3.1  Assos with the settlements in the surrounding area. © B. Böhlendorf- 
Arslan.
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important trading centre until the late Byzantine and Ottoman period  
(Figure 3.3).14 In the late Byzantine period, the harbour of Alexandreia 
Troad may not have been in operation anymore, as the inhabitants of the 
neighbouring town of Scamandros did not embark from the port of Alexan-
dreia Troad, but took the longer route via Assos to flee to Lesbos before the 
invading Turks came.15

The “local” neighbourhood of Assos

Topography and historical development of Assos

The topography of Assos is dominated by the rough landscape and the huge 
trachyte rock outcropping, which forms the acropolis of the Greek city  
(Figure 3.3). The antique and early Byzantine city centre lies between the 
acropolis and the sea. The harbour is situated about 130 m below the acrop-
olis (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The slope between the acropolis and the harbour is 
covered with artificial terraces with residential areas, churches, living quar-
ters, squares, and streets. To the north of the acropolis runs the broad bed 
of the river Satnioeis, flanked by fertile cropland. Other arable land lies to 
the east and west of the urban space. Between the river and the acropolis 
extends a large area of stone quarries. 

In Hellenistic and Roman times, the larger public buildings were focused 
on the southwestern and southern slopes below the acropolis (Figures 3.2 
and 3.3). There are indications that the streets and alleys stretching along 
the slope between the buildings in antiquity were arranged at more or less 
regular intervals. Due to the topography, the horizontal streets had to be 
laid out at the edges of the terraces, and the vertical paths had to be partially 
provided with stairs.16

The antique cityscape of Assos changed drastically in the late fifth and 
sixth centuries.17 An earthquake took place around AD 460 and made the 
rebuilding of the city necessary.18 A new city was developed right through 
the sixth century, with a new centre, churches, new residential quarters and 
houses, and a redesigned infrastructure.19 In the subsequent 150 years, peo-
ple worked and lived in this new environment. At the end of the seventh 
or the beginning of the eighth century, another devastating earthquake de-
stroyed life within the city walls. The survivors moved to new quarters in 
the west, outside the city wall, and on the northern slope of the acropolis.20

Spatial and social neighbourhood in early Byzantine Assos

In the sixth century, the people lived in the newly created city of Assos in a 
changed spatial and social structure. The earlier neighbourhoods had to be 
abandoned due to the severe damage by the earthquake. Within the city, cer-
tain areas are separated by enclosures and terrace walls (Figure 3.2). Such 
physical edges define the borders of spatial neighbourhoods, in a similar 
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way to those defined by Paul Magdalino for Constantinople as “a block 
or two and the surrounding streets.”21 Furthermore, the term “residential 
neighbourhood” can be narrowed down even more,22 when in certain archi-
tectural areas a clear separation is made towards the exterior. In Assos, such 
separation towards the exterior can be seen in several types of houses, for 
example, the type of the courtyard house,23 that is, a building surrounded 
by a wall with an interior court, or blocks of houses that are attached.24 In 
blocks, there are inevitably neighbourly contacts. 

Enclosure walls in the western part of Assos indicate the presence of court-
yard houses. Without excavations, it cannot be determined if the courts are 

Figure 3.2  Early Byzantine City of Assos with pilgrimage centre consisting of 
church and saint’s grave (ayazma church) and presumed monastery 
(schematic drawing of the church H). © Assos Excavation Archive.
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peristyle with blocked intercolumniations or not.25 Courtyard houses with 
several rooms around a court also occur in early Byzantine settlements, but 
were apparently more frequent from the ninth century.26 In late Byzantine 
Pergamon, courtyard houses became the common living places.27 The com-
pact form of the block type house can be found in many settlements and was 
most easily adapted to the respective needs.28 In Cilicia, the rectangular 
houses were usually two-storey, with the economic and utility areas on the 
ground floor.29

Spatial neighbourhoods call for social interconnectedness. Spatial prox-
imity can create conflicts in a neighbourhood that are not related to social 
differences.30 In the sixth century, laws were promulgated in Constantino-
ple that regulated urban living.31 In Constantinople, especially, the prob-
lem of “spatial proximity” was in the foreground, forbidding constructions 
that blocked daylight or sea views of neighbouring houses. Though these 
laws may not be transferable, such neighbourly conflicts could also have 
occurred in Assos.

Using the example of Assos, I would like to investigate whether social 
differences have an impact on a neighbourhood. From the drastic changes 
in the late fifth and sixth centuries, it can be assumed that the community 
changed. There may have been a shift in the economic situation or income 
after the natural disasters. The extensively changed cityscape also raises 
the question of whether the real estate has been redistributed; for example, 
whether poor families now occupied formerly elite areas. When the society 
changed, what could have been the consequences for the communal and so-
cial character of the neighbourhood community? Due to the archaeological 
evidence, in particular, the construction techniques and the inventory of 

Figure 3.3  View to the harbour and the city area. At the back the antique acropolis 
and Late Byzantine Kastron. © Assos Excavation Archive.
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the buildings, the residences of the upper, middle, and lower classes can be 
distinguished in Assos.

Changes in the residential quarters and public spaces

From the late fifth century onwards, the ancient agora had lost its func-
tion and was remodelled (Figures 3.2 and 3.4).32 The entrance to the agora 
was blocked by small-scale houses built of irregular stone masonry,33 and 
the formerly open space of the agora was covered by a low-density cluster 
of separate houses.34 Workshops were discovered within the newly created 
closed neighbourhood. A blacksmith worked in the former bouleuterion, 
and immediately west of the ancient stoa, a winery was built on the ground 
floor of a house. Therefore, the agora was now an area in which residential 
buildings, workshops, and shops were located in close proximity to each 
other. Based on the archaeological evidence, this neighbourhood was in-
habited not only by artisans and the urban middle class but also by more 
affluent people.

In front of the Roman temple, south of the entrance to the agora, a house 
with at least five rooms was built (Figure 3.4).35 This building probably in-
cludes a dining room (or triclinium), whose apsidal structure was drawn 
by the first American excavators Clarke and Bacon in 1883.36 Finds from 
the western three rooms mainly consist of domestic pottery and tableware, 
including cooking pots, jugs, and terra sigillata plates of the sixth and sev-
enth centuries. Among the large numbers of small finds inside the rooms 
were many personal items, including spindle whorls, loom weights, a bronze 
spindle hook and needles for producing textiles, bone tools and accessories, 

Figure 3.4  Byzantine remains on the agora, with Roman temple on the right, and 
lower agora. © Assos Excavation Archive.
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bronze buckles, different types of earrings, and a total of 48 coins. Some of 
the earliest objects are worn coins of Justinian I (560/1) and Phokas (602–
610).37 Moreover, a small belt strap end in the Martinovka style was found 
and can be dated to the early seventh century based on parallels from Italy 
and the Balkans.38 The sides of the strap are decorated with gold inlays in 
the form of small leaves. 

Because of its representative position, the apsidal room can be identified 
as an audience hall or a triclinium. The five rooms attached to the rear would 
have been service and residential spaces accessible from the outside since the 
tableware was stored here. Audience hall and triclinia are typical elements of 
early Byzantine villa layouts as found, for example, in Sardis, Aphrodisias, 
Ephesos, Xanthos, Olympos, and other cities.39 The small finds testify that 
the inhabitants of this little prestigious building were comparatively affluent. 

The new centre of the city was now apparently on a terrace below the an-
cient agora (Figures 3.2 and 3.4), as indicated by a church dating to the sixth 
century. The church has an adjacent building, which probably served as a 
bishop’s palace with an audience hall.40 The ensemble was supplemented by 
a chapel, rebuilt from a tetrapylon with the function of a well-house.41

On the southwest corner of the same terrace is a building that cannot 
be included in the presumed episcopal complex (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). This 
building has been identified as an early Byzantine house, which was inserted 
into a former Hellenistic monumental building that was converted into a pa-
laestra in Roman times.42 The Byzantine house, which once had two floors, 
was furnished with a kitchen, storage rooms, a room with heating, several 
chambers, and a representative dining hall in which an Hellenistic floor mo-
saic was reused.43 This well-equipped residential complex was surely used 
by people who enjoyed a certain economic means. The building exhibits 
features – such as the silos and storage rooms with access from the kitchen, 
and the room with heating and stone paving – that indicate prosperity with 
luxury of furnishings, which was above the norm for the common houses of 
Assos. Among the movable objects, there are genuine Terra Sigillata plates 
from North Africa, tableware produced locally in Phokaia, as well as nu-
merous glass vessels, and a horse fibula from Sicily.44

This house had no openings towards the east, to the square with chapel 
and church, and also not towards the north, to the “episcopal complex” 
with the audience hall (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). The walls of ashlar stones re-
main quite high. Since the Hellenistic era, they had formed the side walls of 
the building and screened it off, forming the back walls of a representative 
square. The square was paved with stone slabs and was surrounded by the 
chapel, the church, and the palace. The access to this square was through a 
gate on the south side.

The location of this building – in immediate proximity but without access 
to the church complex – raises some questions. Why was this outstanding 
building erected there? Who were its residents? The currently available data 
do not provide answers to these questions.
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Interestingly, the residential building had access outside the square from 
the south, where one could enter the living space by climbing up several 
steps from a street running east to west.

It is possible that a second entrance may have existed on the west side 
towards a terrace situated above. Nevertheless, the residence had not been 
oriented towards the square or the terrace with the new clerical centre. Ac-
cordingly, the outstanding building forms the upper end of other city quar-
ters in the south, with the West Church and the middle-class houses in the 
west (for which see below).

Are churches the nuclei of neighbourhoods?

The other churches of Assos were isolated similarly from their surroundings 
or their geographical settings. There were five churches in total and two chap-
els inside the city; three more churches are situated extra muros (Figure 3.2).45 

Figure 3.5  Residential house on the southwest corner of the lower agora. In the 
foreground to the left is the stairwell with the entrance, in the middle the 
kitchen, with silos in front of it. © Assos Excavation Archive.
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The buildings located in the vicinity of these intra-urban churches can 
help to define their functions. The direct proximity of the churches in As-
sos is limited by geographic and structural characteristics. Churches and 
surrounding houses are located on the same terrace or are oriented towards 
each other, connected by streets. The ecclesiastic and urban buildings clearly 
form a spatial zone; the outstanding architecture of the ecclesiastical build-
ings implies that they were obvious landmarks in every residential quarter 
and served their immediate neighbourhoods.46

According to an inscription inserted in a wall, the presbyter Hellados do-
nated a church in the sixth century that was built into the Roman baths 
south of the ancient agora.47 We cannot say much about the members of this 
congregation. So far, houses have not been registered in close proximity to 
this building. A street covered by terrazzo pavement, which ran in Roman 
times from the entrance of this church along the south stoa and the baths, 
and passed the heroon, was most likely still intact in the sixth and seventh 
centuries. This street was probably also used by the residents of the houses 
in the agora area, when they wanted to attend the service in the Bath Church 
(Figure 3.2). The church of Helladius could have been the everyday church 
for the inhabitants of the agora if the presumed episcopal church had cer-
tain visitor restrictions.

There is also only limited information concerning the residential areas 
around the church east of the theatre.48 However, this might have been the 
church of the inhabitants of the eastern quarter of Assos. The relationship 
between the early Byzantine houses in this area and the church is also de-
fined clearly by the terrace (Figure 3.2). 

The south side of the West Church abuts the Hellenistic city wall,  
and the other sides of the church are almost completely surrounded by 
houses. The church is located therefore in a tightly inhabited quarter with 
apparently small-scale buildings (Figure 3.2). It is richly furnished with an 
opus sectile floor in the narthex and mosaic floors in the naos, including two 
donor inscriptions, and with limestone slab revetments along the walls and 
a few architectural elements of Proconnesian marble.49 The narthex was de-
stroyed during road construction in the 1970s, thus the connection to the 
urban street grid can only be guessed. A narrow, paved alley runs from the 
northwest parallel to the long side and is connected to the exonarthex by a 
narrow stairway. 

It appears that this building can be identified as the church of the south-
western city neighbourhood (Figure 3.2). In this area, some housing com-
plexes were excavated. Apparently, these are middle-class buildings with 
smaller housing units,50 some lying close to each other and only separated 
by a street 2.2 m in width (Figure 3.6). The rooms were small, measuring 
only about 8–42 square meters. However, the furnishings of the houses were 
still partly high quality. The house in the southwest was connected to the 
drainage channel of the road and had a toilet. In the south, a cistern was 
installed in a smaller chamber in the last construction phase. The adjoining 
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house to the north had a terrazzo floor and built-in shelves. Access to this 
house was from the north, while the adjoining house could be entered from 
the street in the south. The house to the east was separated from the other 
two by the narrow street; another house is built directly to the east and 
against it (Figure 3.6). Although the extension has not yet been excavated, 
the compact houses seem to continue in a row and follow up on the other 
side of the street in the south. 

This cramped living situation requires a close proximity and a high level 
of social competence since private life was restricted here and the common 
walls required a high degree of cooperation. The equipment and the inven-
tory of the houses attest that the inhabitants were not very poor. The win-
dows of the houses were partially closed with glass panes, the floors were 
sealed with high-quality pavements, and the walls were partially covered in 
tiles with incised crosses. The residents had high-quality glassware, terra 
sigillata tableware from Phokaia and Pergamon, and were able to afford 
wine from Chios and Samos.51 The eastern end of this terrace forms the 
previously mentioned residence of the so-called lower agora (Figures 3.2, 
3.5 and 3.6 right corner). Although it is located in close proximity to the 
new ecclesiastical centre, the residence opens with its entrances to the West 
Church and the block-like houses. All three complexes are connected by 
roads. The church, middle-class houses, and upper-class residences form a 
close neighbourhood, bordered by streets.

The structure built into the ancient gymnasion can be identified as an-
other church (Figure 3.2), which served the inhabitants of the densely packed 

Figure 3.6  Living quarter in the vicinity of the West Church (middle), above resi-
dential house on the lower Agora. © Assos Excavation Archive.
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residential buildings. It fits nicely into the peristyle court of the sports com-
plex, only the polygonal apse extends beyond the edges of the ancient build-
ing. The church uses the columns of the ancient peristyle as the boundary of 
the northern aisle. The floor of the naos was covered by an elaborate mosaic, 
the floor of the apse by marble slabs. The ancient gymnasion has so far only 
been investigated in regard to its size. It is unknown how this area was used 
in the Late Antique and early Byzantine periods. The walls of the former 
gymnasion, which still stand, are surrounded by a dense area of houses dat-
ing to the sixth century. The church is larger, splendidly furnished, and was 
perhaps the first choice for travellers arriving in the city since it is located 
directly near the important west gate. The residents who settled in the sixth 
century on the ancient agora could also have used this church for their daily 
prayer (Figure 3.2).

It is obvious that the churches of Assos are of great importance to the in-
dividual neighbourhoods. The churches occupy prominent places, which are 
easy to reach for the inhabitants of each neighbourhood. All the churches 
within the city walls are prominently visible from the sea so that visitors 
approaching from the sea by boat were particularly aware of the churches 
in each district. 

A neighbourhood of hospitality

The presumable guesthouse (or xenodochion) is located directly behind the 
inner chamber of the West gate and is built against the Hellenistic city wall 
(Figures 3.2 and 3.7).52 The extensive complex was entered from the antique 
paved main road. 

A chapel with a single nave is attached to the guesthouse on the north- 
eastern side. The large room to the east once had two storeys, of which the 
upper floor consisted of a kind of open gallery with a dining room. The 
remainders of five marble sigma tables were discovered between the up-
per floor and a layer of roof-tile collapse.53 Two staircases lead from the 
ground floor to the upper floor. One of them was installed in the west. The 
lower floor was probably used for service spaces; here stood several water 
troughs and a silo that was cut into the ground. The food from the adjacent 
kitchen was passed through a hatch to the service room. Directly beside the 
kitchen was a baking oven with an attached woodshed (Figure 3.7). Accom-
modations and stables probably existed in the western area. The rooms in 
between probably functioned as small congregation rooms, workshops for 
small repairs, and open court spaces.54

With its surrounding wall, the xenodochion forms a self-contained com-
plex. It was accessible via several entrances from the northwest and the 
south. Nevertheless, the walls and the guarded gates towards the neighbour-
hood suggest that the xenodochion was a sheltered place and was able to 
provide privacy to its guests. East of the chapel, the main road branches 
off to a small square, on which a stone block was laid down as a bench. 
The paved square was perhaps a neighbourly meeting place through which 
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guests of the xenodochion had to pass, as the main entrance is to the south. 
On the south and east, close to the guesthouse, stood several residential 
buildings, which were connected by narrow alleys. The xenodochion was 
therefore constructed within a regular residential area, to which it was con-
nected through its southern entrance. The integration of guesthouses into 
regular residential neighbourhoods is almost unique since it does not exist 
in many cities.55 Guesthouses are usually located on tavern streets, such as 
in Ephesos or Sardis, or they are placed outside the centre, for example at 
Qal’at Sim’ān.56 

This guesthouse might have been the reception point for visitors to the 
pilgrimage church, which was built in the early sixth century outside the 
gates of the city in the area of the ancient necropolis (Figure 3.2). Visitors 
and residents were directed by a corridor enclosed by walls onto the lower 
cemetery road, which had already been constructed in the archaic age, and 
now led to the pilgrimage church.57 

At the centre of the place of pilgrimage and worship was a tomb open-
ing, nearly 1 × 2.5 m in size, caved roughly into the rock and closed with 
a reused Roman sarcophagus slab. A channel covered in stone slabs leads 
into a grave.58 Through the channel, liquids (oil or water) could be passed 
through to the tomb, and then collected in a vessel (such as an ampulla) or 

Figure 3.7 Xenodochion. © Assos Excavation Archive.
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dabbed with a cloth. By the first half of the sixth century, the grave had been 
integrated into the aisle of a newly built three-aisled basilica. A baptistery 
with a cruciform basin was built southeast of the apse (Figure 3.2).59 These 
features suggest that the pilgrimage centre served the entire region.60

The pilgrimage site was possibly part of a complex facility. Roughly 360 m 
away, the largest church of Assos (nearly 56 m in length) lies on an elongated 
hill (Figure 3.2).61 The church is a three-aisled basilica with a polygonal 
walled apse, a transverse narthex and an atrium. To the south of the church 
large, rectangular buildings are visible. The whole area is surrounded by a 
wall with a gate in the north, through which passes a paved street flanked 
by columns. The juncture of this road and the necropolis road is marked 
by a monumental gate (Figure 3.2), whose interior pillars support a lintel 
adorned with an engraved Christogram. Perhaps the encircled complex on 
the hill was a monastery whose inhabitants were responsible for running the 
pilgrimage site.62 

The houses of a neighbourhood

The borders of Assos’ neighbourhoods can be drawn based on the geomor-
phology of the steep terrain and the streets. The houses in the south-western 
part of the city are now only recognizable by rubble heaps and by the re-
maining door stones of the entrances. The arrangement of door stones indi-
cates that the houses were oriented in a disorderly fashion. The city of Assos 
might have been arranged in Hellenistic times according to an orthogonal 
system,63 but the early Byzantine building area certainly did not follow any 
pattern (Figure 3.2). The houses have varying sizes and forms, and some of 
them appear to have had enclosure walls. A reconstructed plan of the city 
quarter allows many of these buildings to be identified as courtyard houses, 
which appeared rather inaccessible from the outside because of their plain 
walls. Life took place inside, in the courts.

It seems that certain structures and environments, such as living within 
the closed walls of courtyard houses, have remained the same in Byzantium 
across geographic, temporal, and social boundaries. In the middle Byzan-
tine village Boğazköy (near Çorum, in central Anatolia), the nature of ac-
tivities within the courtyards of the homesteads can be determined. The 
larger courtyard building, surrounded by one- or two-room village houses, 
has three courts; two of these were used for different areas of activities. One 
court appears to have been shaded from the west by a large canvas sheet, 
of which the attachment pegs have been preserved. The finds suggest that 
this court was used as an open extension of the adjacent room. The area to 
the north and east of a silo in the court was used for minor industrial activ-
ities. Numerous tools for woodworking were found here, thus it is possible 
that a craftsman produced his carved works and small wood items. The 
north-western corner of the second yard, however, seems to have been used 
rather by women who, according to the finds from this context, were using 
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knives and sewing needles for needlework.64 Courtyard houses with areas 
for various activities within the enclosure are, in addition to this example in 
Boğazköy, confirmed for many locations during the late Byzantine time, for 
example, as in Pergamon.65

Apart from the courtyard houses in Assos, there are also detached smaller 
rectangular houses. They consist of compact room units arranged beside 
each other, much like the modern apartment buildings. In these, life took 
place within a much tighter space, neighbours lived side-by-side and were 
visibly more present, and it was harder to separate oneself from the others. 

In Assos, upscale houses were located in the same neighbourhoods as 
“normal” dwellings. The house to the west and on top of the erstwhile tem-
ple is in close proximity to the poorer buildings in the entrance of the former 
agora. The residence on the southwest corner of the lower agora terrace is in 
the vicinity of the area with closely built houses with the cistern (Figure 3.2). 
None of the buildings are distinguished by their materials; all of them are 
constructed from irregular stones bonded with earth, and therefore, have 
an irregular appearance. The Christian symbols (graffiti with crosses, me-
dallions, and Christograms) that have been placed on the entrances of many 
houses are surely not signs of affluence but piety. 

Among the building types, we find courtyard houses, conglomerates of 
rooms, block-formed houses, and small “single-family” homes with two to 
three rooms. Buildings with several rooms, which we so far label as con-
glomerates of rooms, and courtyard houses were mostly inhabited by the 
upper and middle classes of Assos.66 The floors consist of stone pavers or 
levelled and smoothed bedrock, rarely of terracotta tiles or terrazzo. In ex-
cavated houses of this type we found objects that indicate a certain level of 
affluence, large numbers of imported wares, many glass vessels, and pieces 
of jewellery.

Only very small houses of poor appearance had a floor of pounded earth. 
In many houses, benches are installed as fixed furniture; they were not only 
restricted to the more affluent classes. Kitchens, however, are only found in 
the better-furnished residence on the lower agora terrace and the xenodo-
chion (Figures 3.5 and 3.7). The latter even had a water supply leading to the 
upper floor. The neighbourhood insulae above the agora and the one above 
the West Church, are, like the West Church itself, equipped with drainage 
channels. Many houses have storage spaces, silos, wells, and cisterns. Pro-
visioning against hunger was therefore not an activity of the entire city, but 
each household separately. The neighbourhood existed in this respect as a 
spatial fact, but taking care of daily life was the duty of each household by 
itself. This is attested in each case by the independent provisioning using 
storage vessels, wells, and cisterns in separate residential buildings. Such a 
lifestyle, less dependent on any urban community, is more reminiscent of 
rural arrangements than of close-knit urban neighbourhoods.

Courtyard houses, freestanding houses, and compact houses with several 
rooms were all situated in close spatial proximity to each other in quarters 
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delimited by streets and enclosure walls (Figure 3.2). The houses of the upper 
and middle classes of Assos are situated in the western and south-western 
city. The separation from the lower classes happened apparently through 
the terraces. The poor inventory of a house with only two rooms on the ter-
race west of the theatre, beneath the previously described terraces, implies 
that it stood within a less wealthy quarter. 

Summary

During the reconstruction of the city after the first earthquake in the sec-
ond half of the fifth century, the residential area was rebuilt completely and 
without any recognizable system (Figure 3.2). The public centre was now 
located around a church and presumably a bishop’s palace. Of this, so far 
only the audience hall has been recorded (Figure 3.4). The five churches 
within the city and the three outside the city were in some instances deco-
rated lavishly. They show, together with the other large buildings (such as 
the audience hall, the xenodochion, the villa on the lower agora, and the 
residential building near the temple on the former agora), that the city and 
its inhabitants were affluent. 

Nevertheless, one must imagine the early Byzantine city of Assos as a 
small representative settlement with narrow, winding streets faced by high 
walls without windows. So far, only a few squares can be recognized, and no 
public wells were identified that could have served as meeting places (Figure 
3.2). Many of the streets are in any case too narrow to be sites of anything 
more than fleeting encounters. By contrast, some houses had wells and cis-
terns integrated into their rooms, and, as mentioned before, there were no 
public fountains situated on squares. Obviously, life was turned inwards 
rather than outwards to the streets, and evidently, the spacious interior 
courts were used as meeting places. 

However, there seems to have been at least one meeting place in the 
neighbourhood. On the main street, which was narrowed down in the sixth 
century and runs from the west gate at the former gymnasion to the residen-
tial neighbourhood in the east, a bench was set on the paving of the street  
(Figure 3.8). The bench, made up of two-column bases and a door lintel, 
was erected near the entrance to the former gymnasion, inside of which a 
church was built in the sixth century. This seat may have served as a place 
for neighbourly communication on the street or before visiting the church. 

The example of Assos illustrates how neighbours in a residential area 
could interact, and that the priority of the inhabitants of each separate 
building in regard to social cohesion was the provisioning. The residential 
districts were not separated according to social classes. In Assos, appar-
ently, the poor and rich lived close together. People lived rather separately 
in courtyard houses, conglomerates of rooms, or single-family homes. The 
houses were opened with their windows towards the interior, while their ex-
terior walls were usually punctured by only a single door. Lanes and alleys 
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were narrow and winding; with their closed façades, they were not appro-
priate for a stroll. Springs and wells as central meeting points did not exist, 
since they were placed inside the buildings. People in Assos probably visited 
each other or met up in one of the few public spaces, or more likely, in the 
churches. 
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In Memory of Philoptochos Father Demetrios Constantelos

In this chapter, we explore the immediate surroundings of an Early Chris-
tian basilica (hereafter the “South Basilica”) at the archaeological site of 
Polis Chrysochous (Ancient Arsinoë), in Cyprus (Figure 4.1). We consider 
how a religious structure, together with the people who built and inhab-
ited it, may have influenced the formation and spatial organization of one 
particular area within this small and remote city on the island. At Polis, 
no residential spaces have been securely identified, which is to say that we 
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action in Late Antique Arsinoë
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Figure 4.1 M ap of Cyprus showing sites mentioned in the text. R. Scott Moore and 
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must move beyond the temptation to equate only excavated, residential ar-
chitecture with “neighbourhoods.” In our case it is the co-operative, collec-
tive activities – the joining in – that we envision as being embodied in the 
neighbourhood of the South Basilica. We understand co-operative labour 
and common experience here to have been transformative, not only through 
united assembly and concerted action (the rebuilding of an older church 
and its surroundings) but also through the making of new collective mem-
ories that bind people together. We are, thus, primarily concerned with a 
medium- sized basilica that, despite its modest size, would have dominated 
its spatial environment.2 Only its foundations survive today, so that we must 
only imagine its superstructure. Despite this, we can gauge from the sur-
viving material evidence (fresco fragments, architectural sculpture, mosaic, 
built tombs) that it was doubtless one of the most important and revered 
public buildings within the city. Here, then, we perceive the workings of a 
Byzantine neighbourhood even in the absence of excavated houses.

Despite the small size of the neighbourhood, a bishop presided here, so 
that residents living nearby will have known their spiritual shepherd, and 
he the needs of his flock.3 The church edifice itself undoubtedly played a 
large role in the residents’ lives, sending a constant stream of visible and 
audible cues that drew the local populace from the surrounding neighbour-
hoods into this more monumental space for the services, events, fellowship, 
and human contact they received there. It was, therefore, likely an anchor-
ing point for other neighbourhoods close by. This new building would have 
determined an entirely new spatial environment, one that fits neatly into 
the fabric of a small, pre-existing urban arena already defined by an ear-
lier street grid.4 Although previously a hub of workshops stretching back to 
Hellenistic and Roman times, the immediate area where the church stood 
appears to have been largely neglected for several centuries before emerging 
as a new “civic-ceremonial zone.”5 The visibility of the church, however, 
ensured that its construction had critics as well as adherents, and we can 
only wonder about how this area was understood by local residents, and 
the impact of what was likely a forceful clergy and a devout populace that 
prevailed in supporting the new project. Our focus here rests primarily on 
this late sixth- to mid-seventh-century basilica, the construction of which 
will have ultimately created a prominent and vital presence in this north-
western-most area of the island. We briefly attempt to tie this monumental 
endeavour to three theoretical premises: those of “communities of prac-
tice,” “conviviality,” and “communitas.” These three notions offer ways to 
unpack the social relations and practices that played a role in carrying out 
this building project in the small city of ancient Arsinoë.

Late Antique archaeology at Polis Chrysochous/Arsinoë

The site of Polis Chrysochous (Ancient Marion/Arsinoë), in north-western 
Cyprus, has been an attraction for archaeologists since the Swedish Cyprus 
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Expedition began their scientific exploration of the island in the late 1920s. 
Their work, together with two early projects of Rupert Gunnis, in 1927, was 
among the first controlled excavations in the area of Polis. The Swedish Ex-
pedition focused primarily on tombs located within several promising ridges 
to the east of town, from which thousands of ancient Greek artefacts (Clas-
sical, Hellenistic, and Roman) now populate the museums of Europe and 
the United States.6 Gunnis’ work, on the other hand, was far less extensive 
in scope and resources.7 He turned his attention to two sites near the north-
ern edge of the modern town. These would be excavated anew 56 years later 
by a team from Princeton University which conducted yearly campaigns of 
excavation and study from 1984 until 2010. The Princeton team recovered 
six sites in all, two of which feature a mid-size Early Christian basilica (the 
‘South Basilica’ and the ‘North Basilica’). The two buildings are situated ap-
proximately 200 meters apart, or a five-minute walk from each other along 
the main road of the modern town leading north to Chrysochou Bay. Today 
the two areas are completely separated from each other by houses and fields 
that have been confiscated by the Department of Antiquities of Cyprus. 
In the case of the South Basilica, the Princeton team recovered subsidiary 
structures, streets, tombs, evidence of manufacturing,8 and clear vestiges 
of water management.9 In the North Basilica we have far less evidence of 
the surrounding context than we have for the area around the church to the 
south. Our focus, therefore, rests largely on the remains of the South Basil-
ica, with a brief mention of an important component of the North Basilica 
that speaks directly to the notion of collective work/action within the space 
of monumental religious architecture.10

Our team has focused on and problematized the South Basilica and its 
environs as an urban or semi-urban district since 2013. We have studied 
the diachronic character of this site together with colleagues specializing in 
earlier antiquity (Hellenistic and Roman levels). Together we hope to be able 
to document the transformation of a single district over time through its al-
most 1,000 years of existence. In this chapter, we confine our research to the 
sixth and seventh centuries as we attempt to discern how religious architec-
ture and infrastructure within the space of a surrounding neighbourhood 
can convey notions of belonging and local collectiveness in Late Antiquity.

We focus largely on what we envision as two small but bustling areas of 
the city towards its northern edge. These buildings would have been crucial 
and highly visible focal points acting as spiritual, intellectual, philanthropic, 
performative, and, of course, religious centres within the city. Most of our 
attention will be focused on the area around the South Basilica, which fea-
tures a number of satellite buildings, as well as roads, water networks, a well 
house, and perhaps, small industrial establishments. We, unfortunately, 
have no secure evidence for contemporary Late Antique houses at Polis. 
Despite the absence of domestic structures, there is ample evidence for the 
work and life of the community in the city. We also consider the place of the 
bishop as an important political player within this arena. Cyprus enjoyed a 
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special place and exceptional privileges within the realm of the Orthodox 
Church. Not only was the island famously autocephalous it was also over-
seen by a large cadre of bishops (typically 14, one for each of the original 
city-kingdoms of Cyprus).11 Indeed, as the church historian Sozomenos (vii. 
19) informs us in his fifth-century Ecclesiastical History, “there were bishops 
(plural) in Cyprus – even in the villages.”12 The city discussed here was no 
exception, and we explore briefly that phenomenon and consider some of its 
possible implications.

Polis Chrysochous

The modern town of Polis Chrysochous is a mid-size, remote settlement lo-
cated just south of the Chrysochou Bay in north-western Cyprus. It has easy 
access to the sea (a ten-minute walk from the Princeton excavation and the 
two basilica sites). The precise location of its ancient harbour remains un-
clear. It was located either near the modern beach of Polis or four kilometres 
to the west at what is now the small fishing village of Latsi.13 Three kilo-
metres to the east of Polis are the remains of the Limni copper mines – one 
of the many important mining sites that skirt the Troodos Mountains.14 The 
mines are now defunct but still visible and easily reachable by car. Actively 
exploited throughout antiquity and into the 1970s, they provided this part of 
the island with copper ore, vestiges of which are still apparent in many of the 
excavated sites of the Princeton project, where copper slag often abounds 
in the excavation scarps and attests to the city’s wealth in the distant past.15

The Polis region nowadays feels like the backcountry – quiet, conserv-
ative, and prosperous, as it must also have been in Late Antiquity and the 
Middle Ages. The teeming city of Paphos feels far away, even though it lies 
just 17 kilometres to the south over the high foothills of the Troodos Moun-
tains. The local dialect, with its many echoes of ancient Greek, survives 
here. Indeed, the Paphos television station delivers their news program in 
the local Paphitika dialect.

Two ancient cities preceded the present Polis Chrysochous. The first, 
ancient Marion, was one of the 12 Classical city-kingdoms of the island; 
destroyed by Ptolemy-Soter in 312 BCE, it was eventually re-established 
and renamed by his son, Ptolemy Philadelphos, to honour his sister-wife 
and queen, Arsinoë, in 270 BCE. This name survived until the later Middle 
Ages, at which time the town became, simply, Polis or Polis Chrysochous 
(‘city flowing with gold’). We refer to it here as Arsinoë, its name from the 
Roman period into the Middle Ages.

Like all such settlements on the island, the modern town sits upon an-
tiquities and probably the core of the ancient settlement. Vestiges of Late 
Antique sites are apparent but often extremely fragmentary. Both basilicas 
were robbed generations ago and almost nothing survives above the level 
of their foundations. When standing, however, both churches would have 
been visible from the sea. The North Basilica was built on a low promontory 
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overlooking the Chrysochou Bay, and the South Basilica lies some 250 metres 
to the southwest on a high ridge of land that slopes gently downhill toward 
the coastal plain. In later centuries both sites may have served as convenient 
quarries and were easy prey for sailors coasting around the island as well as 
locals in search of ready building materials.16 Indeed, the landholder of the 
North Basilica was regularly conducting illegal excavations until the prop-
erty was seized by the Department of Antiquities in the early 1980s.17

The situation of Arsinoë in Late Antiquity offers an image of tremendous 
growth and optimistic endeavours. These were visible in new building pro-
jects and also in the smaller realia of daily life that openly declared a new 
confidence within what was now a thoroughly Christian population. It is 
perhaps tempting to consider the Late Roman town and its countryside as 
“provincial,” especially considering the fragmentary nature of the site, but 
it is worth remembering that these smaller communities are as important as 
the grandiose cities of the empire, for they offer us a fuller picture of the hu-
man experience in the past. In any case, Arsinoë, though small, tells a simi-
lar story to what we understand of the larger and wealthier communities on 
the island in Late Antiquity – that of monumental endeavours and a thriv-
ing economy.18 This was especially true of the later sixth to mid- seventh 
century in the western region of the island. Quite simply, it was boom time 
in Cyprus.19

The North Basilica

The North Basilica is especially interesting for its longevity, stretching from 
Late Antiquity to the later Middle Ages and extending as late as the Venetian 
occupation of the island (Figure 4.2).20 Situated just south of the remains of 
a large Hellenistic building of unknown function, the North Basilica takes 
the overall form of a rather typical, mid-sized basilica with three aisles ter-
minating to the east in two semi-circular side apses surrounding a faceted 
central apse. Highly unusual for Cyprus, however, is a third apse located in 
the middle of its long north wall, a feature that is also found at the oratory 
of Hagios Tychon at Amathus, a well-known pilgrimage site located on the 
south coast of the island just north of Larnaca.21 In Late Antiquity, this 
church was a famous destination for pilgrims travelling to the south coast 
to worship at the grave of Saint John the Almoner, who was buried there.22 
This suggests a possible “intercity collectivity” across the island, perhaps 
as shared knowledge of methods of accommodating sainthood within the 
Polis.23 The common method of marking the special place of a saint within 
a church may also indicate that Arsinoë was a stop along the island-wide 
pilgrimage route that offered a broader context for certain shared practices 
of representation. In this sense, such familiar and recognizable spaces may 
appear across the island (and even abroad) creating a sense of community 
that extends beyond the spatial limits of a neighbourhood, but presents a 
similar sense of social cohesion and shared experience.
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Also of interest in this context is the possibility of travelling masons, or 
guilds (συστήματα), the members of which may have been sharing ideas as 
well as building practices.24 This is potentially interesting for how we might 
imagine communal workshops to have operated in Late Antiquity, although 
we know next to nothing about them since their building methods and craft 
were (presumably) transmitted orally from one generation to the next, per-
haps using techniques that were considered to be trade secrets, and therefore 
not written down. Still, it does not seem far-fetched to imagine travelling 
workers themselves forming discrete, if temporary, groups within Late An-
tique neighbourhoods which, in turn, would experience dramatic changes 
in infrastructure and surroundings through the sudden influx of workers. 
We should expect dirt, noise, interruption, and a sharing of space that was 
not always comfortable or agreeable. This shares some parallels with the 
‘communities of practice’ in our own time, where field service workers (for 
example, the photocopy repairman) are part of a community of members 
who share technical skills in a traditional way.25

Over the last 20 years, the concept of communities of practice has emerged 
as a useful concept for understanding the emergence and structuring of ed-
ucational and occupational communities.26 The term offers an effective way 
to articulate how practice produces community, identity, and knowledge.27 
For the district around the South Basilica, evidence for practice in the Late 
Roman period ranges from habits of consumption, such as the preference 

Figure 4.2 Pl an of the North Basilica with ossuaries; oil press at far left. Image 
courtesy: the Princeton-Cyprus Expedition. 
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for Cypriot Red Slip wares over other imported tablewares, to those as-
sociated with the architectural modification of the church itself.28 In fact, 
the informal transmission of building knowledge that likely produced the 
buttressed walls of the South Basilica reflected the existence of communities 
of knowledge in Late Roman Cyprus. In this context, then, the physical lo-
cation of the church, at the edge of the Late Roman city, represented a point 
of contact. While under construction and modification, the church became 
a meeting ground for the distinctive requirements of the site, the liturgical 
needs of the local community, and the bodies and knowledge of the itinerant 
builders. As a completed monument, the church stood between the Chris-
tian community of Arsinoë and the travellers or even pilgrims who passed 
through the region.

It is generally assumed that workshops were temporary organizations 
that came together for a project and then disbanded, suggesting that com-
munities of practice in antiquity might well be more fluid than their hy-
perspecialized modern counterparts.29 The Vita of St. Theodore of Sykeon 
contains several interesting anecdotes of villagers working together to 
quarry rocks or to build a chapel or church. The inhabitants of the small 
towns around Euarzia (in Asia Minor) came together in just such a way to 
quarry lime for a new church – many came from neighbouring villages to 
help despite the dangerous nature of the work, for which the intervention 
of the saint came in quite handy.30 In any case, it is not difficult to find 
instances of cooperation among residents. Local labour likely contributed 
both to the initial building and later modifications of these churches: local 
families may have quarried the stone, fired the tiles, and established the 
networks of functions that symbolized the local community. It is through 
consideration of such cooperation that we can perceive the North Basilica 
as evidence for neighbourhood solidarity, even in the absence of excavated 
residential architecture. The practical experiences of constructing these 
buildings both encouraged practices that defined or extended the space of 
neighbourhoods and created a sense of shared identity that reinforced a 
sense of community.

It is clear that the sense of community forged by the construction of the 
North Basilica extended to the distinctive ritual life of the building. At some 
point in Late Antiquity, the North Basilica saw the addition of a series of large 
and exceptionally deep ossuary pits along its northern flank. This is a char-
acteristic similarly shared by the aforementioned church of Hagios Tychon 
at Amathus.31 The subsurface chambers of both these churches were filled 
with commingled burials containing disarticulated bones, bronze buckles, 
coins, etc. At Arsinoë the analysis of these artefacts is still underway, but 
the contents of both churches appear to date to the seventh century.32 Such 
similarities between churches on the island raise questions about possible 
connections with the important island settlements that were well-known pil-
grimage sites. The role of these features for burial connects the communities 
of practice associated with the construction of the well-made ossuary pits, 
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with shared practices of burial and pilgrimage creating social connections 
that resonated at local and island-wide levels.

Excavations at the North Basilica also revealed the existence of an olive 
press discovered in two or possibly three rooms located just to the north of 
the church. The pressing wheel survives, broken and removed from its origi-
nal location, as does a constructed passage for the flow of oil from one room 
into the next, where a pithos would have received and stored the oil. The 
association of olive presses and churches is common in Cyprus and speaks 
to the intermingling of economic, social, and religious activity.33 This pre-
sumes an important function among parishioners, lay workers, and clergy 
for this community: the collection and distribution of olive oil and its use 
in daily life, as well as in the liturgy and burial practices. Like the forms of 
practice that defined movements of individuals involved in the construction 
and worship at the church, the seasonal routine of the olive harvest and 
pressing of the fruit would have defined the spatial relationship between 
the church and the community, and defined a neighbourhood that was not 
only bound to its space within the urban fabric but also extended into the 
countryside. The presence of the olive press may have also played an impor-
tant role in the funerary function implied by the ossuaries. The presence of 
a press here surely indicates a powerful means to bring people to this par-
ticular neighbourhood, whether it be for economic or spiritual benefit, or 
both. It presumes a gathering of many individuals who must work together 
to produce the oil as a complex, productive unit; it also presupposes a large 
body of believers who have gathered to receive it.

This calls to mind theories of conviviality, especially those espoused by 
Michael Given in his recent work on water-powered grain mills and the me-
dieval sugar plantations of Cyprus.34 The notion of mutual dependencies 
and interconnectedness is key here, and in the case of the olive press a siz-
able workforce would have been needed for the oilery north of the narthex. 
Given’s attention to the activities of the entire workforce (both human and 
non-human) and the necessary “convivial tools” – in this case, the people 
who used the rods, blankets and baskets for picking the olives, the donkeys 
who transported them, the human power involved in sorting, washing, and 
processing the olives, the grinding stone used to crush the fruit into pulp, 
the settling vats that received the oil and the humans who poured it into 
 containers – all those who joined together in performing their respective 
roles so that the work proceeded unhindered and the essential collaboration 
of all involved was both convivial and meaningful.

At the North Basilica, we lack additional information alluding to the 
infrastructure of a surrounding neighbourhood, but the intermingling of 
the church with the processing of olive oil suggests everyday activities that 
nourished a vibrant community, both physically and emotionally. It is the 
church that provides a variety of ways for members of the community to 
interact and define the spatial setting of seasonal, ritual, and everyday ac-
tivities. The use and consumption of olive oil and the experiences that it 
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would afford bear the potential to distinguish it from other neighbourhoods 
in the city. The oilery thus becomes an essential material aspect that draws 
people in and contributes to the neighbourhood’s importance. Moreover, 
the connection between the oil press and the groves from which the olives 
come presents another example of how neighbourhoods provide a physical 
context for communities of practice that need not be spatially constrained 
but produce familiar places through shared experience.

Our work in dating this church and studying its parts is just beginning, 
and so we cannot yet speak with authority about the function of the ossuar-
ies and other related questions. We include this basilica merely to indicate 
that it, too, will have been the most important building of its surrounding 
district, separate from but in close proximity to the South Basilica – the 
primary focus of our chapter.

The South Basilica 

The South Basilica was one of the first buildings excavated by the Prince-
ton team in 1984 (Figure 4.3).35 It was laid out as a typical Early Chris-
tian basilica with three aisles terminating in three apses to the east and 

Figure 4.3 Pl an of the South Basilica with well house, quadrifrons arch, south por-
tico, and surrounding roads. R. Scott Moore and William Caraher.
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originally covered by a timber roof. Little is known of its interior arrange-
ment since almost nothing survives above the level of the foundations. Its 
initial construction is now firmly dated, on the basis of the ceramic evi-
dence, to the mid- to late sixth century, with later additions in the seventh. 
These included a new barrel vault as well as a narthex, south portico, and 
an annexe that connected these two spaces. What is especially interesting 
is that the church lacked these rooms for perhaps the initial two decades of 
its existence. In other words, we should perhaps entertain the notion that 
the South Basilica at Arsinoë, and perhaps others like it on Cyprus, may 
have typically been piecemeal constructions.36 This would seem to make 
sense, for the expansion of these religious buildings may have been possi-
ble only as fortunes grew and the will to add, rebuild, and/or repair could 
be realized. The local community would have needed to gather resources 
over time (capital, as well as materials) in order to begin such an ambitious 
project, not to mention the possibility of an extended wait for itinerant 
crews of workmen to appear. The gradual expansion of these important 
religious structures through later additions is likely to have been a general 
tendency throughout the island and, perhaps, throughout the Mediterra-
nean in general.

Especially revealing at the South Basilica is the ceramic evidence that 
has allowed us to date these additions with some degree of precision. The 
narthex and south portico were built consecutively and date to sometime 
after the middle of the seventh century.37 That they are later additions is 
certain: neither the narthex nor the portico is bonded with the walls of the 
church, and each relies on the standing walls of the initial building (the 
naos) for structural support. The narthex gave on to a large, square annexe 
that separated (but also united) these three spaces. The south portico was 
supported by the south wall of the church and was, therefore, added last.38 
Renovations were also made at this time to the central aisle, where the orig-
inal timber roof was replaced by a more stable and fireproof masonry barrel 
vault. The five buttresses along the interior and exterior walls supported 
this vault.39 Nearly all Late Antique and Medieval buildings on the island 
exhibit this piling on of masonry and buttressing, which attests to the com-
munity awareness of the need for constant reinforcing in a region that expe-
rienced its share of earthquakes.40

These later renovations are crucial to our understanding of this build-
ing. They point to the importance of the church as the primary focal 
point within the surrounding district where, due to its size, centrality, and 
spiritual gravitas, it will have been a premier landmark within the city. Its 
preservation and maintenance must have been paramount, and the var-
ious additions and replacements (narthex, annexe, south portico, barrel 
vault, and buttresses) testify to the importance of this edifice as well as the 
efforts of the local community in carrying out these new additions to the 
building.
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Water

The rebuilding of the South Basilica was more than simply a redesign of the 
church. It was also a construction project that involved a massive layer of 
large rubble and fill to the south of the church, in what appears to have been 
intended as a courtyard. This area of very large cobble, building debris, 
and broken ceramics was over a meter deep and, we believe, functioned as 
a French drain – a large reservoir for facilitating the flow of water down the 
north slope of the city toward the vulnerable south wall of the church build-
ing.41 This adaptation appears to have been a local solution to the particular 
local problem of the church’s situation across the route of a drainage. Earlier 
Roman and Hellenistic construction in the area featured a number of deep 
drains – it would appear, to control the downslope flow of water in the area. 
These deep drains may not have been functional by the Late Roman pe-
riod so that the French drain to the south of the basilica offered a new and 
unique solution to the longstanding problem of water at this site.

In general, the entire area seems to have been shaped by its hydraulic situ-
ation. This was clearly a challenge for the district, in that the downslope flow 
tended to be destructive as it undermined (and continues to undermine) the 
building. At the same time, it offered an opportunity, as drains and basins 
stabilized the space around the church and ensured its persistence and the 
continued utility of this space. In addition, wells provided access to wa-
ter for a range of activities including what appears to have been a public 
well house. Moreover, the construction of this feature involved a significant 
investment of human energy and commitment to rebuilding the damaged 
church. The filling of the ground in the area south of the church must have 
been a remarkable community endeavour that provided a level and con-
sistent substrate for the basilica’s courtyard.42 This is banal but extremely 
important. Such a project would certainly have marked a period of substan-
tial investment in the neighbourhood, and the construction or repair of a 
new church, with its south-facing courtyard, produced a subtle monument 
to community action and cohesion that commemorated local knowledge, 
energy, and religious fervour.

It is interesting here to speculate about earlier structures that may have 
been dismantled to make way for the new church. In other areas of the 
neighbourhood small domestic spaces may have shared space with or near 
workshops. These were attested by clay-lined pits filled with slag that had 
been exposed to great heat. A Roman-period kiln was also found just east 
of the church, and recent finds have emerged indicating glass production 
in the area. The early days of this neighbourhood of Arsinoë, then, were 
likely reserved for small-scale industrial production, as it had been in earlier 
centuries. Although the evidence so far is slim, the area of the church may 
have traditionally been a rather marginal industrial zone as it clearly was in 
Hellenistic and Roman times.43
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Although it appears that the area of the church had been abandoned for 
some centuries prior to the building of the South Basilica, there is still rea-
son to wonder whether the construction of the church displaced people, or if 
the land was appropriated. Was there agreement about these interventions? 
Perhaps such issues would have been discussed by the affected commu-
nity and moderated by the bishop in Arsinoë. References to decurions and 
proedria of the boule (presidency or leadership of the city council) exist in 
papyri of the sixth century; references to the boule exist also for the seventh 
century, apparently from provincial areas.44 Claudia Rapp envisions the 
Late Antique polis as an organized community, “a structured organization, 
with its citizen lists and magistracies…where the idea of city as a community 
of members had great purchase in Christian thought.”45 We should perhaps 
imagine lively debate as well as serious action on the part of those who lived, 
worked, and administered in this district. Attempts to curb the disastrous 
effects of water would certainly have engendered the support of the local 
community in the immediate area. All this effort may have required sub-
stantial organization, funding, and leadership together with a general con-
sensus about the project.

The South Portico 

Perhaps one of the most significant and evocative spaces within the South 
Basilica was the now-lost South Portico (Figure 4.4). This space must have 
been exceptionally important in the overall schema of the building. As is 
visible from the plan (Figure 4.3), it was completely separate from the inte-
rior of the church and, therefore, not part of the sacred space within (there 
are no doors connecting it to the south aisle). Unfortunately, it was almost 
completely eradicated in a single day in 1985 due to overzealous excavators 
on the Princeton team.46 Most of the evidence for this component of the 
church was promptly dismantled. Photographs, together with the architect’s 
drawings, have helped us to flesh out its characteristics. Five massive sand-
stone blocks were contemporary with the deep rubble and gravel fill south 
of the church and supported the columns, or perhaps piers, that in turn will 
have supported five spacious, open arches overhead. We assume a timber 
shed roof here rather than vaulting, although the latter is also a possibility.

Porticoes were (and in many places still are) essential elements within the 
streetscapes of the Mediterranean.47 They of course offer shade in summer 
and protection from the wind and rains in winter. They can also be pre- 
emptive, as a means to mitigate against earthquake damage, acting almost 
as a bulwark between building sections.48 Perhaps the Late Antique builders 
understood this. Porticoes are for gatherings, as well as places to retire for 
a moment of quiet. An unruly child may be whisked here from the liturgy, 
or a parishioner may seek its external refuge in a fit of coughing during the 
liturgy. Mention should be made of the sensory qualities of porticoes: their 
airiness, the element of light, and the patterns on the ground that are created 
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by the arcades. According to John Onians, they are part of “the journey of 
conversion” (appropriate for a church),49 whereas Mary Carruthers sees in 
them “an aid to contemplation” and, in communal contexts, a chance to 
“address the places of the city” by which she is implying that the portico’s 
columns, in antiquity (and still in Late Antiquity), were often inscribed.50 
While we do not have any inscriptions on our non-existent columns, there 
are plenty of attestations to this custom in the lapidaries of the archaeolog-
ical museums throughout the island, for instance, a fragmentary column of 
grey marble in the Paphos Archaeological Museum donated by “Aristion, 
daughter of Aristocrates,” was most likely a gift towards the construction 
or restoration of a portico and a fitting memorial to her father.51 This was 
a place to “give address to the places of the city,” 52 that is, to hold forth – 
to be seen and heard. Perhaps community benefactors in Arsinoë similarly 
dedicated such columns to their city on the construction of the South Por-
tico. When vaulted, of course, the portico echoes – the sonic qualities of 
these spaces are irresistible. They invite us to whistle and shout. We should 
remember that the Late Antique visitor to the portico had not yet lost his  

Figure 4.4 S outh portico of the basilica showing the apsidal well house. Image 
courtesy: the Princeton-Cyprus Expedition.
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(or her) oral-poetic mentality. Who could resist singing and reciting within the 
ordered and monumental space of an elegant portico? These are, of course, 
the kinds of events that generated and sustained human communities.

We should also expect that the portico was an arena for transactions by 
day, and that its character might have changed completely by night when 
villagers coming in from the countryside to sell their produce sought out a 
place to sleep before the next day’s market. We might imagine this space, at 
night, to have been strewn with kilims and sleeping bodies, especially the 
poor, for whom the bishop was responsible in his role as philoptochos, or 
“lover of the poor.”53 Incubation was likely practised here. The portico was 
a collective place, a gathering, sheltering space for all, but perhaps, espe-
cially for those belonging to the outermost margins of society.54 Because of 
its proximity to the basilica, it was a space where the divine was no longer 
remote but inherently tangible, and where protection was given by God and 
the saints to a community of souls who believed in their divine powers.

In Cyprus (and the Mediterranean in general) the existence of the portico 
is commonplace, even in modern times and modern buildings.55 Medieval 
porticoes survive throughout the island, typically appended to the south 
side of a church, as at the South Basilica at Arsinoë. The handsome por-
ticoes of the church of St. Lazarus, in Larnaca, are perhaps most akin to 
what our south portico may have looked like. We should perhaps imagine 
the Arsinoë portico with a wooden roof overhead, though at a much smaller 
scale. The Larnaca portico is a superb example of this type of outside- yet-
protected space that, in earlier centuries, would have been bustling with 
people and activity. Members of the church were surely invested in its up-
keep, and parishioners will have availed themselves of its outdoor benefits 
when the crowded interior of the church was teeming with the faithful, es-
pecially on feast days. The portico was the place everyone wanted to be –  
jostled and packed in tight, with glowing candles held in procession. This 
intimate yet energetic movement through the covered portico, followed by 
a sudden emergence into the open spaces of the city, was what generated 
excitement and etched experience into memory. 

The surrounding district

The area surrounding the South Basilica represents the adaptability of the 
local community over time. During the Late Roman period the district fea-
tured a paved east-west road to the south of the church as well as two north-
south roads to the east and west. The western road crossed the south road 
at a modest quadrifrons arch, or tetrapylon.56 This was a significant monu-
ment and its presence suggests that it marked a busy intersection that joined 
Arsinoë to the road leading to its ancient port.57 The South Basilica stood 
near this intersection, and its western entrance opened onto the north-south 
road. The east-west street at the south edge of the site is situated higher than 
the church and demonstrates the sloping nature of the area.
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The east-west street was exceptionally well preserved when it was exca-
vated in the late 1980s. It contains an impressive, covered storm drain to-
gether with a line of terracotta water pipes running just to the north of it, 
occasionally in double rows. The north-south street to the west of the church 
displays a dramatic curve and includes a drain that follows this same cur-
vature and incorporates a series of settling basins. Drains and very deep 
wells permeate the entire area. One of the deepest wells is located directly 
across the street from the annexe of the basilica (Figure 4.5). It is covered 
by a small, apsidal well house that likely featured a conch overhead which 
sheltered a mosaic within its curvature (hundreds of tesserae were discov-
ered during excavations within the deep well). The proximity of the well to 
the narthex is certainly no accident, as water would have been a necessary 
component for the rituals enacted within the church. We should imagine 
here a busy and important corner of the town, with traffic from the conflu-
ence of streets merging with activity in and around the well house and per-
haps continuing down the passageways of the narthex and adjacent south 
portico. This must have been a lively and important section of the town, a 
gathering place for rest and refreshment. The street was nicely paved here, 
and water flowed along the gutters in the street. We should understand here 
a neighbourhood with special features and amenities. The well would have 
been especially important as a social space where travellers arriving from 
the coast would meet local residents.

Figure 4.5  Well house and street by the South Basilica. Image courtesy: the Princeton- 
Cyprus Expedition.
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The Christian identity of the community will have also greeted those 
entering the city from the coast and, while this might appear to be a given 
in the sixth-century Mediterranean, for a new visitor to the island, the pair 
of monumental basilicas visible from the coastal plain would have also an-
nounced the prominence of the bishop in the city and the role of the church 
in both urban and island-wide identity. The modest quadrifrons arch, most 
likely earlier than the church, that covered the intersection of the two streets 
at the southwest corner of the site has left scant remains. It shares some af-
finities with another, equally humble arch discovered during excavations at 
the great church of Campanopetra at Salamis, in the easternmost part of 
the island.58 This basilica was one of the most renowned monuments in Cy-
prus, a goal for many pilgrims travelling to Jerusalem to visit the holy sites 
of the East.59 The tetrapylon at Arsinoë may have been intended to em-
phasize this intersection and to offer a sense of passage through the cross-
roads along the northern edge of the city while also providing some shelter. 
While the chronological relationship with the church remains unclear, it 
is appealing to imagine that the arch formed an important visual parallel 
with the arched opening to the church’s southwest annexe room together 
with the arches of the narthex. This would have embedded the church in 
the visual vocabulary of the earlier urban area. The earlier coincidence of 
hydraulic, industrial, and transportation infrastructure (roads, workshops, 
and an arch) may well reflect the daily movement of people from the coastal 
zone and countryside into the town of Arsinoë. A flow of people, water, 
clay, and ore – all would have benefited the populace here. And all may 
have been funnelled through this same channel. Such a scenario may go 
some way towards explaining the reuse of this particular space over centu-
ries, not to mention the continuous attention paid to the South Basilica at 
least into the twelfth century.

The architecture of the South Basilica at Arsinoë demonstrates parallels 
with another church in Cyprus, the so-called Acropolis Basilica at Ama-
thus.60 Similar dimensions and proportions, as well as a similar southern 
porch and courtyard hint that this church may have also stood as a stop on 
the westward route of pilgrims across the island. Perhaps the South Basilica 
represented the intersection between the larger Christian community in the 
Mediterranean and the more famous churches in the eastern part of the 
island.

The anthropologist Victor Turner famously argued that pilgrimage was a 
liminal phenomenon for participants en route to holy sites.61 The liminality 
of the pilgrimage experience produced the temporary suspension of social 
differences and created a space of communitas where new and more egalitar-
ian social relationships emerged. The liminal location of the South Basilica 
at the north side of the city, its possible association with pilgrimage, and its 
offer of shade and water allowed the architectural, ritual, and social space 
of the church to merge. The result is a shared space between the community 
of Arsinoë and the weary Christian pilgrim.
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The modifications to the church also included the transformation from 
a wood roof to a barrel vault. The techniques needed to install buttresses 
to help the thin basilica walls support barrel vaulting, for example, likely 
required specialized knowledge. On the island, this practice was most com-
mon among churches on the Karpas Peninsula and was relatively rare in the 
western part of the island.62 If we hypothesize that the South Basilica con-
tributed to pilgrims’ routes across the island that culminated at the eastern 
port of Salamis-Constantia, then the connection between builders in the 
neighbourhood of Salamis and the church at Polis hints at a relationship 
between the two communities beyond just the pilgrims’ travels. As we noted 
for the North Basilica, the built environment around the South Basilica and 
the experiences associated with the building integrate island-wide commu-
nities, communities of faith, communities of work and practice, and the 
temporary experience of communitas inherent to pilgrimage with the local 
experience of the neighbourhood and the familiar sights and sounds of the 
church.

Inscribed bishops

The church building with its portico supported and protected all kinds of 
human action and created an architectural manifestation of the link be-
tween the community and the bishops who shaped Christian and secular 
affairs within the city. We find them in every corner of Cyprus, which was 
in the auspicious position of having as many as 14 bishops who were tied to 
the original city-kingdoms of the island.63 It is worth mentioning again that 
Cyprus was autocephalous from 431 onwards, this due to the discovery of 
the tomb and relics of Barnabas together with a well-timed vision, conven-
iently witnessed by the Bishop of Constantia.64 It is also the case that some 
local bishops on the island were (and are still) venerated as saints. Arsinoë 
itself had at least three such figures, Bishop Arkadios being the most well-
known.65 In general, however, most local bishops were ordinary men who 
presided over the day-to-day happenings within their parish. They preached 
and watched over local officials, oversaw festivals, supervised charities and 
monastic establishments. They served as arbiters and judges, assisted with 
marital problems and were charged with the care of the poor, to name just 
a few of their many duties.66 By Late Antiquity these local bishops, though 
deprived of true political power, had become the main representatives of 
the people.

Of interest regarding bishops in Polis is a surviving stone inscription that 
mentions one Archbishop Sabinos, along with one Bishop Photinos, both of 
whom were active at the same time in Arsinoë during the mid-fifth century 
but are otherwise unattested (Figure 4.6).67 The two names are recorded 
on a humble limestone block found at Polis/Arsinoë in 1960. It records the 
presence of two high clerics who co-sponsored the construction of a build-
ing somewhere in the town. The text does not tell us what type of building 
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it was, or anything else about it except that the two clerics underwrote its 
construction. The brief inscription states the following: “In the 36th year 
when Sabinos was Archbishop, when Photinos was Bishop (this was erected) 
at their own expense.”68

Of some interest is the block itself that was used to convey the message: 
One can see from the profile that it is a reused moulding – mere spolia – 
slightly elegant but certainly in secondary (or perhaps tertiary?) use. It 
is important, however, because it is one of the only inscriptions that sur-
vived from the ancient site of Marion/Arsinoë. Its simple message is not 
resplendent, but it demonstrates a substantial act of patronage on behalf 
of an important community project – presumably, a new building intended 
for the town’s populace some 100 years before the large South Basilica was 
conceived. Despite the unpretentious appearance of the inscription, it will 
have created a common identity, wherever it was placed in the town. This 
imposing stone will have been ever-present, beckoning to the local citizens 
and broadcasting an historic and seminal moment within the long history of 
the community. And while we, as modern viewers, would consider the stone 
of interest purely as an historical artefact, those who read it or listened to its 
message being read aloud in Late Antiquity would likely have understood 
it rather differently, perhaps, as a way to keep the memory of these bene-
factors firmly intact by offering a prayer, or making the sign of the cross 
on their behalf, thereby honouring their past contribution to the city that 
continued to survive, despite all odds. The building may also have become 

Figure 4.6  Fifth-century inscription of Archbishop Sabinos and Bishop Photinos 
found at Polis/Arsinoë in 1960. Initial Drawing by Ino Nicolaou with 
subsequent additions by the authors.
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an anchoring point for the specific neighbourhood in which it was located. 
Such strategies were of the utmost importance in the lives of the individuals, 
not to mention the larger circle of the community; commemoration was a 
key component of life that bound the city together.

It should also be remembered that bishops were exceptionally good at 
promoting neighbourhood collectivity through processions. The order of 
names on the inscription itself, with the archbishop first, followed by the 
bishop, evoked the hierarchical organization of the procession in the space 
of the local community. The monument and the text of the inscription con-
nected the local bishop to the archbishop, who most probably resided either 
at Paphos or Salamis-Constantia. In these districts, monuments such as that 
commemorated by the inscription defined neighbourhoods and streetscapes 
which were entirely complicit in providing the necessary backdrop for ex-
pressions of expansive solidarity. We, of course, do not know what this would 
have looked like in Arsinoë, but we can certainly glean information from 
some of the contemporary, seventh-century sources, wherein bishops were 
able to collect parishioners to process through the streets of the towns and 
villages in collective togetherness. One of the most capable was Theodore of 
Sykeon, who seems never to have missed a chance at a good procession, or 
litany.69 He was, of course, exceptional, in that his saintly status imbued him 
with special powers. A citizen of Sandos, for example, in Asia Minor (west 
of Ancyra), made the mistake of digging out part of a hillside, inadvertently 
releasing a bevy of demons into his town.70 The townsfolk convinced the 
saint to come to their rescue, and St. Theodore quickly ordered a proces-
sion of supplication to be formed, “which went right round the village and 
came to the hill from which they said the demons had come out.”71 (The 
saint immediately dispatched them.) There followed yet another procession 
the next day during which he “drove together all the spirits still remaining 
in the neighbourhood, and in the roads, to the injury of travelers. He then 
led the procession back to the village and all the neighbourhood remained 
safe…” There was no better way to create a spirit of community than this. 
We should envision such processions also taking place at Arsinoë, perhaps 
on the primary road leading from the tetrapylon to the South Basilica.  
A procession brought people together in a bodily manifestation of goodwill, 
prayer, and thanksgiving that raised everyone’s spirits and encouraged a 
feeling of togetherness and communal action.

Cemetery as communal space

The intersection of various communities at the South Basilica also extended 
from the living to the dead. At some point after the additions to the church, 
these same spaces together with the aisles and external regions around the 
building came to be used as a cemetery for the Christian community of 
the South Basilica. A series of three well-appointed tombs on the floor of  
the south aisle may have served as an initial impetus for the later graves 
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(more than 200) surrounding the church.72 Interestingly, the burial in the 
south aisle of a 17- to 25-year-old male included a large bronze cross that 
may have been reused from an earlier context – most likely the hardware of 
one of the doors to the church (Figure 4.7). The large cross may have antic-
ipated the appearance of a number of much smaller pectoral crosses, made 
of a humbler material – the local picrolite, a kind of soapstone native to the 
island. These were found in 16 burials throughout the cemetery (Figure 4.8). 
The growth of this cemetery and the use of pectoral crosses by individuals 
buried around the church point to the reciprocal practices that defined the 
relationship between the church and the community. The formal burials in 
the south aisle appear to have stimulated a wave of Christian burials and 
expanded its function to accommodate the dead. Funerary liturgies, burials 
at the church, and simpler, more personal, rites associated with visiting the 
dead and tending to the graves further connected the church and its cem-
etery to a neighbourhood. The regular and ritual paths between the ceme-
tery, the home, and the cluster of graves of the deceased and residences of 
the living connected the neighbourhood both physically and symbolically 
to the church. Changes in burial practices over time suggest a persistent 

Figure 4.7  Burial of a young male wearing a large bronze cross with a chain in the 
south aisle. Image courtesy of the Princeton-Cyprus Expedition. 
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adaptability within this corner of Arsinoë. It also reminds us that the local 
community valued its traditional ways, and that the sanctity of the site was 
never extirpated from the collective memory of Arsinoë. 

While the urban core of the ancient city lies buried beneath the mod-
ern village, the district surrounding the South Basilica at Arsinoë and its 
neighbouring North Basilica nevertheless offer important insights into the 
Christian community in the city. Visible and prominent on the north side of 
the city, the churches were among the first monumental structures a traveller 
encountered upon entering the island from the coast. The South Basilica 
represented both local and regional community actions through the human 
investment in its construction, its changing architecture and design, and its 
relationship to surrounding features. Theoretical concepts ranging from 
Victor Turner’s notion of communitas to the more recent concepts of com-
munities of practice and conviviality articulate how pilgrimage and limi-
nal districts at the edge of the town and the informal, shared knowledge of 
the local community intersected to connect the residents of Arsinoë to the 
larger Christian world.

Figure 4.8  Selection of small pectoral crosses from burials in the South Basilica. 
Image courtesy: the Princeton-Cyprus Expedition.
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Conclusion

It might seem obvious that the study of Byzantine neighbourhoods requires 
detailed evidence for residential architecture. In fact, this is not always the 
case. Monuments, especially complex, multi-period structures such as the 
two basilicas in Arsinoë, demonstrate their continued expansion over a long 
time period. Intermediate zones between monuments and the city (such as 
the portico, the covered well, and the tetrapylon) also allow us to think our 
way into past neighbourhoods, especially when we consider the cooperative 
effort routinely poured into the experience of monument-making and hu-
man interaction. The remains of these zones now lie in ruins, but they still 
resonate with the buzz of past human lives that are not so different from 
our own.
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Neighbourhoods are networks of people and resources moving through 
the spaces of daily life.1 Because the changing boundaries and configura-
tions of neighbourhoods – and the people with them – can be difficult to 
track in provincial Byzantine communities, where so often textual sources 
for daily life are sparse, the infrastructure of resources such as water can 
help define patterns of movement and behaviour in historical urban envi-
ronments.2 This chapter considers the extent to which water distribution 
and its  movement – constrained by environmental availability, inherited 
technologies of Roman infrastructure, and an evolving array of social and 
legal customs – had consequences for the formation and functionality of 
neighbourhoods in Early Byzantine cities of the Eastern Mediterranean. 
Specifically, an examination of water for neighbourhoods in Byzantine legal 
sources is followed by three archaeological case studies of local variations 
from Caesarea Maritima, Thessaloniki, and Ephesos.

Archaeology uncovers infrastructure that lacks specific social contexts, 
but textual and especially legal evidence has the advantage of generalizing 
to communicate social situations that are difficult to identify from archaeol-
ogy alone. At the same time, historical urban water systems are rarely known 
in their entirety but instead must be approached as fragments or individual 
elements: a bath here, a street and fountain system or housing block with 
cisterns there, all of which can differ significantly from neighbourhood to 
neighbourhood and city to city, and which thus demand comparative anal-
ysis. These evidentiary limits – in addition to secondary indicators drawn 
from modern and non-Byzantine comparanda – offer future directions of 
research.

Any inquiry into water’s role in Eastern Mediterranean cities and 
neighbourhoods might begin with a comparison to modern urban wa-
ter histories.3 In the United States, for instance, urban water histories 
are overwhelmingly focused on the construction and consequences of 
long-distance aqueducts during the mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth cen-
turies, which gradually obviated the need for the public or private wells 
and cisterns, and which were replaced with piped-in aqueduct supplies 
carried to individual houses. Civic investment in water technology, and 
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the social contexts for its applications, had far-reaching cultural conse-
quences for American neighbourhoods for the public spaces within them, 
the architecture of houses, the municipal government and public percep-
tions of its responsibilities, public health and sanitation, cuisine and food-
ways, as well as for families, labour, and gender roles. 

An urban water history of the Roman and Byzantine world follows a 
roughly approximated inversion of this trajectory.4 Public fountains and 
spring houses5 tapping karstic supplies of groundwater6 first evolved in 
Mediterranean cities after ca. 600 BCE: these were supplied at the springs 
themselves or the end of a very short pipeline, cut-and-cover, or tunnelled 
aqueducts, often just a few kilometres long. Early fountains and spring 
houses provided supplies primarily for palaces and public areas such as 
agorai or temple sanctuaries, with only indirect benefits for residences 
whose inhabitants (customarily women) made trips to the nearest fountains, 
springs, or rivers to carry back water, if they lacked wells at home.7 That is, 
pre-Roman fountains and spring-houses were only modest supplements for 
households that still overwhelmingly relied on private wells and cisterns for 
the provision of their domestic water needs. 

Romans upscaled and proliferated older aqueduct technologies to create 
burgeoning supplies of public water, capable of supplanting private wells 
and cisterns, with the construction of approximately 2,000 urban aqueducts 
across the Mediterranean between the first and third centuries. Roman aq-
ueduct systems were typically between 20 and 30 kilometres in length, and 
required the labour of hundreds of workers engaged full time for several 
years for their construction.8 The longest or most complex aqueduct systems 
– as at Constantinople9 or Aspendos10 – were the most expensive construc-
tion projects ever undertaken by the Roman state, ranging to hundreds of 
kilometres in length, and relying on highly complex combinations of un-
derground channels and pipes, with bridges to cross valleys, or inverted si-
phons that could carry pressurized water down a hill and back up again. 
Altogether, Roman efforts made aqueduct-carried water available both to 
more cities and to more areas within cities, with significant consequences for 
neighbourhood formation and definition.

No Eastern Mediterranean city can provide so comprehensive a view of 
changing domestic- or neighbourhood-scale provisions of Roman water as 
Pompeii, in particular for the transitional period from well-water to aque-
duct supplies for fountains – so typically obscured by generations of later 
building at other sites – after the introduction of the Aqua Augusta ca. 20 
BCE.11 At Pompeii, as at Ephesos and Caesarea Maritima (see below), ar-
chaeologists have observed how earlier wells and cisterns were widely de-
commissioned and infilled soon after imperial-era aqueduct construction, 
ultimately increasing reliance on all scales upon these new public provisions 
of water at street-side fountains and nymphaea.12 These developments were 
reinforced by evolving cultural preferences for flowing spring water rather 
than standing water from wells or cisterns.13 
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Most Roman houses did not receive their own private supplies as a benefit 
of aqueduct construction.14 At Pompeii for instance, just one-tenth of houses 
received private supplies of piped-in water.15 Rather, fountains in street in-
tersections were constructed within 100 m of most residences (Figure 5.1), 
and it was from these locations that most city-dwellers came together to take 
their daily water for household use. Fountains were, therefore, necessarily 
the setting for numerous day-to-day interactions between neighbours who 
relied upon shared, publicly provided water resources in close proximity to 
their homes. Ray Laurence has argued that Pompeian fountains constituted 
edges and nodes of neighbourhoods, while Alex Scobie has drawn attention 
to the potential consequences of Roman water supply, drainage, and human 
waste disposal for the transmission of water-borne cholera or parasites.16 
We might also observe that while several Pompeian fountains are known 
to have been built as replacements for older, in-filled wells in the same loca-
tions, others were newly constructed to fill out spatially regular distribution 
throughout the city. Practically speaking, new fountains allowed for an in-
crease in urban population density, as well as a decrease in the urban area 
served by any individual fountain.17 These patterns have wide application 
to cities across the Roman world, as demonstrated below, for instance, at 
Ephesos, and thus provide a useful background for Early Byzantine devel-
opments in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

In the Eastern Mediterranean between the fifth and eighth centuries – 
gradually and with significant variation from city to city or region to region, 
depending on the bureaucratic, military, and religious significance of the 
settlement in question – the number of functional Roman aqueducts was 

Figure 5.1 Plan of fountains and wells at Pompeii. Courtesy: Eric Poehler   
and the Pompeii Bibliography and Mapping Project at the University of  
Massachusetts.
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sharply reduced, limiting this formerly near-universal good of Roman cities 
to a much smaller potential pool of Byzantine poleis and capitals (includ-
ing Ephesos and Thessaloniki, see below). Even in locations with continu-
ity of aqueducts, we can see supply and consumption behaviours changing, 
as wells and rainwater-capture cisterns reappear in close association with 
domestic and public areas, especially churches, replacing or supplementing 
older Roman aqueduct supplies directed towards baths. Selective mainte-
nance of other inherited Roman water infrastructures (including drainage 
systems, roads, and bridges) could, on the other hand, also represent signif-
icant points of stability across centuries of deep urban and cultural change. 

In the following sections, I examine water infrastructure in Byzantine 
neighbourhoods as the subject of legal disputation between residents and 
municipalities. I then survey water infrastructure histories from three im-
portant Byzantine cities, in order to highlight dramatic variations in Ro-
man infrastructure survival and Byzantine adaptation, with consequences 
for neighbourhood functionality and definition. 

Legal sources for water and social relationships in  
Byzantine neighbourhoods

Water flows are highly circumscribed by Roman and Byzantine law, which 
outlines both permissible and contested interactions between municipal au-
thorities and residents, and between neighbours. A brief explanation of the 
sources is in order.18 The sources are two for our purposes: Justinian’s Cor-
pus Iuris Civilis and the middle Byzantine Basilika. The Corpus Iuris Civilis 
comprises the Digest’s anthology of mostly third-century Roman juridical 
opinions,19 the Codex Iustiniani’s anthology of imperial constitutions dating 
back so far as Hadrian’s time (including an older compendium, the Codex 
Theodosianus, from 438), as well as the Justinianic Novels or amendments to 
these earlier codifications.20 Justinian’s work was later reorganized – with 
occasional omissions, whether intentional or otherwise21 – and translated22 
into the Greek Basilika by the Macedonian emperors Basil I (867–886) and 
Leo VI (886–912).23 While a comparison of water’s appearances throughout 
these sources – with amendments added in one compilation, for instance, 
then omitted or revised by later sources – might indicate how administra-
tive and legal priorities for urban water changed across time, the focus here 
is on those pronouncements related to urban neighbourhoods that appear 
consistently throughout the Late Antique and middle Byzantine sources. 

The chief legal concern of imperial and municipal authorities for aque-
ducts was their upkeep and maintenance to guarantee continuous and un-
polluted supplies, and consequently, also the protection and preservation 
of conduits and reservoirs from illicit diversions.24 Concern for fraudulent 
diversion of water from aqueducts was targeted at a range of consumers: 
the owners of villas, estates, water mills, farms, gardens, and baths were 
subject to confiscation of property, and to fines ranging between one and ten 
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pounds of gold.25 The frequency and repetition of these pronouncements 
from the imperial period forwards to the Basilika are highly suggestive of 
the persistent trouble that diversion caused for managers of urban aque-
ducts, namely, the urban prefects in Constantinople and the bishops or gov-
ernors in the provinces in Late Antiquity. 

That said, the archaeological identification of illicit diversions is argu-
ably impossible: the use of subsidiary branches inserted into main lines in 
apparent contravention of the capital’s law was an entirely common practice 
in Early Byzantine cities like Ephesos (see below). Such emplacements can 
appear slapdash on the ground, but shoddy workmanship is no guarantee 
of illegality or the lack of proper arrangements with the relevant authorities. 
Practically seen, diversions also facilitated urban or suburban agriculture 
(see below for Krokodeilon at Caesarea Maritima), as well as the spread of 
those urban artisanal activities, including glass-making and textile dyeing, 
that required ready supplies of running water. Diversions thus contributed 
to functional changes within the Early Byzantine city, with or without the 
assent of municipal authorities.26 

So far as neighbourly relations are concerned, three kinds of servitude (a 
form of legal obligation) are especially important. Servitus aquae haustus 
guaranteed the right to make arrangements for drawing water from a neigh-
bour’s well, and perforce included the right to iter or passage.27 Roman and 
Byzantine legal opinions for aquae haustus never prescribed the exhaustion 
of alternatives or minimum distances to public water resources, in contrast 
to earlier Greek traditions reported by Roman authors.28 Related juridical 
opinions specified that arrangements made between neighbours concerning 
wells were tied to land rather than to individuals (and thus were not herit-
able,29 unless the lands in question were held in common30); they forbade 
violence against individuals who had by custom used well (or spring) wa-
ter from a neighbour’s property;31 and they provided for the prosecution 
of individuals polluting a well intentionally.32 Curiously, and despite the 
increasingly common provision of wells everywhere after the fifth or sixth 
centuries, there is little if any new legal literature that can be specifically 
related to them.

Servitus stilicidii provided for the right to drip water from the eaves of one 
house onto the roof of a neighbour, or conversely to prevent runoff (namely 
for conservation in cisterns, or any other use). This right – explicitly con-
nected with urban properties – was rigorously distinguished from a consid-
erable body of law related to rural rights for or against a neighbour’s runoff 
rainwater, the actio aquae pluviae arcendae.33 At the same time, residents 
had the right to retain or store rainwater on their own property or to col-
lect overflow from their neighbours.34 The evacuation of residential rooftop 
water is, by these measures, strongly associated with the nature of tiles and 
roof coverings that facilitated drainage by gutters and occasionally into cis-
terns, whether private or held in common, as well as by shared party walls 
that divided neighbouring residences. 
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Rights for remuneration of neighbourly damage are also thoroughly de-
scribed in the legal literature, with water being a frequent culprit or cause 
for conflict. Situations described include damages claimed for novum opus 
or new constructions that disrupt water supplies to a residence;35 for leaks 
of water from an upper into a lower apartment;36 for pipes or baths along 
party walls that cause dampness for neighbours;37 and for damages wrought 
by neglect or the (entirely permissible) construction or repair of a sewer line 
that runs through neighbouring domiciles.38 

Neighbourly servitudes – especially for light and party walls – have clear 
archaeological comparanda (for example at Pompeii and Ostia),39 while 
Catherine Saliou’s study of late antique building manuals vis-à-vis the Di-
gest is instructive in its identifications of supply and drainage lines from 
North African and Italian cities that crossed between neighbouring prop-
erties, though the Eastern and Byzantine Mediterranean remains under- 
analysed in this regard.40

Case studies for water in Byzantine neighbourhoods

The case studies from Caesarea Maritima, Thessaloniki, and Ephesos in the 
following section have been chosen to illustrate the range of evidence and 
trajectory apparent from a neighbourhood-scale perspective on water sup-
ply, consumption, and drainage across the Roman and Byzantine Eastern 
Mediterranean.41 

Caesarea Maritima

Water for the capital of Palaestina Prima, Caesarea Maritima, travelled 
some eight kilometres along a multi-tiered system of aqueducts that com-
bined a Herodian or early Roman Channel A and a Hadrianic Channel 
B, both supplied by springs to the north; in addition to a later Low-Level 
Channel, supplied by a nearby dam on the Zarqa River.42 Hellenistic and 
Early Roman wells dug at Caesarea were gradually decommissioned just 
as the first aqueducts came into operation. They reappear later, during the 
fifth and sixth centuries, alongside combined archaeological and textual ev-
idence for increased pressure on public fountains as the primary loci for 
water supply in the city, when climate may also have been a factor.43 Alto-
gether, this system of aqueducts and fountains was reconfigured at the end 
of the fourth century, and again in the middle of the sixth century, each time 
with important consequences for the spaces of daily life within the city. 

The fourth-century reconfiguration presumably maintained an existing 
system of earlier Roman street-side fountains and ornamental pools which 
is – in contrast to Pompeii or Jerash, for instance – poorly known.44 The 
skeleton of the older Roman system nevertheless provided demonstrably 
enough water, in the fourth century, to allow the introduction of a diversion 
line from Channel A to a new, suburban agro-industrial settlement at Kro-
kodeilon, some 4 kilometres to the north. Here, water from the city’s main 
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line was critical to the neighbourhood’s character and functionality: water 
provided for houses and a church centred on fishponds, a flour-grinding wa-
ter mill, and a reservoir.45 

Evidence for a sixth-century restructuring of Caesarea’s water system 
is derived from both archaeology and an encomium for a local governor 
written by Choricius of Gaza, dated to 534/6. In the course of praise for 
the governor Stephanus’ abilities as an administrator, Choricius describes 
systemic water shortages in the city caused by the neglect of the city’s infra-
structure, with violent social consequences at points of water withdrawal 
from  aqueduct-supplied fountains:46

An aqueduct has been constructed, conducting the gift of the springs to 
the city by means of public fountains that have been built to receive the 
water. Such things need to have very frequent care; consequently since 
there was neglect, there was no longer as unhindered a passage for the 
flowing water as before, but the movement of the water was checked 
in many places and the water flowed slower than usual.47 As a result, 
it came about that it passed by some fountains made idle by the lack 
of water, and the drawing of water from others yielded less than was 
needed. And what is more, men in the prime of life were in fierce com-
petition with those who were pushing one another in their wish to draw 
water. At any rate, women, old men, and children came back, some with 
empty vessels; for some a great struggle produced half-filled ones to 
carry away, while many children went off crying because their vessels 
had broken. As a consequence, with the lack of water increasing the 
desire for it, and with the desire making the scarcity of it even greater, 
and with both elements helping to increase each other, the evil was un-
bearable on all sides….48

While the network of urban fountains described so vividly by Choricius has 
left few material traces, archaeology for this period has revealed a pleth-
ora of new wells sunk around the city, reflective of the evolving need for a 
more diversified palette of water supplies: during the sixth century “almost 
every building complex … was furnished with a well.”49 Their contexts are 
revealing. In the southwest zone of the city, Byzantine wells were located 
at the end of short alleys that lack direct access to the buildings flanking 
them (Figure 5.2, Area KK below, off Decumanus S3 at left); in small struc-
tures set directly off the street (Area NN next to the “Western Stoa”); as 
replacements for older, now defunct street-side fountains (intersection of 
Decumanus S1 and Cardo W1, just off this plan). All are suggestive of on-
going applications of servitus haustus, or rights to neighbourly well-water 
withdrawal, as well as coordinated drips from nearby rooftops. Later Is-
lamic wells – primarily Abbasid and Fatimid – were private by comparison, 
having retreated to the interior of house courtyards excepting near the mar-
ket and mosque, thus reflecting an entirely different mode of neighbourhood 
organization.50 
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Figure 5.2 A reas KK, CC, and NN from the excavations at Caesarea Maritima. 
Courtesy: Joseph Patrich.
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Thessaloniki

Thessaloniki was, after the fifth century, the capital of the Illyricum prefec-
ture and later its thematic capital, one of the largest cities of the Roman and 
Byzantine world. Extensively studied for its ancient and medieval remains 
since the nineteenth century, the city’s history has been significantly ex-
panded by excavations undertaken as part of the planning and construction 
of the Thessaloniki Metro since 2006.51 

Water was supplied to Roman and medieval Thessaloniki with ground-
water, rainwater, and two external supplies: the first from an aqueduct 
sourced at Mount Chortiates for its eastern half (see below), and another 
rather poorly known aqueduct for the city’s west, which may be related to 
cisterns visible along the fortifications near the Church of the Holy Apostles 
and at the Litea Gate.52 Wells dotted the Roman and medieval city, as re-
vealed by recent salvage excavations, though they have not yet been mapped 
or subjected to robust synthesis.53 Large cisterns are visible throughout the 
city, fed by a combination of aqueduct and rain water, which began to be 
inserted into older publicly accessible areas and buildings after the fifth 
century, for instance, at the Agora (see below), and in the vestibule of the 
erstwhile Octagon at the Palace of Galerius (with 2 million litres capacity).54 

The Chortiates aqueduct supplied the city’s north and east sides. Its moun-
tain spring source, at the site of the monastery of Agia Paraskevi, is still used 
today by Thessaloniki’s modern water supply system.55 Waters from this 
source were directed into a qanat or gallery collection system of channels,56 
before being carried over a massive, multi-phase aqueduct bridge just east 
of Thessaloniki, which has lately been studied and conserved, with phases 
running from Roman through Ottoman.57 

The Chortiates aqueduct’s line entered the city on high ground from the 
northeast at the acropolis,58 with another branch approaching the eastern 
city a short way south near the Anna Palaiologina gate, from which wa-
ter flowed south down the hill on or alongside the fortifications, with cis-
terns distributed along the branch’s path.59 In both cases, the terminations 
of Thessaloniki’s Chortiates aqueduct branches were embedded within the 
city’s defence,60 and thus subject to firm state control from an early date. 
The Chortiates system seems to have functioned without interruption from 
Roman antiquity and into the Middle Ages, with an important role for 
churches as epicentres of distribution and consumption after the fifth cen-
tury,61 before the aqueduct was allegedly cut, temporarily, during the Otto-
man conquest of the city in 1430.62

While our understanding of water’s distribution from these aqueducts has 
room to grow – particularly as results from the Metro excavations come 
into publication63 – the history of the Saint Demetrios complex and the 
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neighbouring Roman Agora provides a good case study for our understand-
ing of churches’ roles as anchors within neighbourhoods both ideologically 
and, more concretely, as nodes in water networks (Figure 5.3). That is to say, 
while churches could stand at the centre of administrative districts, they 
also accrued hydraulic resources that could facilitate more organic growth 
in their vicinities. 

The church of Saint Demetrios was built in the fifth century on the site of 
a Roman bath – by definition, a major consumer of aqueduct water – and 
textual evidence shows that a bath continued in operation on the site after 
the establishment of the church.64 As Lemerle noted, the baths on the site 
must have had two storeys; the crypt for Saint Demetrios is built directly 
onto the ruins of the lower storey. Preserved from this phase is the five-
niched nymphaeum which, with new closure panels in relief and architec-
tural sculpture, functioned as the font of the church’s miraculous hagiasma 
that was at the centre of the saint’s cult, and which was not sourced from a 
spring on site, but rather via piped-in supplies of water from the Chortiates 
aqueduct.65

Immediately south and west of the church of Saint Demetrios is the Ro-
man Agora: here, sometime after the turn of the fifth century, a massive 
cistern was installed in the agora’s double cryptoporticus and the south 

Figure 5.3 Pl an of water supply and consumption features in Early Byzantine Thes-
saloniki, in the area of the Church of Saint Demetrios and the Roman 
Agora. Created by the author. 
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stoa (Figure 5.4).66 This was not fed by rainwater, but rather by a pipe-
line introduced from the north: Bakirtzis explicitly identifies these pipes 
as issuing from the area of Saint Demetrios.67 On the east edge of the 
quadrangle was a small room, equipped with a small nymphaeum deco-
rated with a mural of the Anargyroi (healer-saints) Cosmas and Damian, 
which drew its waters from the agora cisterns via another pipe. Bakirtzis 
identifies this installation and explains its frescoes as components of an 
hagiasma with healing water.68 Another interpretation might be that the 
saints were simply guarantors of the water’s church-sanctioned safety and 
potability. 

In the early Byzantine period, as the Roman Agora gradually industri-
alized, this quarter of the city was progressively occupied by a cluster of 
artisanal installations: ceramics workshops, metalworking, as well as the 
state coin mint, glass workshops, dyers, and a tannery. All depended upon 
the continued provision of water from the Chortiates aqueduct, now routed 
through the newly converted bath-church of Saint Demetrios, and stored in 
the reservoirs so creatively inserted into the cryptoporticus of the Roman 
Agora.69 Altogether then, the character of transformations in this central 
neighbourhood of Thessaloniki is inseparable from changes in the dispo-
sition of its water resources, albeit on quite a different model than that en-
countered at Caesarea during the same period. 

Figure 5.4  The Early Byzantine reservoir installed in the cryptoporticus of the Ro-
man Agora at Thessaloniki. Author photo.
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Ephesos

The block-by-block infrastructure of housing, commerce, and water at 
Ephesos on the western coast of Anatolia, one of the largest cities of the 
Mediterranean, is well studied after more than a century of Austrian exca-
vation (Figure 5.5). It may be tempting to interpret the city’s main streets 
as spatial limits or anchors for its neighbourhoods, especially because their 
pavements and storm drains were apparently kept clear well into the sev-
enth century, even as the colonnades were subject to encroachment.70 Spa-
tially distinct neighbourhoods might thus be perceived in the environs of 
the State Agora at the east; the dual neighbourhoods with residences (such 
as the Hanghäuser and Insula M01) on either side of the Embolos, with the 
Marble Street and Celsus Library quarters on their west side; the Lower 
Agora and its environs, bounded by the Celsus Library at the south, the the-
atre at the east, and the Arkadiane at its north; the long thoroughfare of the 
Arkadiane itself, set between the harbour district at its west and the theatre 
opposite, with another district north of the Arkadiane between the Harbour 
Baths, Verulanus porticoes, and the Church of Mary.71 On the other hand, 
the scale of Ephesos – encompassing all these areas – remains comparatively 
small vis-à-vis Constantinople or Alexandria, for instance. One needs ap-
proximately 15 minutes to walk from the Upper to the Lower Agora, with 
another 10 minutes to the Church of St Mary; the entire city, so far as it is 

Figure 5.5  Labelled plan of structures in Ephesos, with Roman and Early Byzantine 
fountains indicated. Base map courtesy: OeAW-OeAI/Christian Kurtze.
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known archaeologically, is well contained within any temporal definition of 
“the spaces of daily life.”72 

The infrastructural change appears consistently across Ephesos between 
the end of the fourth and middle of the fifth centuries, following a major 
earthquake.73 Such changes included total maintenance of street surfaces 
alongside an expansion of aqueducts and fountains as well as industrial 
complexes within the city. Simultaneously, access to water within individ-
ual houses tapered off, which – if proximity to water resources is used as a 
measure, however qualitatively here – arguably lessened socio-spatial dis-
tinctions within the city. Nevertheless, state and church institutions still en-
joyed closest proximity to and control over water infrastructure in the Early 
Byzantine Ephesos.74 

Nearly coincident with the legal closure of temples under Theodosius 
before 395 came the introduction of church architecture and institutions 
throughout neighbourhoods in Ephesos, including the expropriation of 
older/creation of new water infrastructure.75 The Church of Mary with its 
episcopal complex including bath, latrine, and fountains, was set into the 
despoiled porticoes of the obsolescent Temple of Hadrian at the city’s north-
west.76 A church was built into the former Temple of Serapis, probably with 
reuse of the temple’s considerable water supplies – formerly used to recreate 
the sacred flows of the Nile within the old precinct – now re-directed to new 
artisanal workspaces in the adjacent Lower Agora.77 In the Upper Agora’s 
northwest corner, a small basilican church was built beside the Prytaneion, 
two of whose rooms were converted into an aqueduct-fed reservoir before 
the sixth century.78 A central-plan church was built into an imperial monop-
teros nymphaeum just outside the Upper Agora’s southeast corner;79 and 
somewhat further to its east, the imperial East Baths became defunct and 
partially converted into a chapel and burial grounds, their abundant waters 
now sent onwards for use elsewhere.80 

Older housing blocks at Ephesos were subdivided and converted for 
industry, though these too maintained supplies of piped-in water. In the 
old Terrace Houses neighbourhood, south of the Embolos, water from the 
Değirmendere or Throessitica aqueducts powered a cascade of mills that 
ground grain into flour and cut stone columns into revetments, alongside an 
array of smaller workshops that replaced older inhabitations (Figure 5.6).81 
Immediately to the west of the Terrace Houses, water-powered industry in-
vaded the city’s old monumental core: the Celsus Library’s façade gained a 
massive nymphaeum basin enclosed by two-metre-tall reliefs spoliated from 
an Antonine dynastic monument. A water-powered flour mill, six to eight 
metres in diameter, was set immediately to its south, adjacent to a new ad-
ministrative complex.82 

New and middling houses encroached along the porticoes of the Ark-
adiane and in the Upper Agora. The latter houses enjoyed the proximity 
to the Hydrekdocheion (a Domitianic nymphaeum still functional in Late 
Antiquity), to an older Roman nymphaeum that was creatively fitted with 
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a water-powered flour mill,83 and to cisterns installed under the Temple of 
Domitian.84 More upscale accommodations were built north of the Embo-
los in the vicinity of the Scholastikia baths, as well as in the giant porti-
coes of Verulanus at the Harbour Baths, immediately south of the Church 
of Mary.85 Important for our purposes is to note that – in contrast to the 
Roman-period houses of the Hanghäuser – both the middling and upscale 
houses of Early Byzantine Ephesos lacked piped-in supplies of water but 
were still served by functioning storm drains in the streets.86 Potable water 
for these residences was provided by wells or cisterns, or by proximity to the 
numerous still-functioning nymphaea.87 Altogether then, Ephesos presents 
some of the same dynamics encountered at Thessaloniki for water infra-
structure’s continuity side-by-side with dramatic changes in character and 
functionality of neighbourhoods. Distinct here, in comparison with both 
Thessaloniki and Caesarea, are significantly improved visibility on wa-
tery changes in domestic architecture, and a multiplication of new Early 

Figure 5.6  Reconstruction of the watermill cascade in Terrace House 2 at Ephesos. 
Courtesy: Stefanie Wefers and Anja Cramer. 
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Byzantine nymphaea that contrasts sharply with the reduced numbers of 
public fountains at e.g. Caesarea during the same period. 

Conclusion

This chapter has briefly sketched some of the social dimensions of water 
and its infrastructure within Early Byzantine neighbourhoods. Roman 
and Byzantine legal sources generalize in their definitions of neighbourly 
 relations – whether cooperative or antagonistic – as they revolved around 
the movement of water supplied or drained in the passage between adjacent 
residences. While well studied in the Roman world, especially from houses 
at Pompeii and Ostia, archaeological comparanda for water servitudes from 
Byzantine neighbourhoods remains a topic deserving further research. 
Three case studies of water infrastructure were offered here, from Caesarea 
Maritima, Thessaloniki, and Ephesos. 

Caesarea Maritima is special for the sixth-century panegyric of Choricius 
of Gaza, with its description of the impact of the negligence on the city’s in-
frastructure of aqueduct-supplied fountains. The resulting artificial drought 
and violence at local points of water withdrawal were roughly contempora-
neous with the reinstallation of wells throughout the city’s houses, albeit in 
positions that guaranteed their accessibility to passers-by. This accessibility 
contrasted with the later Abbasid and Fatimid wells at Caesarea that were 
more private, to judge from their domestic morphology. 

Thessaloniki, on the other hand, represents a case of long-term stability 
in a Byzantine city’s aqueduct supply though with an increasingly important 
role for both the church and large-scale urban water storage, with knock-on 
effects for urban industrial and artisanal installations in the neighbourhood 
of St Demetrios and the Roman Agora. Ephesos, too, is illustrative of long-
term continuities in the functionality of aqueducts, albeit with substantial 
changes in urban consumption behaviours throughout the city’s neighbour-
hoods. These included, besides industrialization of Roman monumental 
areas as at Thessaloniki, also arguably more equitable access to a broad-
ened portfolio of water resources, with more street-side fountains, new wells 
for groundwater in residences, and new cisterns for captured overflow from 
aqueducts. 
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του decumanus maximus με τον cardo της οδού Βενιζέλου (Ανασκαφή σταθμού 
Βενιζέλου ‒ μετρό Θεσσαλονίκης),” Δελτίον της Χηριστιανικής Αρχαιολογικής 
Εταιρείας 41 (2020): 35–56. 

 64 These baths were in any case not identical to the Roman bath on which the 
church was built. Banded brick and masonry structures at the northwest cor-
ner of the church, with hypocausts still visible, should probably be related to 
this rather smaller late antique bath, or perhaps to an episcopium. This may be 
the complex referred to by the Miracula Demetrii, I: 73 in association with the 
plague outbreak of 586.

 

 65 Miracula Demetrii, II: 205–206 for Lemerle’s comments on the church’s relation-
ship to the Roman baths, and the nymphaeum/hagiasma in the crypt.

66 Kara M. Hattersley-Smith, Byzantine Public Architecture between the Fourth and 
Early Eleventh Centuries AD, with Special Reference to the Towns of Byzantine 
Macedonia (Thessaloniki: Society for Macedonian Studies, 1996), 235.

  

 67 Charalambos Bakirtzis, “Ἠ αγορά της Θεσσαλονίκης στα παλαιοχριστιανικά 
χρόνια,” in Actes du Xe Congrès international d’archéologie chrétienne, 
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Thessalonique, 28 septembre – 4 octobre 1980 (Rome: Pontificio istituto di arche-
ologia cristiana, 1984), 2: 13.

68 Ibid., 17.  
 69 For these workshops, see Antonaras, Arts, catalogue numbers 19 (ceramics 

5th–7th c.), 26 (ceramics during Byzantine period), 41 (ceramics 3rd–6th c. near 
Odeon), 49 (the state mint, north of the Odeon, 4th–5th c.), 50 (metalworking 
after 7th c. in area of Odeon), 51 (metalworking in area of St Demetrios), 61 
(glass workshops 5th–6th c.), 79 (dyer in south agora from 5th c.), and 84 (early 
Christian tannery in south agora).

 70 Sabine Ladstätter, “Ephesos from Late Antiquity until the Middle Ages: An Ar-
chaeological Introduction,” in Ephesos from Late Antiquity Until the Late Mid-
dle Ages: Proceedings of the International Conference at the Research Center for 
Anatolian Civilizations, Koç University, Istanbul 30th November – 2nd December 
2012, eds. Sabine Ladstätter and Paul Magdalino (Vienna: ÖAI, 2019), 11–72, for 
example, at 29 or 37.

 71 Additional, spatially distinct neighbourhoods beyond the scope of discussion 
here might be located along the so-called Theatergasse, by the Hippodrome and 
Vedius Gymnasium, or along the Harbour Canal. 

 72 Streets at Ephesos: see Fikret Yegül, “The Street Experience of Ancient Ephe-
sos,” in Streets: Critical Perspectives on Public Space, eds. Zeynep Çelik, Diane 
Favro, and Richard Ingersoll (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 
95–110.

 73 Earthquakes and infrastructure: see Lee Mordechai and Jordan Pickett, “Earth-
quakes as the Quintessential SCE: Methodology and Societal Resilience,” Hu-
man Ecology 46 (2018): 335–348.

 74 Sabine Ladstätter and Andreas Pülz, “Ephesos in the Late Roman and Early 
Byzantine Period: Changes in its Urban Character from the Third to the Seventh 
Century AD,” Proceedings of the British Academy 141 (2007): 391–433.

 75 Water at Ephesos: Gilbert Wiplinger, “Die Wasserversorgung von Ephesos in 
byzantinischer Zeit,” in Ephesos in byzantinischer Zeit, eds. Falko Daim and Sa-
bine Ladstätter (Mainz: Verlag des Römisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums, 
2011), 103–124; and Jordan Pickett, “Temples, Churches, Cisterns and Pipes: Wa-
ter in Late Antique Ephesos,” in De Aquaeductu Atque Aqua Urbium Lyciae Pam-
phyliae Pisidiae, ed. Gilbert Wiplinger (Leuven: Babesch/Peeters, 2016), 297–312.

 76 Stefan Karwiese, “The Church of Mary and the Temple of Hadrian Olympios,” 
in Ephesos Metropolis of Asia: An Interdisciplinary Approach to its Archaeology, 
Religion, and Culture, ed. Helmut Koester (Valley Forge, PA: Trinity Press Inter-
national, 1995), 311–320.

 77 Temple of Serapis / church conversion: “Wissenschaftlicher Jahresbericht des 
Österreichischen Archäologischen Instituts 2015,” Jahresberichte des Österre-
ichischen Archäologischen Instituts (2015), 12–13. For the redirected water chan-
nels, see Pickett, “Temples,” 306–307.

 78 Church and reservoir near Prytaneion: Hermann Vetters, “Das Regierungs-
viertel” in “Grabungen in Ephesos von 1960–1969 bzw. 1970,” Jahrbuch des 
Österreichischen Archäologischen Instituts 50 (1972/1975): Beibl. 249; also, “Wis-
senschaftlicher Jahresbericht des Österreichischen Archäologischen Instituts 
2008,” Jahresbericht des Österreichischen Archäologischen Instituts (2008), 14; 
and Martin Steskal, Das Prytaneion in Ephesos (Vienna: Österreichische Akad-
emie der Wissenschaften, 2010), 83.

 79 St Luke / monopteros fountain: Andreas Pülz, Sog. Lukasgrab in Ephesos: Eine 
Fallstudie zur Adaption antiker Monumente in byzantinischer Zeit (Vienna: Ös-
terreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2010).

80 East baths / church conversion: Hermann Vetters, “Ephesos: Vorläufiger 
Grabungsbericht 1981,” Anzeiger Wien 119 (1982): 62–101, here at 71–72.
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 81 Mill conversions in the Hanghäuser: Stefanie Wefers et al., Die Mühlenkaskade 
von Ephesos: Technikgeschichtliche Studien zur Versorgung einer spätantiken bis 
frühbyzantinischen Stadt (Mainz: Verlag des Römisch-Germanischen Zentral-
museums, 2015).

 82 Celsus library façade nymphaeum conversion: Rudolf Heberdey, “Vorläufiger 
Bericht über die Grabungen in Ephesos 1902/1903,” Jahreshefte des Österreichis-
chen Archäologischen Instituts in Wien 7 (1904): Beibl. 37–56, here at Fig. 10 and 
54–55; for the complex at the south, see Hermann Vetters, “Ephesos: Vorläufiger 
Grabungsbericht 1973,” Anzeiger Wien 111 (1974): 215–216; and Hermann Vet-
ters, “Ephesos: Vorläufiger Grabungsbericht 1978,” Anzeiger Wien 116 (1979): 
126–127 with plan. 

 83 Houses in Upper Agora: “Wissenschaftlicher Jahresbericht des ÖAI 2009,” 
Jahresberichte des Österreichischen Archäologischen Instituts (2009): 16. For wa-
termill in the Upper Agora, see Pickett, “Temples,” 301–302. 

84 Temple of Domitian cisterns: Josef Keil, “Vorläufiger Bericht über die Ausgrabun-
gen in Ephesos,” Jahreshefte des Österreichischen Archäologischen Instituts in 
Wien 27 (1932): Beibl. Sp. 5–72, here at 54; and Hermann Vetters, “Domitianter-
rasse und Domitiangasse,” in Jahreshefte des Österreichischen Archäologischen 
Instituts in Wien 50 (1972–1975): Beiblatt 311–330, here at 320–321. 

  

 85 House in Verulanus halls: ÖAI, “Wissenschaftlicher Jahresbericht des ÖAI 
2009,” Jahresberichte des Österreichischen Archäologischen Instituts 2015 (Wien: 
ÖAW, 2015), 5–49.

 86 Note, for example, drains at the Verulanus hall house, ibid. 7; for drains through-
out the city see Gilbert Wiplinger, “Die Kanäle von Ephesos,” in Expedition 
in die Kulturgeschichte des Abwassers, ed. Heinz Krejci (Vienna: Magistrat der 
Stadt Wien, 2004), 73–86.

 87 Fountains and nymphaea at Ephesos: Johanna Auinger and Elisabeth Rath-
mayr, “Zur spätantiken Statuenausstattung der Thermen und Nymphäen in 
Ephesos,” in Statuen in der Spätantike, eds. Franz Alto Bauer and Christian 
Witschel (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 2007), 237–269.
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τῷ ἁγίῳ μάρτυρι, ὑπὲρ εὐχῆς

Constantinople, writes Gilbert Dagron, “had its institutions before it con-
stituted a political, social, and economic reality; its ramparts before its res-
idences, and its residences before its inhabitants.”1 To this we might add 
that it had districts before neighbourhoods. Anthropological archaeologists 
distinguish between a neighbourhood, understood as a “residential zone 
marked by face-to-face interactions and distinctive physical and social char-
acteristics” and a district, understood as an administrative entity drawn on 
a larger scale. The development of neighbourhoods is driven by unofficial 
processes of social clustering and by periodic bodily and spiritual require-
ments, while districts are drawn by states in order to render the city legible 
to police, tax-collectors, and other functionaries.2 

The early sources for the history of Constantinople give the state’s view. 
The fifth-century Notitia urbis Constantinopolitanae divides the city into 
14 regiones, which are districts and not neighbourhoods. The anonymous 
author describes himself as a retiree who has gathered statistics from civil 
servants. Although not himself an official, he sees like a state: panoptically 
and analytically, listing sums of vici, domus, porticus, balneae, pistrina pri-
vata, gradus, and collegiati for each region.3 

When the domus per region are represented cartographically, they reveal 
the emergence of neighbourhoods. The regions are districts, but behind 
them we can see neighbourhoods emerge. There is substantial evidence for 
social clustering. The author of the Notitia writes of region 1, at the tip of 
the peninsula, that it is “distinguished by the residences of the royal fam-
ily and the nobility.” This region shares with the other districts on the Sea 
of Marmara a low density of domestic buildings. This stands in contrast 
to the high-density regions on the Golden Horn, within which stood the 
neighbourhoods known as the Zeugma and the Oxeia: less grand, busier, 
and sometimes hostile to authority (Figure 6.1).4 For the sixth-century 
historians, the Zeugma appears primarily as a problem: people are mur-
dered there, and the emperor is harassed when passing through the area in 
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a procession.5 The historians, like the author of the Notitia, see like a state, 
and cannot depict how the residents of the Zeugma viewed themselves, how 
they regulated their affairs, what values they shared.

The Oxeia is different. Physically prominent as the highest point between 
the Forum of Constantine and the Apostoleion, it emerges textually in the 
sixth century, on account of the presence there of the mortal remains of the 
holy martyr Artemios. The wonders wrought by the relics are related in a 
seventh-century anthology of edifying tales, written down in the neighbour-
hood and very much set within the neighbourhood. 

The following account begins with an analysis of the physical setting of 
the Oxeia and its architectural development in Late Antiquity. It then turns 
to the evidence of the miracle stories: first, their view of the neighbourhood’s 
spatial and social characteristics; second, their prescriptive account of the 
values that its residents shared. The conclusion considers the implication of 
this local view of the Oxeia for broader issues in the urban development of 
medieval Constantinople.

The Oxeia in Late Antiquity

Ἡ Ὀξεῖα means “the sharp”; already in Homer it is used of a mountain peak.6 
In Constantinople, it names the eminence upon which the sixteenth-century 

Figure 6.1  The 12 regions within the walls of Constantinople, with density of do-
mestic building as tabulated by the Notitia urbis Constantinopolitanae, 
and approximate locations of the Oxeia and the Zeugma. Image pro-
duced by the author. 
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complex of Sultan Süleyman now stands, beyond which the ground drops 
steeply north to the Golden Horn.7 As the author of the Notitia remarks twice 
in his description of region 7: it “falls away to the sea”; “the whole region de-
scends to the sea.”8 Below the Oxeia lies the Zeugma, along the inlet’s shores.

Scant pre-Ottoman remains have been documented in region 7: ragged 
scraps of the Forum of Theodosius along its southern border; two small 
cisterns also in the south. The region was redeveloped under Sultan Mehmet 
II after 1453: the new Grand Bazaar occupied the southeast, while the first 
of Mehmet’s two palaces stood at its centre, including the land on which Sü-
leyman built his complex in the following century.9 Of the Oxeia’s Byzantine 
history, only the physical geography and the texts remain.

In addition to the high number of houses, the author of the Notitia also 
distinguishes several monuments in region 7: the northern part of the Fo-
rum of Theodosius (also known as the Tauros) along the Mese, including its 
spiral relief column; churches of Irene, Anastasia, and Paul; the Thermae 
Carosianae.10 Did any of these occupy the Oxeia? The Forum was further 
south, carved out of the opposite slope that drops to the Sea of Marmara. 
The church of Anastasia occupied this same slope, slightly east of the Forum 
and just north of the Mese.11 It was built into the “porticoes of Domninos,” 
which lined the southern extent of the Makros Embolos, the north-south 
artery that divided region 6 from 7 and terminated at the Golden Horn (cf. 
Figure 1.2).12 The church of Irene stood at this northern end of the Makros 
Embolos, that of Paul, perhaps, in between to the west.13 

That leaves only the Thermae, a bath-gymnasium complex dedicated in 
375 in the name of Valens’ daughter Carosa, two years after the completion 
of her father’s aqueduct. The name thermae, the explicit inclusion of a gym-
nasium, and the patron all suggest it was a monumental, “imperial” bath. 
The Thermae dropped out of the historical record after the fifth century.14 
They must have drawn from the aqueduct, whose preserved course (the Bo-
zdoğan Kemeri) terminates very near the Oxeia.15 Perhaps the baths stood 
on or near the hilltop.

In the late fifth and early sixth centuries, one major public structure was 
built near the Oxeia, and one was built on it. The first was the Baths of 
Dagistheos, which stood across the Makros Embolos from the church of 
Anastasia (cf. Figure 1.2).16 Their construction was initiated by the em-
peror Anastasios (491–518), and completed in 528 by the emperor Justinian 
(527–565). We hear no more of Carosa’s thermae, which the “public loutron” 
of Dagistheos seems to replace.17 This is also explicitly an imperial bene-
faction, but loutron suggests a more modest structure than thermae. The 
decades required to finish its construction may speak less to scale, more to 
neglect.

The second public structure in Oxeia is the church of John the Forerun-
ner and the Baptist, which is intimately associated with the holy martyr 
Artemios, whose annual feast was celebrated there: εἰς τὸν ναὸν τοῦ ἁγίου 
προδρόμου καὶ βαπτιστοῦ Ἰωάννου ἐν τῇ Ὀξείᾳ.18 Its absence from the Notitia 
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dates it to after ca. 450. By the seventh century, it was deeply integrated into 
the life of the surrounding neighbourhood, as we learn from the miracle 
stories discussed below.

A tenth-century source, the Patria, states that the emperor Anastasios, 
who lived there before his accession, built the church, and that after Arte-
mios’ relics arrived, the church took the saint’s name.19 This is the first we 
hear of Anastasios’ old house.20 But analysis of the hagiographic traditions 
regarding the translation and efficacy of Artemios’ relics also points to the 
establishment of his Oxeia-based cult in the late fifth or early sixth centuries. 

Artemios was a doux of Egypt who was executed under the emperor Ju-
lian.21 His pre-metaphrastic passio, whose prototype should be placed in the 
fifth century, describes a transfer of relics to Constantinople by the deacon-
ess Ariste.22 Only the later, shorter versions preserved in the Constantinop-
olitan and Armenian synaxaria name their eventual home as the church of 
John the Forerunner in Oxeia.23 Albert Duforcq supposed that the earlier 
tradition dated to the fifth century, the later to the sixth.24

Should we accept the Patria’s identification of Anastasios as patron of 
the church of John? The tidiest solution, for which there is no evidence, is to 
suppose that Anastasios gave the abandoned thermae of Carosa to religious 
use when he initiated the construction of the new loutron of Dagistheos. As 
a hypothesis, this is economical and could explain the proximity of group 
latrines to the church’s north aisle.25 The strongest argument against Ana-
stasios’ involvement is his total absence both from the miracle stories and 
from the synaxaria. In the miracles, the earliest emperor named is Mau-
rikios (582–602): not as a patron, but to date the healing of an Alexandrian 
sailor.26

Let us summarize the foregoing. The Oxeia is an element in the physical 
topography of Constantinople: an eminence from which the ground falls 
to the Golden Horn. In the later fourth century, it was near the imperial 
thermae. In the fifth century, the administrative district in which it stood 
was marked by the city’s highest density of domestic buildings. The thermae 
drop from notice by the latter half of the fifth century; to the same period, 
and to the emperor Anastasios, is attributed (unambiguously) the initiative 
to build a new loutron, and (ambiguously) establishment of a church of St. 
John the Forerunner, which soon housed the remains of the holy martyr Ar-
temios. The earliest dated story regarding events at the church takes place 
in the later sixth century. We now turn to those stories, which provide rich 
evidence for the nature of the neighbourhood about the Oxeia. 

The Oxeia in the seventh century: the miracles of Artemios

“An Account of the Miracles of the Holy and Glorious Megalomartyr 
and Wonderworker Artemios” names a compilation of 45 miracle sto-
ries (thaumata), accompanied by a brief introduction, which are pre-
served in a single complete manuscript, and were published by Athanasios 
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Papadopoulos-Kerameus in 1909.27 In 1997, Virgil Crisafulli and John 
W. Nesbitt published an English translation accompanied by a reproduc-
tion of Papadopoulos-Kerameus’ text and an extensive introduction and 
commentary.28

The earliest dramatic date for a miracle (no. 21) is during the reign of 
Maurikios (582–602). Four miracles (17, 18, 21, and 34) are dated to the reign 
of Herakleios (610–641), and two (23 and 41) to the reign of Constans II 
(641–668); the latter two more precisely to 656 and 658. As Constans’ succes-
sor is nowhere named, the traditional date for the collection is 658–668.29 I 
consider the miracles to have been compiled and composed at the church of 
St. John in the 660s, by a single individual who had access to accounts that 
spanned the previous six to eight decades.30

In the great majority of the miracles, a man suffers a groin injury (hy-
drocele, inguinal hernia, or similar),31 and is healed through the interven-
tion of Artemios.32 In a parallel, the illness of a woman is healed through 
the intervention of the holy Febronia, to whom an oratory (εὐκτήριον) was 
dedicated, and whose feast was also celebrated, at the church of John.33 
Healing may occur at the church, where many sufferers spend the night in 
hopes of intervention; or it may occur remotely, either in the immediate 
vicinity (at a blacksmith’s in the Porticoes of Domninos [26], at the Baths 
of Dagistheos [13]), or as far away as Gaul (27).34 Nearly all of those cured 
at a distance made prior visits to the shrine, “for the saint had been known 
to visit many at sea and in their homes after they had stayed a while and 
departed (35).”35

Inside the church, the miracles detail the suffering of men who are 
ashamed to expose their injuries.36 Outside the church, the miracles con-
jure “a busy urban environment in which both rich and poor, powerful and 
humble are thrown together in the course of their daily business.”37 To a 
twenty-first-century reader, both aspects present as “realist.”38 However, no 
story is preserved in which the saint fails to cure a worthy sufferer, and 
he even cures the unworthy on occasion.39 The miracles also represent in 
a consistent fashion the relations between the shrine, its vicinity, and the 
people who move within and between them. They do not show the Oxeia as 
it actually functioned, but provide a normative account of what constitutes 
a neighbourhood and how it should function.40

In spatial terms, the miracles play out on the high plateau between the 
Oxeia and the Mese (Figure 6.2). The church of John appears constantly, 
usually its interior but also the immediately adjacent latrines (35), and an 
unspecified space “nearby the church” where a moneychanger sits and where 
men play dice (18) – perhaps a portico or a plateia. The porticoes of Domn-
inos are named four times and described as near to the church of John (4). 
Within the porticoes are a blacksmith (26), and the church of Anastasia, 
which is linked to the church of John by a regular procession (29). Near the 
church of Anastasia is the hospital of Christodotes (22). A sufferer visits the 
baths of Dagistheos immediately upon leaving the church of John (13).
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We know the porticoes of Domninos, the church of Anastasia, and the 
baths of Dagistheos from other sources, and would place them all in the 
vicinity of the Oxeia even without the testimony of the miracles. Miracle 
21 situates two toponyms a short walk from the church, which cannot oth-
erwise be located: τὰ Ἰορδάνου, where a sufferer purchases candles, and τὰ 
Βιβιανοῦ, where he drops them.41 Only once, in miracle 18, does the text 
name a location that can be placed north of the Oxeia, down the slope and 
toward Zeugma and Golden Horn. This is the church of holy Panteleemon 
in the Roufinou, frequented by demoniacs.42 A habitué of the church of 
John, robbed while at worship (we shall return to him), is directed there for 
information about the crime; apparently the demoniacs doubled as fortune- 
tellers.43 “But upon hearing the cry of the possessed, he said to himself: 
‘Now I am forsaking God and approaching demons….’ Saying this, he re-
turned home and in a state of dejection threw himself on the bed…”. This is 
the one time in the miracles that a person finds himself too far from home. 

The combination of physical geography (the high plateau) and monumen-
tal architecture (baths, churches, and porticoes in particular) constitute the 
“distinctive physical characteristics” that make the Oxeia a neighbourhood. 

Figure 6.2  The local stage of the Miracles of Artemios. Labels indicate approximate 
locations (but neither size nor form) of monuments long since disap-
peared. Image produced by the author.
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Beyond the Oxeia there is a city, beyond that city, a sea. Andrew is a deacon 
and apokrisarios at the famous monastery of the Virgin of the Spring, out-
side the Theodosian walls; his abbot directs him to visit Artemios, but “An-
drew said that he did not know where to go,” and the abbot sends his nephew 
to guide him (37). As a boy, George served the church of John as a reader. 
As a young man, he becomes a deacon on Plateia in the Sea of Marmara. 
Artemios visits him there twice, and George returns to the Oxeia to honour 
his relics (38, 39, and 40). People who visit the shrine from outside Constan-
tinople travel by sea: two Rhodians (9 and 35), an African (4), a Chian (5), a 
sailor cured in the Dardanelles (14), and a shipbuilder cured off Gaul (27).

Although the Oxeia is open to the city, the miracles do not portray the 
same Constantinople that the state saw: the monumental armature, the 
string of imperial fora along the Mese, Hagia Sophia, the Great Palace. Only 
miracle 21 invokes the monumental core at the tip of the peninsula, invoking 
Hagia Sophia and the Hospital of Sampson – its protagonist fails to find a 
cure in the latter. The fora do not appear – not even the directly proximate 
Forum of Theodosius – and the Mese is not named. But the burgled church-
goer of miracle 18 ends up in the urban prefect’s Praitorion, which stood on 
the Mese between the Forum of Constantine and the Augustaion.44

Miracle 18 also presents the greatest social breadth of any of the stories: 
from the despised demoniacs ranting outside the church of Panteleemon, 
through the humble victim and swaggering culprits, up to a local money-
changer and treasurer, the employees of the urban prefect, and ultimately 
the prefect himself – the highest-ranking figure to appear in any of the 
stories. In the entirety of the collection, emperors are named only to date 
particular events. If indeed the miracles were composed in the last decade 
of Constans II’s reign, then he was probably not in town. He left Constan-
tinople in 661/62, and his mortal remains returned after his assassination in 
Siracusa in 668.45 

Thus, the author depicts a society in which the emperor never acts. Rela-
tions between people develop without the emperor; he is not the mediating 
term that holds things together. The dramatis personae of the miracles ex-
hibit both a remarkable diversity of occupation and an emphasis on the mid-
dle ranks of Constantinopolitan society (Table 6.1). The greatest number of 
characters whose occupation are named practise skilled trades or work in 
business;46 somewhat fewer work in the rarefied world of imperial service or 
are labourers. Churchmen are present, but play a surprisingly subordinate 
role for a collection of stories set in a church.47 

To this cast of the living, we may juxtapose a second, more notional com-
munity, composed of the various personae that Artemios adopts when he 
heals the afflicted in dreams and in visions. One girl recognizes him from 
his icon (34). He also appears as a man of high rank,48 and as a physician 
(1, 2, 23, 40, 42, and 44).49 Sometimes he embodies a specific authority over 
the sufferer: appearing as a father to a son (1), a captain to a shipbuilder 
(27), administrator of granaries to a guard (16), and chief physician to an 
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assistant (22). In cases which involve a more distinguished suppliant, the 
difference in rank is less apparent: Artemios appears to a sufferer as “a 
very distinguished friend, steward of the city eparch” (22), as a “true friend” 
to a distinguished lady (31), and as a fellow sufferer to a wealthy Rhodian 
shipowner (35).50 

Artemios’ identity, in other words, is fixed less by the historical narrative 
conveyed by his passio, and more by two contemporary factors: his posthu-
mous residence in the Oxeia, and his ability to assume positions of authority 
when appearing to the humble, equivalence to the notable. He insists upon 
his residence. When the deacon George returns to visit the saint’s relics, 
Artemios explains, “I did this in order that you might believe that I am 
here and that I make my home here” (40). By contrast, he never explains 
his adoption of bespoke personae. But the two together suffice to establish 
a representational relationship between Artemios and the neighbourhood. 
Perhaps he is its distillation, a representation of its variety, condensed in a 
single figure. Or, since he always appears as a distinguished figure, perhaps 
he is rather the neighbourhood’s patron, a representative of its collective 
interests.51 

The values of the Oxeia

Two residents of the Oxeia stand at the centre of longer stories: the burglary 
victim (18 and 22), and Stephanos, deacon of Hagia Sophia and poietes of 
the Blues (21). These accounts express a consistent set of values and expec-
tations, which apply to the moral sphere (one should avoid shameful ac-
tions and also avoid exposing the failings of others), the social (one should 
participate in voluntary associations outside of kinship relations), and the 
economic (one should be liberal with one’s coin). Taken together, these prin-
ciples advance a set of distinctive social characteristics that mark the Oxeia 
as a neighbourhood.

Table 6.1 M iracles of Artemios, Dramatis personae by occupation

Skilled trade (n = 10) physicians (miracles 1 & 23), sailor (14), actor (17), 
psaltes (18), blacksmith (26), shipbuilder (27), 
bowmaker (29), tanner (30), coppersmith (44)

Commerce (n = 7) merchant (5), wood dealer (7), silver dealer (10), 
moneychanger (18), chandler (21), ship-owner 
(35), gold dealer (38)

Imperial service (n = 5) judge (17), komentarêsios (18), eparch (18), 
chartoularios (19), steward to the eparch (22) 

Labour (n = 4) bath attendant (11), servant (15), guard (16),  
wine-merchant’s assistant (32)

Monastics (n = 3) apokrisarios (36), abbot (37), monk (39)
Ecclesiastical service (n = 2) deacon of the Great Church (21), xenodochos of the 

Christodotes Hospital (22)
Other service (n = 1) demarch of the Blue Faction (21)
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The story of Stephanos is introduced by a sentence in the third person 
(“Stephanos… related the following tale”). A first-person narrative, by far 
the longest in the miracles, follows.52 Stephanos injures himself in the final 
year of Herakleios’ reign (641), and checks into the Hospital of Sampson, an 
imperial endowment between Hagia Sophia and Hagia Eirene. He is treated 
and briefly recovers, but then his condition returns. He is reluctant to stay in 
the church of John with the other sufferers, precisely because he lives in the 
neighbourhood, and is “ashamed (αἰσχυνόμενος) before friends and acquaint-
ances to be seen by them in such a condition.” Instead, he stops by occasion-
ally when out walking, and retrieves some of the martyr’s eulogia as a salve.

Two years later, Stephanos dines with Kosmas, leader of the Blue faction 
which he too serves. On his way home, “late in the evening,” he decides to 
buy candles and visit the martyr. A nearby chandler can only offer a pair 
without pinas;53 another customer has paid in advance for his one complete 
pair. Stephanos buys the defective candles, but falls on his way to the church 
and crushes them. He brings the chunks of wax back to the dealer and pays 
him for the labour required to turn them back into candles. The chandler 
relents and gives him the complete pair.

Stephanos finally makes it to the church, lights the candles, and finds 
the doors to Artemios’ tomb open despite the late hour. He proceeds – 
 extraordinary image – to mount the saint’s coffin and rub his groin against 
its edge. He implores the saint to heal him, and once again invokes shame 
(ἀσχημοσύνη) – this time the saint’s, should he fail to supply a cure. A few 
days later, seeking as always to hide his injury from his neighbours, Steph-
anos visits a faraway bath at dawn. Upon exiting, he finds himself healed 
and gives thanks to God and to the martyr.

Three phenomena structure Stephanos’ relation to the neighbourhood. 
The first is the avoidance of shame. Stephanos is ashamed of his injury and 
unwilling to reveal it to his neighbours. Accordingly, he bathes outside the 
neighbourhood and eschews residence in the church of John with his fellow 
sufferers. But Artemios’ reputation is also at stake: Stephanos calls down 
shame upon the martyr should he fail to provide a cure. There are two kinds 
of avoidance at work here. First, the effort not to fail (Artemios practices 
this); and second, the recognition that the community does not benefit from 
public knowledge of its members’ failings (Artemios recognizes this, curing 
Stephanos despite his unwillingness to sleep in the church).

The second phenomenon is a voluntary association, the Blue Faction. 
Stephanos serves the Blues as poet, suspects that he injured himself while 
shouting acclamations, and dines with the demarch. The Oxeia may have 
had a particular relation to the factions. The miracles locate the former sta-
bles of the hippodrome horses in the neighbourhood (13). The church of 
Anastasia was associated specifically with the Blues, and the Patria under-
stands the Baths of Dagistheos as an erstwhile meeting hall for the demes.54

The third phenomenon is coin. When Stephanos pays the chandler, he 
“receives change in coins,” which he then drops when he falls, scrapes up 
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“down to the last half-follis,” and (presumably) gives back to the chandler 
when he pays his labour cost. This series of transactions becomes notewor-
thy when one considers that Stephanos (unusually) never has a vision of 
Artemios. What made his final visit to the church of John different from the 
previous, whence its efficacy? He bought candles and bought them again, 
thus awakening the compassion of the previously impassive Artemios, who 
opened the doors of his tomb “in his desire to pity me.”

Each of these three phenomena helps to define the Oxeia as a neighbour-
hood. Shame conjures morality, the voluntary association sociability, and 
the coin economy. In each sphere, the story of Stephanos suggests a kind of 
rule. Avoidance of shame is a legitimate motivation, one should associate 
with one’s fellows outside of the immediate kinship group, and one should 
be liberal with one’s coin – and patronize local businesses. 

All three phenomena recur in the story of the burglary, where they are 
furthermore associated with the same three principles. The victim of the 
burglary is never named. He has lived alone for 52 years when first intro-
duced (18) and was 62 years old when healed by the saint (22). Unlike Steph-
anos, he is never explicitly stated to live “in the Oxeia.” However, “from a 
tender age” he has “attended the all-night vigil of the Forerunner” at the 
church of John, a short walk from his home.55

Miracle 18 begins with this vigil, on the eve of the feast of John (June 24). 
The story does not mention, but we know from the synaxaria, that the feast 
of the holy Febronia was celebrated at the church of John on the following 
day, June 25.56 Thus the story takes place during an extended mid-summer 
festival. The man is robbed by thieves who know he will attend the vigil. 
When he returns home, he suspects nothing. Waking up the following morn-
ing, he goes to dress up for the feast, only to find that his clothes have been 
stolen. He goes first to his neighbours, who plead ignorance, but suggest 
that he ask one of the demoniacs at the church of Panteleemon. He heads all 
the way there before realizing his error in “forsaking God and approaching 
demons,” and returns home, where, despondent, he falls on his bed.

Artemios appears to him in a dream and chastises him for not joining 
the procession. The man invokes his inadequate wardrobe, and the martyr 
promises to reveal the burglar’s identity. The man swears an oath “not to 
harm the thief,” and indeed to reward him should he return the clothes.57 
The saint identifies “Theodosios the psaltes.” Waking up, the man walks to 
the church of John, outside which the moneychanger Abraamios chides him 
for not joining the procession; for Abraamios is also “the treasurer of the 
society (φιλικόν) of the society of all-night celebrants.” The man tells his tale 
of woe and reveals the essence of his dream.

Theodosios the psaltes is playing dice nearby and overhears them. He 
challenges the victim, who, “realizing that if he shamed (καταισχύνει) 
[Theodosios] in front of everyone, he would deny it,” evades the question. 
Theodosios demands a list of what has been lost. Less than an hour later, 
Theodosios returns with his brother (“with whom he had in fact committed 
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the burglary”), who is in the custody of the komentaresios Drosos, and 
wearing the man’s clothes. The victim joins the expedition to the sekretar-
ios, Alexander of Perada, who in his turn leads the entire party before the 
urban prefect in the praitorion, placing the victim off on one side (“near the 
curtain”).

The urban prefect asks what happened. The sekretarios accuses the 
thieves: the victim “lent them clothes in order that they might look their best 
for a wedding and they pawned them.”58 The victim cannot hear the state-
ment, and obligingly affirms its truth. One of the prefect’s deputies is also a 
vigil-goer; in an aside, he urges the victim to “say that you were burglarized 
in order that they might be publicly disgraced.” But the victim remembers 
his oath to the saint, and intervenes with the sekretarios, requesting the re-
turn of his clothes and the release of the brothers, and promising to pay the 
sekretarios his standard fee.

This is the resolution: the sekretarios swears not to harm the brothers; the 
victim pays the sekretarios and the kommentaresios; the thieves return the 
clothes, except for those that the brother had on, which the victim “forfeited 
… out of compassion that he might not be stark naked”; the victim presents 
Theodosios with a gift, as he had promised the saint.

The burgled man returns in miracle 22, in which he falls ill, and uses his 
connections to gain admission to the Christodotes Hospital. There he stays 
for ten months, also developing a massive hernia. The doctor considers it 
untreatable. On Christmas Day (December 25, mid-winter, the opposite end 
of the calendar from miracle 18), the man implores John, Artemios, and 
Febronia to help him. Artemios treats him in a dream, but when the man 
awakes he is no better. He despairs; the doctors are at home celebrating the 
feast; Artemios appears to a physician’s assistant in a dream and tells him 
to go help the man. On arriving at the hospital, the assistant finds the hernia 
already diminished and continues to drain the man’s wound. A sweet fra-
grance descends. When the chief physician returns on the following day, he 
is amazed to find the man healed. All praise God.

The same three phenomena that structure Stephanos’ relationship to his 
neighbourhood recur in the story of the anonymous man. First, avoidance 
of shame, which is once again double: one tries not to fail, but also avoids 
drawing attention to the failings of others. As for the first aspect, the man 
is ashamed to appear in public on the feast day without his best clothes.59 
As for the second, Artemios makes the man swear that he will do no ill 
(κακοποιεῖς) to the burglar. Since no physical threat is invoked, in practice 
this means not to publicly shame him. The strategy has a practical advan-
tage: the man avoids accusing Theodosios directly outside the church be-
cause if Theodosios is shamed he will deny everything. But it also becomes 
a moral principle. Exhorted by the prefect’s deputy to accuse the thieves, 
so that they might be “publicly disgraced” (περιβωμισθῶσιν, literally, “pa-
raded about”),60 he remembers his oath to the saint, and calls a halt to the 
proceedings.
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Second, a voluntary association. This time it is the society of the all-night 
celebrants.61 Only Abraamios is explicitly stated to belong, indeed to serve 
as treasurer. In this capacity, however, he levies a fine on the burglary vic-
tim, who must therefore also be a member. 

Third, coin. The victim promises Artemios to give the thief a gift 
(φιλοτιμίον) should he recover his clothes; this need not be monetary, but the 
fine (προστίμον) demanded by Abraamios certainly is. Therefore, the story 
is “monetized” through the encounter with Abraamios, who is by profession 
a banker. Notably, this fine is the one debt that the man is never said to pay. 
Otherwise, he is scrupulous at the story’s end, “giving the sekretarios eight 
silver hexagrams and three to the kommentaresios” (these are in essence 
court costs), and supplying Theodosios with his promised gift in the form of 
“half a gold coin.”

In these detailed accounts of two residents of the Oxeia, Artemios both 
practices and enunciates the mechanisms that allow the neighbourhood to 
regulate its own affairs. All three mechanisms are generally applicable as 
rules of sociable behaviour, even as the miracles explicitly explore their ram-
ifications for the Oxeia.

The first mechanism is the avoidance of shame, which is to say, public 
knowledge of one’s flaws and misdeeds. The saint permits Stephanos not to 
seek remedy in the usual fashion, thus acknowledging that residents of the 
Oxeia should not be expected to seek a cure where their neighbours will see 
them. He also explicitly enjoins the burglary victim not to harm the thief, 
another resident of Oxeia. In practice, this means the victim reveals the 
thief’s misdeeds only so far as necessary to ensure recompense.

The second mechanism is participation in extra-professional voluntary 
associations. The Blue Faction and the society of the all-night celebrants are 
both physically rooted in the Oxeia and affiliated to broader institutional 
structures: the demes to the court, and the society to the church. 

The third mechanism is liberality with coin. Generosity is a general, 
Christian virtue, but in the Miracles, people are rewarded for buying local. 
Stephanos’ cure is initiated when he pays twice and without complaint at 
a local merchant. The burglary victim is similarly ungrudging of his cash, 
dealing generously with his neighbours, even those who have robbed him. 

These mechanisms structure “daily life” in the Oxeia: relations between 
and among its residents and those who pass through. They also have politi-
cal effects beyond the neighbourhood. In the case of the burglary, avoidance 
of shame and liberality with coin guide the relationship of the neighbour-
hood to the state. It is not the urban prefect or his assistants who resolve 
the case on the basis of the law and a hearing of the evidence. Rather, the 
members of the neighbourhood resolve it on the basis of their local mecha-
nisms. They do not delegate the resolution to the state apparatus, but use the 
state apparatus to their own ends, instrumentally. Similarly, the voluntary 
associations mediate between neighbourhood and state without directly en-
gaging the civil or military hierarchies.
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A large ethnographic literature contends that Mediterranean societies 
rely on concepts of honour and shame to regulate their affairs, while the 
specific nature of this reliance changes according to place, time, and settle-
ment type. Peregrine Horden and Nicholas Purcell, in a review of this litera-
ture, draw a particular distinction between villages and cities. In the former, 
a family may be “indelibly dishonoured” by the actions of one member, pro-
ducing “two camps of the honoured and the dishonoured or shamed.” In the 
latter, by contrast, “all have been subjected to calls of ‘shame’ at some time 
or another.”62 The residents of the Oxeia pursued a third approach. They 
moderated the rigorist (“village”) approach, not through banalization (in-
voking shame so often that it loses its sting), but through tact, recognizing 
that the community rarely benefits from exposure of its members’ failings.63 

Conclusion: two questions about medieval neighbourhoods

The beginning of this essay defined a neighbourhood as a “residential zone 
marked by face-to-face interactions and distinctive physical and social char-
acteristics.” According to these criteria, the Miracles of Artemios depict a 
seventh-century neighbourhood in and around the Oxeia. Face-to-face in-
teractions occur between those who live side-by-side, between those who 
belong to the same voluntary associations, and between customers and mer-
chants. The distinctive physical characteristics are geographical (the Oxeia 
as physical eminence) and architectural (the church of John, the Porticoes 
of Domninos, and the Baths of Dagistheos). The distinctive social charac-
teristics are rendered legible as a set of rules, observed and promoted by 
Artemios, through which the neighbourhood regulates its affairs.

How did this neighbourhood emerge, and how did it continue to develop? 
A simple answer can be offered for the first question. The region’s high res-
idential density must have accelerated the process of neighbourhood for-
mation. Residents of the Oxeia found ways to resolve their conflicts and 
maintain their public image without recourse to state authority. The bad 
reputation of the Zeugma may also have played a role, at least as a negative 
model. The seventh-century hilltop appears more respectable and less dan-
gerous than the sixth-century shore. In place of the Zeugma’s oppositional 
stance toward imperial authority, the Oxeia manifests a casual indifference 
to the absentee emperor.

The emperors did play a role in these processes, specifically by supplying 
certain benefactions. The earlier thermae leave little trace, but the Baths of 
Dagistheos endure. Anastasios may have been involved in the construction 
of the church of John. But even if he was, the seventh-century author of the 
miracles sees no need to mention it. The church functioned through contri-
butions and volunteer labour, not an imperial endowment; it owed its fame 
to Artemios, not Anastasios.

Paul Magdalino has argued that “ancient culture … crystallised 
around a different set of nuclei” in the sixth century: a network of local 
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service-providing centres anchored, but not exhausted, by churches.64 The 
miracles of Artemios supply a vivid image of just such a nucleus: not only in 
its institutional (service-providing) aspect, but also in its moral, social, and 
economic dimensions. Magdalino imagines these nuclei to be the product 
of imperial agency: “in the sixth century… the emperors undertook, on a 
massive scale, the type of public benefaction that had previously been de-
pendent on private initiative.”65 This account finds support in the accounts 
of imperial patrons provided in the panoptic compilations; for example, the 
Patria’s attribution of the construction of the church of John to Anastasios. 
This essay has sought, by contrast, to present a local view of an early medie-
val urban nucleus from which the emperors are strikingly absent. 

How did the Oxeia develop after the seventh century? After the miracles, 
the evidence becomes scant. But we get a tantalizing indication from two 
tenth-century works of history: the Chronographia by the “continuators of 
Theophanes,” and Genesios’ On the Reigns of the Emperors. Both relate ver-
sions of a story about the origins of Theophobos, a general in the service 
of emperor Theophilos (829–842), thereby incidentally revealing a shared 
perception of the Oxeia.66

Genesios writes that some Persians came to Constantinople in search of 
the illegitimate son fathered by a Persian ambassador, a man of royal blood, 
while in town on business. They found the boy, Theophobos, “in the region 
of the Oxeia, which lay across and above the Bosphoros” and “discussions 
with his neighbours confirmed the truth of the identification.”67 So too the 
continuators of Theophanes, who add some detail and a moralizing gloss:

And coming to our city [the ambassadors] finally found him with great 
pains living with his mother at Oxeia. And because the one they sought 
was revealed and made manifest not by just appearances but by the very 
marks of soul and body and, moreover, one of the neighbours bore wit-
ness to the woman’s relation with the Persian – for there is no secret 
which will not become known to the multitude (οὐ γάρ τι κρυπτὸν ὃ τοῖς 
πολλοῖς οὐ γνωσθήσεται) –, those who had been dispatched made them-
selves known to the emperor and explained the matter, promising peace 
and tribute and the submission of all their people if only he would not 
refuse to give them Theophobos.68

The Oxeia is the kind of place where it is hard to keep a secret.
Taken in isolation, the historians’ assumptions about neighbourhood life 

are unsurprising. Their Oxeia follows a rigorist model in which residents’ 
moral failings are broadcast to local and stranger alike. It is a very different 
image from that in the miracles of Artemios. While the author of the mir-
acles likely lived in Oxeia, the continuators of Theophanes and Genesios 
likely did not. Did the avoidance of shame break down between the seventh 
and tenth centuries? Do the historians illustrate it in the breach? Or do they 
simply not understand how things work in the Oxeia? 
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Introduction

The quest for neighbourhoods in Byzantine cities by archaeological means 
presupposes the ability to identify intangible social bonds and interaction 
on a micro-scale through the study of the urban topography and material 
remains, for it is these features that connect the residents of a neighbour-
hood. The difficulty of this endeavour explains why, even though the ar-
chaeology of Byzantine urban centres has made great progress over the last 
two decades, research focusing on neighbourhoods remains still at an em-
bryonic stage. The recent article of Paul Magdalino about the Byzantine 
neighbourhoods of Constantinople is the first that seeks to identify how the 
concept of proximity and association, the concept of γειτονία, is translated 
and made manifest in the Byzantine urban fabric.1 

In contemporary terminology borrowed from anthropological studies, 
“neighbourhood” and “district” are the two fundamental levels of a residen-
tial zone. These are defined by Michael Smith as follows: “A neighbourhood 
is a small area of frequent face to face interaction. A district is a larger zone 
with administrative or social significance within the city.” Different poten-
tial correlations among neighbourhoods and districts in preindustrial cities 
resulted in different urban spatial models.2 

In the praise of Antioch composed in 356 by Libanius, one can detect 
the spatial organization of the metropolis: a combination of the sector and 
multiple nuclei model,3 with an extensive peri-urban zone. The palace quar-
ter was isolated in the “new city,” founded on a fortified islet in the river 
Orontes. The agora in the “old town” is described as the heart of political, 
cultural, and commercial life. However, both the centre and the outskirts of 
the city were equally flourishing: goods “are so widely distributed over the 
whole city that no one part of the city can be called the market area, and 
purchasers need not go to one special place.”4 The multi-cored organiza-
tion of the city is revealed in one more passage: “long stretches of private 
houses, and everywhere mingled among them public buildings, temples or 
baths sufficiently far apart so as to allow the nearby quarter (μοίρα) of the 
city to make use of them.”5 Moreover, “every quarter (φυλή) of the city has a 
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profusion of private baths”; “there is much competition among people in the 
neighbourhood (φυλέτες) that each of them should be the possessor of the 
most beautiful of them.”6 The abundant fountains, gardens, luxurious bath-
houses, and villas are highlighted as the distinct markers of the borough’s 
beauty; well-reputed Daphne was prominent among these. The suburbs in 
this passage are paralleled with phylae: “you will not think it proper to call 
them inns, but quarters of a city (φυλάς πόλεως), and of this city alone.”7

In Libanius’ text, citizens are divided between the members of the curia 
and those of the demos, between rich and poor. Beyond this political and 
class distinction, there is no other clue as to any ethnic or religious distinc-
tion. On the contrary, the multi-ethnic nature of Antioch’s citizens is praised 
by the orator as yet another asset, while religious differences between the 
local peoples, Christians, or Jews are simply not mentioned. Among the cit-
izens of each moira or of each phyle, there existed only friendly rivalries.8 In 
the effort to project the harmonious coexistence of the citizens, all the nat-
ural, topographical, and anthropogenic boundaries are brushed aside. The 
isolation of the walled new city on the island is lessened through bridges, 
which connect it with the old city. Roads with roofed stoas run through the 
old city, outlining, but primarily uniting, the different districts, and so facil-
itating communication among citizens. 

Libanius’ Antioch appears to be an ideal city for its citizens, but it is 
not ideal for archaeologists, who attempt in vain to reconcile social bonds 
with spatial entities. The exact meaning of the terms moira and phyle in 
this text has evaded modern researchers; hence the divergences in their in-
terpretations in different translations of the Antiochikos. Libanius distin-
guishes five moires, which seem to correspond neither to districts nor to 
administrative units, but to a geographical division. Moreover, Antioch in 
387 had 18 phylae.9 Catherine Saliou interprets the term phyle not only as 
an administrative subdivision of the urban space but also as a framework 
for organizing the population and constructing collective identities. Later 
sources, including the chronicle of Malalas and the Vita of Simeon Stylites 
the Younger, refer to the neighbourhoods of Antioch, which should also 
be interpreted as subdivisions of the urban space. The names of seven of 
them are known (γιτωνία Μυγδωνιτῶν, γιτωνία Ἰοβιτῶν, γιτωνία Ἀγριππιτῶν, 
Ὀστρακίνη, Σκεπίνη, Ἀπάτη, γιτωνία τῶν Κεραταίων). According to Saliou, 
the term geitonia has the same meaning as the term phyle in the work of Li-
banius. The ritual fights between the residents of each phyle at the suburban 
sanctuary of Artemis of Meroe,10 as well as the rivalries for the baths of 
each phyle, indicate that phylae were reference points of collective identities. 
In this context, the bathhouses play an important role as physical centres to 
which community identities were anchored.11

In Byzantine written sources, the narrated events that take place in urban 
space often include specific topographical references, even though – once 
again – it is not always certain if the author is referring to neighbourhoods 
or districts. A passage from the Book of Pontiffs of the Church of Ravenna, 
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written in approximately 840 by Agnellus, mentions: “Then one day … John 
the abbot of the monasterium of St. Donatus, which is called in Monteri-
one, outside the gate of St. Laurence next to Wandalaria, not far from the 
monasterium of St. Mary which is called ad Blachernas (where God willing 
I am abbot), fell forward to the ground.”12 More relevant for our subject is 
an event that took place in ca. 705–709 and is narrated in detail by Agnellus. 
This incident has been recently commented upon thoroughly by Judith Her-
rin.13 According to an old custom, the inhabitants of Ravenna, regardless of 
age and social status, met every Sunday outside the city walls and engaged 
in regular fights. One Sunday, however, the situation got out of control, as 
the fight between the inhabitants of the Teguriensan Gate against those of 
the gate (posterula in Latin) described as “Summus Vicus, next to fossa La-
misem” resulted in a bloodbath and the humiliation of the Posterulans. To 
celebrate their victory, the Teguriensans broke the bolts and bars of their 
opponents’ gate. The following Sunday, the Posterulan men sought revenge 
in the Ursiana church by inviting the Teguriensans to lunch and ultimately 
killing them and burying their bodies in utter secrecy.

Herrin interprets Ravenna’s old custom of stylized fighting as an ex-
tension of Late Antique urban faction fighting and also as a forerunner 
of sporting rivalries known from other Italian medieval cities.14 Agnellus’ 
narrative proves, in my opinion, the existence of neighbourhoods not only 
in topographical terms but also in social terms. The Posterulans and Te-
guriensans inhabited two neighbouring districts, separated by one of the 
many canals that were the physical landmarks of the districts. They met on 
Sundays either outside the city walls, where they fought make-believe bat-
tles, or in the Ursiana church, the cathedral, where they peacefully attended 
mass. The narrative gives no indication of the age, sex, national, or religious 
identity of the people involved. In fact, it appears that they were responsible 
for the protection of the gate near which they lived. The collective feeling of 
humiliation, which overtook the Posterulans when their gate was violated, 
led them to conspiracy and collective crime. Their punishment was also col-
lective: it culminated in the levelling of the entire area of the said Posterula. 

To sum up: the Posterulans and the Teguriensans were citizens of  Ravenna, 
members of two communities with close, intimate social bonds and kinship 
ties – in social terms, they were the inhabitants of two distinct neighbour-
hoods. In eighth-century Ravenna, it was the gates of the f ortification – and 
not the bathhouses as in Antioch in the fourth century – that were the an-
chor points of community identity.

These two cities, Antioch and Ravenna, set in different chronological and 
geographical contexts, presented different structures of urban organization 
and different mechanisms of constructing social bonds and memory. How-
ever, when observing cityscape developments from Late Antiquity to the 
early medieval period, one can hardly disagree with Bryan Ward-Perkins 
who aptly remarks: “Describing the cities of the empire is like describing a 
moving target made up of different parts, all travelling in roughly the same 
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direction, but at very different speeds and with different individual trajec-
tories.”15 Is the formation and appearance of neighbourhoods in Byzantine 
cities part of this same process? And who were the agents responsible for the 
varying trajectories? I will attempt to answer these questions through the 
study of two cities in Crete: Gortyn and Eleutherna. 

The Cretan context

Crete was one of the most urbanized islands of the Empire, having at the 
same time a densely populated countryside (Figure 7.1).16 A prolonged 
floruit, revealed by different aspects of social and urban life, was disturbed 
around the mid-seventh century. The conquest of Alexandria in 642 marks 
a radical change in geopolitical relations, rendering Crete the southernmost 
boundary of the Empire in the Eastern Mediterranean.17 The island was 
eventually taken by the Arabs around 824 and returned to Byzantine au-
thority only in 961. 

Gortyn and Eleutherna are two Cretan cities with completely contrast-
ing features. Gortyn, in the centre of the Messara, the largest plain on the 
island, was the capital and metropolitan seat. Eleutherna, a small, semi- 
mountainous city in central Crete, was last in the hierarchy of Cretan bish-
oprics. Their common characteristic is that they were both inhabited for 
many centuries and present a complex archaeological signature, as revealed 
by the systematic excavations carried out by the Italian Archaeological 
School at Gortyn and by the University of Crete at Eleutherna. Even though 
the focus of these excavations was not the Byzantine period, the Byzantine 
remains were not ignored; on the contrary, they were fully excavated and 
continue to be studied with modern methods. Devastating earthquakes, the 
progress of Christianization, the social, political, and economic transitions 
in the seventh and eighth centuries, and their impact on the life and spatial 

Figure 7.1  Early Byzantine Crete: cities and important settlements. © Christina 
Tsigonaki, GeoSat ReSeArch Lab / IMS-FORTH. 
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organization of both cities, can all be studied in the light of new research 
approaches. One such approach is the study of neighbourhoods, which, as 
will be shown below, allows a clearer insight into the daily life of their inhab-
itants beyond narratives of decline and collapse.

Gortyn

Gortyn occupies the northwest part of the Messara Plain. Low hills delimit 
the city to the north (Agios Ioannis, Pervolopetra, Armi, Profitis Ilias). 
The Mitropolianos River flows down between the two westernmost hills, 
whence it continues toward the south, crosses the plain, and acts as the west-
ern limit of the city (Figure 7.2).18 Religious toponyms mentioned in writ-
ten sources, such as “Latosion” and “Hermaion,” may reflect the original 
organization, which consisted of several komai established around sacred 
precincts. The most important of these developed around the sanctuary 
of Apollo Pythios. This area constituted the city’s centre for centuries, as 

Figure 7.2  Gortyn: general topographical plan. ©Archivi SAIA, NIG 5561, cour-
tesy of the Scuola Archeologica Italiana di Atene.
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evidenced by Stephanos Byzantios’ entry on the Pythion, which he describes 
as the long-lasting centre of Gortyn in Crete (τὸ πάλαι μεσαίτατον τῆς ἐν 
Κρήτῃ Γόρτυνος).19 According to Antonino Di Vita, the district called Her-
maion, attested by an inscription of the imperial era, should be sought on 
the slopes of the northern hills, east of the Mitropolianos River; the Lato-
sion district should be placed a few hundred metres south of Pythion, to-
day the site of Mavropapas.20 Τhe sixth-century Passio of the Ten Martyrs 
(BHG 1196) implies that the same toponym was used for centuries: five of the 
ten martyrs who were beheaded in Gortyn’s amphitheatre during Decius’ 
persecution (AD 250) were originally from the city’s upper district, the so-
called Hermaion (ἐκ τοῦ ἀνωτέρου μέρους τῆς αὐτῆς πόλεως τοῦ λεγoμένου 
Ἑρμαίου). The execution took place in a suburb, the one still called Alonion 
(τὸ καλούμενον μέχρι τοῦ νῦν Ἁλώνιον - ἀνωτέρω δὲ τοῦτο μικρὸν τυγχάνει τῆς 
πόλεως), as noted by the author of the passio.21

At its acme, in the second to third centuries AD, Gortyn occupied an area 
of approximately 400 hectares. The year AD 365 represents a hiatus in the 
city’s history when it was struck by the massive earthquake that shook the 
entire Eastern Mediterranean. However, thanks to imperial donations and 
the concern of local officials the city soon recovered. Gortyn has all the fea-
tures of a cosmopolitan metropolis: it was directly connected with the cen-
tral administration but also had powerful institutions of self- government; 
it had a monumental appearance regularly renewed, impressive infrastruc-
ture, such as its water supply system, and entertainment centres, such as 
the hippodrome, amphitheatre, theatres, odeia, and splendid bathhouses. 
The city’s population, renewed through migration, supported different fac-
tions in the hippodrome and worshipped different gods. The gradual intro-
duction of magnificent churches and cemeteries into the pre-existing urban 
fabric demonstrates the penetration of Christianity in the city and, more 
importantly, in the souls of its inhabitants.

Other than the Mitropolianos River, Gortyn lacks boundaries, natural or 
man-made, that might define specific areas within its territory. The absence 
of a fortification wall around the city’s lower districts in the plain is inexpli-
cable, given the city’s official status. One might ask if this is not an oversight 
of modern scholarship, and a topic that deserves greater future research.22 
In my effort to identify Gortynian districts and neighbourhoods, I will ex-
amine the water supply system, baths, churches, and cemeteries as proxies 
for neighbourhoods. Access to facilities and proximity to religious spaces 
could reveal physical and social entities within the urban fabric. I will also 
discuss the Praetorium and the Acropolis districts separately, as they consti-
tute distinct poles of different forms of power within the city. 

Water and baths

A free-standing arcaded wall, as recorded by Joseph Pitton de Tourne-
fort back in 1700, was, in fact, part of the Gortynian aqueduct; its remains 
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currently stand among the olive trees in the plain. The aboveground branches 
of the aqueduct, which traversed the urban fabric while transporting wa-
ter to fountains and nymphaea, ran parallel to and along the city’s major 
streets, linking the districts of the city and at the same time carving up the 
urban frame.23 Archaeological research has corroborated the existence of a 
sophisticated water supply system, which provided water to the city from its 
construction during the Roman period through to the Early Byzantine pe-
riod. Three principal branches, which crossed the city from north to south, 
and multiple east-west secondary branches extend from the Acropolis in 
the north to the baths of Megali Porta in the south and the hippodrome in 
the southeast.24 This water network also included a large number of basins, 
fountains, and storage tanks of varying capacities. 

Di Vita dates the ambitious plan of water distribution to the last years of 
Justinian’s reign. He argues that cistern-fountains proliferated in the asty af-
ter the earthquake that hit the city in 618.25 According to Elisabetta Giorgi, 
the aqueduct’s last building phase dates to the period from the second half 
of the sixth and the first decades of the seventh century. She argued “that the 
second half of the sixth century is the most likely period in which to imagine 
a complete restoration of the aqueduct on this scale, promoted and sup-
ported by a public authority (urban, provincial or episcopal), with possible 
links to the highest ranks of the state administration.”26 

Two epigraphical testimonies are related to the water supply of the city. 
The first, dated between the fourth and fifth centuries, mentions the most 
illustrious Herennianus as the builder of the new line of the aqueduct.27 
The second, known unfortunately only from old transcriptions and draw-
ings, refers to the refurbishment of the water supply system: a certain Geor-
gios, “who runs forth to show his piety,” contributed to the water supply of 
the city, which was thoroughly parched.28 Georgios, obviously a wealthy 
benefactor, is probably upholding the tradition of private munificence in 
maintaining the water supply, even if his motive was to provide water not 
for luxury, but for drinking. In this broad sense, his act of euergetism (vol-
untary euergetism or euergetism ob honorem?) can be set within the defining 
framework of the new Christian ideology.29 

Water tanks and fountains were a distinguishing feature in the urban fab-
ric of Early Byzantine Gortyn: 51 cistern-fountains have been so far recorded 
in an area of approximately 80 hectares; six preserve elaborate decoration 
on the façade with niches decorated with geometric brick patterns; four of 
these are located along the aqueduct branch C that cuts across the monu-
mental city centre. 30 Μario Pagano and Di Vita both dated these fountains 
to the period of Emperor Herakleios.31 Their common morphological fea-
tures confirm that they were constructed at the same time, as part of a major 
redesign of the water supply. Giorgi distinguished four large urban clusters 
on the basis of their spatial distribution: (1) The south-eastern slopes of the 
Acropolis (outside the fortification enclosure); (2) the area to the east of the 
so-called church of Saint Titus (branch A); (3) the Praetorium district and 
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the zone south of it (branch C); (4) the area of the baths at Megali Porta. In 
addition to these four areas, fountains were also identified in areas located 
at a greater distance from the city centre, to the south.32 Oddly enough, 
there are no fountains in the western part of the city, where churches have 
been located. No fountains have been identified, for instance, near the Ba-
silica of the Metropolis and the Basilica of Mavropapa, nor at the so-called 
Saint Titus, or at the Triconch of the Metropolis. Perhaps the neighbour-
hoods of the western section were fed by water from the river. Moreover, the 
needs of the so-called Saint Titus and of the Basilica of the Metropolis were 
surely served by the large cisterns located nearby.33

Fountains were points of daily interaction among neighbours. Speaking 
of the fountains of Antioch, Libanius preserves an eloquent picture of the 
daily life of its inhabitants: “we have no free fights around our public foun-
tains, as to who will draw water before his neighbour, which is a nuisance to 
many a wealthy town.” For all have fountains in their houses, “and the pub-
lic ones are for show.”34 The distinction between private and public foun-
tains is of particular importance. Access to amenities and facilities could 
reveal intraurban inequality.35 According to Giorgi, the water supply sys-
tem in Gortyn of the mid-sixth century was designed to reach people where 
they lived, in contrast to the late seventh and eighth centuries, when people 
moved to points where water was available. She points out that one of the 
fountains west of the Praetorium complex is located inside an open space 
that seems to be private. According to her interpretation of the excavation 
data, a privatization of water resources by the local elites (possessores or 
potentiores) was underway at a time when urban space was beginning to 
decay (late seventh-early eighth centuries).36 Since nothing is known about 
the economic side of water management in Gortyn, it is difficult to verify 
this interesting hypothesis.37 Even if it was indeed a case of the privatization 
of public water, water-related legislation reveals that the illegal use of water 
by different social groups is a timeless phenomenon.38 

Connected to the aqueduct was the small bath complex, south of the 
Praetorium (terme a Sud del Pretorio). According to recent excavations by 
the University of Milan, the bath was built between the second half of the 
fourth century and the beginning of the fifth century. Major reconstructions 
were undertaken during the late Justinianic period. In this second build-
ing phase, the water supply was secured by connecting it to a secondary 
branch of line C. A round pool was made at the centre of the frigidarium. 
The reconstruction of the frigidarium floor also dates to the same phase: the 
excavators note the striking affinities of the sectilia floors with those of the 
great Basilica of the Metropolis. The bath complex underwent further re-
construction in the late sixth or early decades of the seventh centuries and 
appears to have been destroyed between the end of the seventh and the first 
decades of the eighth centuries.39 This bathhouse is one of the two small-
sized bathing complexes discovered in Gortyn. The second (le piccole terme) 
is located southeast of the so-called church of Saint Titus. Its  erection is 
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placed after the earthquake of 365 AD and its operation is documented 
until the end of the sixth century.40 Because of their limited size, the small 
bathhouses of Gortyn have been classified as private baths, comparable 
perhaps to the private baths of Antioch in the fourth century, which, ac-
cording to Libanius, were a reference point in their neighbourhoods and 
a cause for competition among the inhabitants. The small bathhouses of 
Gortyn could also be seen as reference points for different neighbourhoods 
in the city. 

For the centuries immediately following, the sources point to another re-
ality: apart from privately owned or commercially run establishments, the 
baths of the Early Byzantine period have been associated with Christian 
charitable associations known as diakoniai. The role of Egyptian monas-
ticism and the great ecclesiastical centres of Palestine has been recognized 
in the consolidation and gradual spread of the institution of diakonia in all 
the provinces of the empire. The written sources, as well as the seals, reveal 
the multifaceted social and economic role of the diakonia. A diakonia could 
incorporate a hospice and could also be a part of a monastery. In the lat-
ter case the monastery provided the monks or diakonitae who served in the 
diakonia.41 The distribution of food to the poor, fed by the regular income 
of an endowment, was the main function of a diakonia. In addition, main-
tenance of a ritual bath for the poor (λοῦσμα) was a pivotal activity of a 
diakonia, for which reason it was associated with a bathhouse. 

Bryan Ward-Perkins considers that the bathhouses in Italian cities were 
either entirely privately owned by the ruling classes or else were ecclesias-
tical public baths, which were used by small groups of the population, the 
clergy, and the poor in need of charity.42 The conclusion reached by Paul 
Magdalino for the baths of Constantinople differs slightly. He believes that 
in the new capital, public baths owned by the church substituted for the old-
style thermae. Baths were attached to pious foundations, but the same baths 
could provide both charitable and commercial services, assisting a much 
larger proportion of the population.43 If the baths of the diakoniai replaced 
the old-style private baths, it is worth asking whether the diakoniai become 
the distinctive feature of a given neighbourhood, as was the case for the 
private baths in older times. The evolution of the institution of diakonia in 
medieval Rome seems to reinforce this hypothesis.44

Identifying the architectural remains of the diakonia is not an easy task. 
Older buildings are often used, both in the city centre and on the outskirts. 
Moreover, the archaeological context will certainly differ depending on 
whether the diakonia depends on laypeople, monasteries, or dioceses. Jerash 
offers one of the few examples of a diakonia in the eastern provinces, docu-
mented epigraphically and accurately dated to 565. In the heart of the city, 
it took over earlier buildings and the atrium of the “Propylaea basilica.” The 
text of the inscription found in the circular chamber can be interpreted as 
a reference to the psalms that resounded in the city from the processions of 
the poor on their way to the baths.45
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The small complex south of the Praetorium at Gortyn (terme a Sud del 
Pretorio) could be such a diakonia bath. This idea is supported by the ar-
chitectural layout of the premises and, in particular, the round pool in the 
frigidarium that resembles a font. The Basilica of Mavropapa is the closest 
church to this bath. This building, which was excavated at the end of the 
nineteenth century and unfortunately is not visible today, lay about 200 me-
tres to the west and probably on the same axis as the small bath complex. An 
interesting find from the basilica of Mavropapa is a pithos with the engraved 
inscription Apa Kyris (or Father Kyris), a term which refers to Egyptian 
monasticism, as rightly pointed out by Isabella Baldini.46 A question to be 
answered by future excavations is whether the basilica of Mavropapa was 
part of a monastery complex.

Evidence for the existence of at least one diakonia in Gortyn is offered by the 
Vita of Saint Andreas by the patrikios and kyestor Niketas (BHG 113), which 
probably dates to the second half of the eighth century, and is, therefore, very 
close to the events it narrates. Andreas, a Greek-speaking Syrian monk, is a typ-
ical example of an educated refugee who climbed the ecclesiastical hierarchy. 
He was appointed metropolitan of Crete in Constantinople in approximately 
710 and died in 740.47 His Vita informs us about the charitable work he per-
formed in Gortyn during his office. This includes the creation of a hospice for 
the sick and the poor, the so-called Xenon. Moreover, Andreas built a diakonia 
(καὶ διακονίαν ὡς πτωχός τῷ πνεύματι, τοῖς πτωχοῖς διακονῶν κατεσκεύασε) at his 
own expense.48 The interpretation of the term diakonia here is ambiguous: it 
may refer either to the action of a charity or to a charitable institution. I am in-
clined towards the second reading. After all, during his stay in Constantinople, 
Andreas was responsible for the administration of two venerable institutions, 
the great Orphanage and the nearby diakonia at Eugeniou, and managed to 
“feed the poor with an undiminished supply of bread.”49 None of the philan-
thropic institutions mentioned in Andreas’ Vita have been identified in Gor-
tyn. The same applies to the church which, according to his Vita, he built in 
Gortyn and dedicated to the Virgin of Blachernae, in which he installed hiero-
monks (Βλαχέρνας τόν τοιοῦτον παρ’ αὐτοῦ οἰκοδομηθένα ναὸν ὀνομάσας, ἱερεῖς 
λειτουργούς ἐκ τοῦ μοναχικοῦ σχήματος ἐν αὐτῷ …ἐγκαταστήσας).50

Churches and cemeteries

Three important churches were located on the western fringe of the urban 
space, close to the Mitropolianos River (Figure 7.2). The most impressive 
of all, the five-aisled Basilica of the Metropolis with its baptistery, rightly 
identified as Gortyn’s metropolitan church, was built in an area far from 
the Pythion and Praetorium, where the heart of the city beat for centuries. 
The so-called Church of Saint Titus was erected at the north edge of the 
western sector, near the site of the ancient civic Agora. The Triconch of 
the Metropolis is located at the south end of the western sector. The Basil-
ica of Mavropapa was placed 200 metres west of the Metropolis baptistery, 
on the same road that, as mentioned above, led to the small bath south of 
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the Praetorium. One more basilica, which has not been excavated, lies in 
the city’s southeast sector, near the baths at Megali Porta.51 Most of these 
churches experienced more than one building phase, but neither the initial 
phase of construction nor the date of abandonment has been precisely de-
fined. As with most of the buildings of Gortyn, the latter point is now shift-
ing to around the end of the eighth century.

The areas around the churches of Gortyn are generally referred to by 
the Italian excavators as the city’s Christian neighbourhoods, thus repro-
ducing the widespread view that churches correspond to neighbourhoods. 
This may be true of the parish churches of the Middle Byzantine and Late 
Byzantine times, as the names of the neighbourhoods betray,52 but this is 
not self-evident for the churches of the Early Byzantine cities. In the early 
period, spaces away from the centre were chosen for the erection of the de-
votional buildings of the new religion to avoid tensions between adherents 
of Christianity and the pagan elite of the city.53 A century later, when anti- 
pagan measures were intensified, churches even at peripheral locations in 
the city seemed to function as symbolic neighbourhood boundaries that had 
a Christian identity. This is revealed by the narrative of the upheavals that 
erupted in 408 in Calama (Guelma, Algeria), when pagans crossed over the 
acceptable physical limits during a festival parade.54 

The churches of Gortyn, although erected in remote locations, probably 
functioned as the new nuclei for residential development. Residences dated be-
tween the fourth to fifth and the end of the seventh centuries were found south 
of the Metropolis basilica.55 A neighbourhood most certainly developed in 
close proximity to the so-called Church of Saint Titus: north of the church the 
area of the ancient Agora was occupied by houses, whereas the neighbouring 
area of the Odeon was converted into a cemetery.56 Similarly, the neighbour-
hood near the basilica in the southeast of the city with houses of the sixth and, 
especially, the seventh centuries developed in the place of the baths at Megali 
Porta, the city’s most important bath-complex in Hadrian’s time.57

The change in the use of public spaces in the Roman period when they 
fell into disuse is usually interpreted as a sign of the demise of ancient ur-
ban civilization. This interpretation is especially common when Christian 
cemeteries are formed in the ruins of earlier public buildings. One such case 
is the cemetery developed in and around the small bath complex, le piccole 
terme, which remained operational until the sixth century. Tombs were dug 
into the destruction layer inside and around the bathhouse in the seventh 
and eighth centuries. According to anthropological study, the deceased be-
longed to family groups. The tombs were oriented east-west, and the heads 
placed to the west, an indication that the deceased were Christians. There 
is no indication of an associated church or of the houses where these people 
dwelt. Paradoxically, pottery workshops were identified among the tombs in 
the same stratigraphic horizon.58 

The development of small Christian cemeteries within and not outside  
of the city has been interpreted by Di Vita as an indication of dispersed hab-
itation nuclei within a disintegrating urban fabric. However, in my opinion, 
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these nuclei constitute beyond doubt the neighbourhoods of a city undergo-
ing Christianization. The introduction of burials within the city fabric is one 
of the most important changes brought about by Christianity; it represents 
above all a change in the use of space imposed by new needs in the organiza-
tion of urban space, to accord with the demands of the new religion. 

The district of the Praetorium 

Τhe district of the Praetorium is the most thoroughly researched and most ef-
ficiently published area of Gortyn (Figure 7.3).59 The Italian excavations have 
proved that this district was the metropolis’ political, administrative, and reli-
gious epicentre throughout the centuries. I will only focus on a few events in its 
later history since at that time the official and monumental character of the dis-
trict seems to have declined. The delimitations between public, religious, and 
private spaces become less defined. By studying the changes undergone here, 
it may be possible to detect the agents behind important urban developments.

Epigraphical evidence shows that Ecumenius Dositheus Asclepiodotus, 
governor of Crete from 381 to 384, was responsible for the works that gave 
this complex its new function and monumental appearance. Α spacious hall 
of justice, the New Praetorium (Καινόν Πραιτώριον), was erected then.60 
Dositheus was also responsible for the refurbishment of the Nymphaion on 
the opposite side of the North Street. The Praetorium’s last phase, with its 
even larger and more imposing hall of justice, dates to the reign of Heraclius. 

Figure 7.3  Gortyn: the district of “Praetorium” and the “Byzantine Quarter.” From 
Perna, “Γόρτυνα,” fig. 6. Used with permission.
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Inscriptions honouring Heraclius and members of the imperial family were 
carved on the four columns of the Nymphaion’s façade, opposite the justice 
hall’s new monumental entrance.61 All of the transformations in the use of 
space in the district of the Praetorium described so far are directly associated 
with the action of governors and members of the ruling class. They are ex-
clusively associated with the exercise of power and its public manifestations. 

According to Di Vita, the Praetorium complex was destroyed around 670 
by an earthquake. Enzo Lippolis has challenged this date and argued that the 
disastrous event took place later, around 720–730.62 The architectural remains 
excavated in the early decades of the twentieth century, corresponding to the 
last building phase of the complex in the eighth century, were interpreted by 
their excavators as the ruins of a monastic complex. These remains include 
two olive presses, silos, and a warehouse with pithoi. The lid of one pithos fea-
tured a Christian invocatory inscription, which bolstered the hypothesis that 
a monastery was established in the former civic space of the courthouse.63 

The proposal that the Praetorium was converted to a monastery was ques-
tioned recently, since structures typical of a monastery, such as a church and 
a refectory, are missing. Only a small bi-apsidal chapel has been identified 
in the north-western corner of the complex, which encroached on a part of 
the West Street.64 And besides, if the Praetorium had been converted into 
a monastery, where did the trial of the monk Paul take place? According 
to the Life of Saint Stephen the Younger (BHG 1666), a text by Stephen the 
Deacon dating to 807/809, the iconophile monk Paul was taken for question-
ing to the “so-called Praetorium of Herakleios” (ἐν τῷ λεγoμένῳ πραιτώριῳ 
τοῦ Ἡρακλείου) by the island’s archisatrapes, Theophanes Lardotyros.65 

This extract from the Life of Saint Stephen the Younger is particularly impor-
tant, not only because it refers to the Praetorium but also as it provides evidence 
for the establishment of the Theme of Crete before 767, the year of Saint Ste-
phen’s martyrdom.66 The text refers to Lardotyros twice as strategos, although 
he obviously also fulfilled judicial functions. Before the creation of the Theme 
of Crete, and possibly for some time after, Crete enjoyed the special status of an 
archontia, which is shown by the numerous lead seals of the archontes of Crete 
dating from the eighth to the beginning of the ninth century.67 Roberto Perna 
has argued that the seat of the archon of Crete was transferred to the walled 
Acropolis of Gortyn. This view seems particularly likely if we consider that the 
archon had increased military power, as the strategos of the theme did later.68

In order to better understand the physical layout and appearance of the 
Praetorium district, one should start by examining the opposite side of  
the West Street (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). The area between the Pythion and the 
Praetorium was occupied by a dense network of houses-workshops as early 
as the mid-fifth century, as demonstrated by numismatic evidence. The sec-
tion excavated along the West Street was dubbed the “Byzantine Quarter” 
by Di Vita. The houses and workshops, built along the West Street and en-
croaching on a small section of the pavement, were interpreted as the poor 
dwellings of farmers-artisans who settled in this neighbourhood in the sev-
enth to eighth centuries when the urban fabric had already disintegrated.69 
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However, these two-storied houses-workshops are architecturally homoge-
neous and organically integrated into the urban fabric, as shown by the fact 
that they are connected directly to the aqueduct. A section of this, which 
crossed the West Street, ran along the façade of these buildings.70 Potters, 
glassmakers, and metalsmiths are the three categories of artisans identified 
archaeologically in the “Byzantine Quarter” by Di Vita. The presence of 
workshops lowers the quality of life in the neighbourhood – suffice it to 
imagine the fire hazard, the foul smells, the rubbish – and contrasts with 
the official character of the adjacent buildings. Enrico Zanini interprets the 
presence of these workshops as the result of the transfer of small-scale in-
dustrial/productive activities from the margins of cities into the city centre, 
a phenomenon that he terms “micro-migration.”71

Inside the courtyard of a building directly opposite the courthouse is a 
pottery kiln (Figure 7.4, no. 30). It was used exclusively for the production of 
painted wares, a very distinctive local ceramic type: these are mainly tableware, 

Figure 7.4  Gortyn: the “Byzantine Quarter”. From Di Vita, H Γόρτυνα της Κρήτης, 
pl. D. Used with permission. 
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dishes, and jars with Christian symbols dominating the painted decoration. 
This local production begins at the end of the sixth century and continues 
until the eighth century.72 Although painted wares are present in many of Gor-
tyn’s late stratigraphical horizons, few examples have been identified in other 
Cretan sites. Platon Petridis notes the resemblance of Gortyn’s painted wares 
to pottery from Egypt, especially Kellia and Elephantine.73 Gortyn’s painted 
wares even more closely resemble ceramic wares from Isauria: the similarity 
of the painted wares from Gortyn to those excavated in Alahan is remarkable. 
The Alahan pottery was called “monastic ware” by its excavator and dated 
generically to the fifth to sixth century for lack of stratified context.74 Indeed, 
all of the sites mentioned above are monastic ones and/or pilgrimage centres.

Having in mind that these artefacts do not belong to a standardized ce-
ramic production intended for intra-regional trade, they might be more 
easily interpreted as the distinctive material signature of a social group.  
I wonder if this can be seen as archaeological evidence, not so much for 
“micro- migration,” but for proper migration, a witness to the flight of the in-
habitants of the empire’s eastern provinces because of the Persian and, later, 
the Arab raids. It is possible that the potters who produced them in Gortyn 
were actually monks who had settled in Gortyn. If this hypothesis should 
prove correct, one should ask whether these urban monks were serving in a 
diakonia or another charitable institution. The architectural remains of the 
praetorium that have been recognized as belonging to a monastery (olive 
presses, silos, warehouse), could well be those of a charitable institution. 
An example of a diakonia occupying space within the block of a praetorium 
is to be found in Naples: the diakonia of Saints John and Paul was reno-
vated based on epigraphic testimony by the Duke of Naples Theodoros in 
721/722,75 at the exact same time that Andreas was active in Gortyn. 

Further west, in the area between the “Byzantine Quarter” and the Py-
thion, excavations under Enrico Zanini have revealed new evidence of the 
character of this neighbourhood. Here a building complex consists of a large 
structure linked to smaller buildings used for craft activity. Part of an ear-
lier public passageway seems to have been transformed into the inner court-
yard of this complex. According to the excavator, the dimensions, quality of 
building materials, and direct connection to the city’s water supply system 
indicate that Βuilding B may have been “connected to some public (reli-
gious or civil) use or otherwise belonged to a member of the urban élite.”76 
The abandonment of the cities by members of the local aristocracy and the 
curia does not seem to apply to seventh-century Gortyn. In a letter sent by 
Pope Vitalian to Metropolitan Paul of Gortyn, in 668, a reference is made to 
the Eulampios curialis.77 However, the difficulty of discerning public from 
private space, as expressed by the excavators of the building complex, is un-
derstandable. Such interpretation depends not only on who owns the place 
but also on who manages or uses it and for what purpose. The dwelling unit 
that the excavations have revealed recalls strongly the well-known aules that 
emerged in Middle and Late Byzantine cities. These aules have been aptly 
characterized by Tonia Kiousopoulou as areas of extended privacy.78
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The district of the Acropolis 

Following the course of the water supply and the spatial distribution of the 
cisterns, a residential cluster can be identified on the south-eastern slopes of 
the Acropolis, on the level ground north of the theatre, outside the fortified en-
closure (Figure 7.5). Τhe construction of the lower junction of the aqueduct on 
the southeast slopes of the hill and the fountains connected with it dates back 
to the end of the fourth and beginning of the fifth centuries.79 The inhabit-
ants of this neighbourhood had secured the privilege of direct access to water. 
This perhaps indicates that a cluster of affluent citizens of Gortyn lived here 
since the elites usually enjoyed better access to facilities than the non-elites.80 
When was this neighbourhood organized? According to the Passio of the Ten 
Martyrs, the Gortyn martyrs came from the city’s upper district, the so-called 
Hermaion. Among them was the elderly Euporos, who according to the narra-
tive belonged to the upper classes. Could the district, the so-called Hermaion, 
be identified with this cluster on the south-eastern slopes of the Acropolis? 

The neighbourhood at the foot of the Acropolis existed before the con-
struction of the Early Byzantine fortification. There are still questions re-
garding the wall’s date (it has been placed in both the seventh and the eighth 
centuries). All proposed dates are based on historical arguments that have a 
common denominator: they suppose that the inhabitants of Gortyn moved 

Figure 7.5  Gortyn: plan of the Acropolis. From Perna, L’Acropoli di Gortina, pl. IX. 
Used with permission.
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to the fortified Acropolis only when the urban nucleus of the once-famous 
capital had been abandoned. Saint Andreas’ Vita contains an important 
reference to Gortyn’s fortified district and the relation between the city and 
its Acropolis. According to the Vita, during an Arab raid, the metropoli-
tan people sought refuge, “as they usually did,” within the fort τοῦ Δριμέως 
(ὀχυρώματι τῷ προσαγορευομένῳ τοῦ Δριμέως).81 As I have argued in the past, 
the fort τοῦ Δριμέως mentioned in the Vita should most probably be identi-
fied with the fortified Acropolis on the Agios Ioannis hill.82 The reference 
in Saint Andreas’ Vita confirms indirectly that the city was not confined to 
the fortified district of the Acropolis, contrary to what is often maintained 
in the scholarly literature.83 

Inside the fortification there are still remains of a large-scale public 
building, the so-called Kastron. It has been dated to the late third cen-
tury AD, with additions dated to the Early Byzantine period. Scholars 
have interpreted the complex as a military quarter for soldiers, a sugges-
tion that Di Vita also supports, at least for the last phase of the build-
ing’s use.84 Perna, however, concludes that the building functioned as a 
cistern, a conclusion also accepted by Giorgi.85 To the west of the so-
called Kastron, in the area previously occupied by an Archaic temple, 
excavations have revealed two churches, one on top of the other. No una-
nimity exists as to their dating: they have both been placed either in the 
fourth century, or in the sixth and seventh centuries, respectively.86 A 
small cemetery was organized inside and around them. Some scattered 
buildings appear to be the remains of the Acropolis district during the 
Early Byzantine period. 

As mentioned above, Perna infers that the fort – actually a fortezza – 
housed the administrative centre of Gortyn and consequently of the 
entire island. A lead seal unearthed during the Acropolis excavations 
reinforces his conclusion: this object belonged to Antiochos koubikou-
larios and basilikos chartoularios and probably dates to the mid-seventh 
century.87 Perna’s conclusion is cogent, but one issue that needs to be 
clarified is whether all the heads of the authority in the metropolis (i.e., 
military officials appointed from the capital, local rulers, or even the ec-
clesiastical authorities) lived there. I am inclined to suggest that the mil-
itary centre ought to be distinguished from the administrative and the 
ecclesiastical centres, which continued to be hosted in the asty. Another 
problem is that the only building on the Acropolis that could be consid-
ered as the headquarters of a governor has been interpreted by Perna as 
a huge water tank.

Eleutherna 

Eleutherna is located on a naturally fortified site on the northwest foothills 
of Mount Ida, at an altitude of approximately 350 m. According to Thanasis 
Kalpaxis, the city had a multi-nuclear organization from the start. Hellenis-
tic Eleutherna stretched around and on top of two hills: Pyrgi or Prines hill 
and Nisi hill. The latter was no longer inhabited after the Roman period. At 
certain times, the city, which sprawled over neighbouring hills, may have 
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occupied an area of 100–200 hectares; we are, however, still unable to accu-
rately determine the city’s residential organization and urban development. 
The full extent and limits of the Roman city are unknown, as are those of 
Early Byzantine Eleutherna.88 

The Acropolis, which constitutes the core of the settlement through 
time, is identified with Pyrgi.89 The base of this elongated and, at places, 
extremely steep rise is flanked by two small rivers, Chalopota to the West 
and Pharagitis to the East. These two rivers merge at the northern end of 
the hill, on their way to the sea (Figure 7.6). From the south, the hilltop 
was accessible only through a very narrow passage controlled by a tower, 
hence the hill’s name (pyrgos, Pyrgi). The city developed on narrow terraces 
held up by strong support walls along the hillside and on the hilltop pla-
teaus. Natural and man-made boundaries define in absolute terms the space 
within which the city’s neighbourhoods developed. Large public complexes 
and buildings, such as the agora or the theatre, have not been tracked down, 
hence the poles around which the political and administrative life of the city 
was organized cannot be located with accuracy. 

Eleutherna constituted possibly one of the earliest bishoprics in Crete, 
assuming that the Vita of Saint Titus reflects the island’s ecclesiastical ad-
ministration during the apostolic period. However, the earliest irrefutable 
evidence for the existence of the Eleutherna bishopric dates to AD 451, when 

Figure 7.6 E leutherna: the Acropolis and lower city viewed from the south. 
1. Central Plateau, 2. Cisterns, 3. Tower, 4. Church of Christ the 
Saviour, 5. Basilica, 6. Basilica, 7. Basilica of the Archangel Michael. 
©  Christina Tsigonaki, University of Crete. 
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Euphratas, Bishop of Eleutherna, participated in and signed the acts of the 
Fourth Ecumenical Council of Chalcedon. The last reference to the bishop-
ric of Eleutherna appears in the third Notitia, which dates to the early ninth 
century, a few years before the Arab conquest.90

The lower districts of the city

Much of the Roman and Early Byzantine habitation of the city concentrated 
on the narrow, elongated terraces along the hill’s east foot. Here – Katsivelos 
is the modern name of the site – is located one of the best excavated and pub-
lished areas (Figure 7.7).91 Eleutherna, as with the vast majority of Cretan 
cities, managed to overcome the shock of the great earthquake of AD 365. 
The reorganization of the space on the eastern slopes of Pyrgi is marked 
by the construction of four buildings dedicated to the new religion over an 
area ca. 800 m long. At the southernmost end is located the double church 
of Sotiras Christos and Agios Ioannis, which is still standing in the mod-
ern cemetery of the village Prines, beside a water fountain.92 The church of 
Sotiras Christos was built on the remains of an Early Byzantine church, of 
which only the foundation of the apse of the sanctuary is visible nowadays. 
Judging from the dimensions of the foundation, the church must have been 
of an impressive size. The only clues to its dating are two capitals from the 
local limestone, which were found in the church and probably come from it, 
dating back to the mid-sixth century.93 Another two Early Byzantine basili-
cas may be traced further south, at the widest eastern terrace: the so-called 
basilicas of Agia Eirini and Agios Markos. Architectural sculpture scat-
tered around the area of Agia Eirini has been dated to the first half of the 
sixth century.94 The ongoing excavation of the last two buildings may shed 
some light on the exact date of their construction, as well as on the equally 
important date of their abandonment. 

A three-aisled basilica was put up at the northernmost end of the same 
east terrace. An inscription on the basilica’s mosaic floor mentions that the 
church was dedicated to the Archangel Michael by Bishop Euphratas, who 
according to Themelis was the same person who attended the Ecumenical 
Council of Chalcedon in 451. A second building phase was dated to the 
seventh century. Themelis identified the basilica of Bishop Euphratas as 
the episcopal church of Eleutherna, but this was probably not the case. 
The basilica’s location near the city’s northern limit, the existence of an 
organized cemetery north and south of the building, and even its dedica-
tion to the Archangel Michael all lead to the conclusion that this was one 
of the cemetery churches of the city.95 Ceramic evidence and small finds 
from the church area suggest that, even though it had shrunk in size, it 
was in use until the eighth century.96 Most of the coins from the basilica 
excavations are bronze issues of Constans II (642–668). The latest coin is 
a follis of Constans II, with a countermark from the reign of Constantine 
IV (668–685).97
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Figure 7.7  Eleutherna, lower district: plan of the excavated area at Katsivelos. From 
Themelis, Πρωτοβυζαντινή Ελεύθερνα, fig. 2 at p. 70. Used with permission. 
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The use of the buildings which were excavated across from the basilica 
of the Archangel Michael remains unclear. Some of these encroached on 
sections of the earlier road system. Themelis recognized here the baptis-
tery of the church in use between the fifth and the seventh centuries.98 Yet 
there is no distinct architectural element to corroborate this identification. 
A small (private?) Roman bathhouse of the second century was located at 
the northernmost end of the excavated area; part of this building continued 
to be in use through to the seventh century.99 The bathhouse, a place of 
pleasure in the past, looked onto a cemetery in the new Christian era. Τhe 
short distance that separates the basilica of Euphratas from the small bath-
house probably indicates that the latter functioned as part of a diakonia. In 
this case, the buildings west of the basilica of Euphratas could also be part 
of the same charitable institution.

Τhe concentration of four churches in the limited area on the eastern 
slopes of Pyrgi demonstrates that this urban district was highly Christian-
ized. If we consider that the erection of the basilicas created new nuclei of 
habitation, with Christians choosing to live closer to their places of wor-
ship, we should probably look here for the Early Byzantine city’s Christian 
neighbourhoods. In any case, the finds which have been published to date 
indicate that this district coexisted with the fortified district on the Acropo-
lis for quite a long time.

The district of the Acropolis 

The defensive upgrade of the Acropolis in the Early Byzantine period was 
a turning point in the history of Eleutherna, which for centuries after the 
Roman conquest did not require a city wall. The sections of the wall that 
have been mapped until now indicate that the defensive perimeter enclosed 
the entire hilltop.100 On the Acropolis, the excavations focused on the ex-
ploration of the so-called Central Plateau, the largest and, therefore, most 
suitable for building, of the natural terraces on the north section of the hill 
of Pyrgi (Figure 7.8). Modern footpaths and ancient roads from the east and 
west slopes end here. 

The excavations on the Central Plateau revealed the sacred and public 
character of this area, directly relating to the political and religious functions 
of the city. An Archaic temple, a Roman public bathhouse and a tetraconch 
of unspecific date and use seem to have constituted the major landmarks 
during different phases of its history. The buildings of the Central Plateau 
were destroyed around the mid-fourth century. Excavation revealed a pic-
ture of abandonment for at least two of the centuries that followed. Charac-
teristic archaeological finds of the fifth and sixth centuries, such as coins, oil 
lamps, and pottery, are generally absent, suggesting that the Central Plateau 
remained uninhabited until the seventh century. 
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Figure 7.8  Eleutherna, district of the Acropolis (Pyrgi). Plan of the Central  Plateau 
excavation. Α. Archaic temple, Β. Roman bathhouse, C. Church. © Christina 
Tsigonaki, University of Crete.
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On the Central Plateau, a Christian church was built directly north of, and 
partly over, the ancient temple, from which building material was taken. Its 
unusual shape results from the incorporation of the so-called tetraconch in 
its core. The tetraconch was radically remodelled in the seventh century. Its 
overall area doubled with the addition of side aisles to the north and south 
and a narthex to the west. Burials occupied the north and south apse, the 
narthex, and the east and west interior compartments. Furthermore, a small 
cemetery was established south of the church, on the location previously 
occupied by a pagan temple. The graves were placed almost directly on the 
ancient temple’s floor. The small clay vessels found in the tombs here find 
accurate parallels in the vessels of the graves in the basilica of the Archangel 
Michael.101

This church was the core of the district that developed on the Central 
Plateau during the seventh century. The cluster of buildings discovered so 
far is characterized by its clear organization, with the walls consistently fol-
lowing the same orientation. The buildings are laid out on either side (to the 
east and west) of a street approximately 3.5 m wide. The section of the street 
uncovered so far runs parallel to the fortification wall and features a water 
channel on one side. This street passed over the Roman bath, indicating that 
the space and circulation on the Central Plateau were entirely reorganized 
in the seventh century. Except for scattered graves, associated with the pla-
teau’s abandonment rather than its occupation phase, there is no evidence 
of human settlement on the Central Plateau after approximately the mid-
eighth century.102 

The remodelling of the district of the Acropolis and its defensive upgrade 
done in the seventh century were probably the most important changes in 
the cityscape of Byzantine Eleutherna. The Byzantine wall of the Acropolis 
is an integral part of the district that it protected. The district’s water supply 
was ensured by two large rock-hewn Roman cisterns, which were still in use 
and included within the walled area.103 The church, the buildings around it, 
and the city wall belong to the same building program, which can be dated 
to the seventh century. This is evidenced by the pottery and coins discovered 
so far, even though we are still unable to determine with full accuracy if 
the work belongs to the first or the second half of the seventh century. Here 
again the majority of the numismatic evidence comprises folleis of Hera-
clius and Constans II. The latest Byzantine coin is one follis of Leo III and 
Constantine V (732–741). The discovery of an Arabic coin, dated to the early 
eighth century, is of particular interest.104 The study of the pottery showed 
that the district was inhabited at least up until the mid-eighth century.105 

The church’s large size and the discovery of artefacts relating to admin-
istrative functions, such as three lead seals and two bronze weights, suggest 
that the city’s religious and administrative centre moved to the Central Pla-
teau of the fortified Acropolis. Yet neither the architectural forms nor the 
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small finds (such as knives, thimbles, styluses, and dress accessories) offer 
a clear image of the function of the buildings discovered around the church 
so far. It is worth noting the discovery of a belt buckle, together with an 
arrowhead, presumably belonging to a soldier. In any case, the construction 
of walls indicates the presence of an army in the city, since this was the only 
body with the engineering skills and resources to design and execute such a 
large-scale project. 

The establishment and separation of districts at Eleutherna appear to 
follow the principles of urban design that had appeared in the Balkans a 
century earlier. Justiniana Prima (Caričin Grad) is perhaps the most rep-
resentative example of a newly founded city of the sixth century, as its plan 
echoes the principles of urban planning which were valid at the time of Jus-
tinian.106 The fortified Acropolis, a response to the need for security, was 
not the last refuge for the city’s inhabitants, but rather an isolated district 
where administrative and religious power were concentrated. At Eleuth-
erna, just as in the other cities of the empire, the Acropolis fortification was 
also intended to isolate the city’s ecclesiastical-administrative centre from 
the other inhabited neighbourhoods, by controlling access to it. As has been 
shown above, the district on the Acropolis and the neighbourhood at Kat-
sivelos were both inhabited during the seventh century and their inhabitants 
made use of the same artefacts. A very interesting question to be answered 
by future investigations is whether neighbourhoods on the vulnerable lower 
eastern terraces were also protected by fortifications. 

Conclusions

Walking through the neighbourhoods of Gortyn and Eleutherna, I have 
often felt like an outsider, one who only superficially understands what is 
going on around them. Undoubtedly, it is easier to identify and define zones 
with public architecture as having distinct functional roles. Thus, neigh-
bourhoods and districts that develop around religious institutions, as well as 
those relating to the exercise of power, both secular and religious, are more 
readily perceptible in the cityscape. This visibility is partly the result of the 
strategy and choices of an archaeological investigation. In contrast, it is far 
more difficult to identify social groupings, even more so, class-based residen-
tial ones. In other words, it is difficult to recognize, through the physical and 
structural surroundings, the real people living, working, and functioning in-
side a neighbourhood, those who create the social ties that define the same. 
The task becomes even more difficult when we examine, as in Gortyn and 
Eleutherna, the neighbourhoods of the seventh and eighth centuries, a period 
of major transformations at every level, be it political, social, or economic.

The search for neighbourhoods in these two Cretan cities has allowed us 
first and foremost to test our methodological tools and seek out the limits 
of the archaeological evidence. The water distribution system that crosses 
the city unites the different neighbourhoods through the social cohesion 
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required to keep its flow uninterrupted. In contrast, the walls of the fortified 
citadels create boundaries and social segmentation. Fountains and churches 
offer us clues as to where one should be looking to discern habitation zones. 
Small private or ecclesiastical baths and charitable foundations, like the 
diakoniai, could be seen as focal points in the different neighbourhoods. 
Organized cemeteries could also have links to one or more adjacent neigh-
bourhoods. The dead now indicate the neighbourhoods of the living.

The new perspective into the neighbourhoods of Byzantine cities at least 
leads us well away from the conventional polarized image of flourish and 
fall. Aspects such as the encroachment onto and thus the shrinking of pub-
lic space, the ruralization, and the manner of Christianization within the 
urban landscape, all of which have dominated the historiography of Byz-
antine cities, can be recast and investigated anew if done so from the point 
of view of districts and neighbourhoods. This is particularly noticeable in 
the case of the Praetorium at Gortyn, the city’s most thoroughly published 
district. The appearance of small artisanal units next to public buildings 
is usually interpreted as a sign of the decline of the former public space. 
Most likely, however, the workshops were now part of these very same pub-
lic foundations. Such enterprises, for example, may belong to monasteries 
or other charitable foundations, often located in the central parts of cities. 
The district of the Praetorium remained a major axis of public life but com-
pletely changed its character with the Christianization of the city. The Vita 
of Saint Andreas of Crete is the most important evidence to demonstrate 
the interweaving of church politics and civic life at Gortyn during the eighth 
century. As a metropolitan, Andreas embodied the Christian spirit of char-
ity and, at the same time, he inherited the ancient institution of the euergetes 
(benefactor).

The fortified acropoleis, both in Gortyn and Eleutherna, were distinct 
areas where the authorities had the privilege of residing, and at the same 
time the opportunity of supervising the surrounding area and controlling 
the movement of people. The towers and bastions of the fortified acropo-
lis, which protected them not only from an external and foreign enemy but 
potentially also from the inhabitants of the city itself, may have been the 
administration’s response to the constant social upheavals mentioned in the 
historical sources of the seventh century. According to George Kiourtzian, 
a civilian riot, not an Arab raid, is implied in the wording of a seventh- 
century inscription from Heraklion.107 In any case, a new social segrega-
tion, a sign of the times, begins: residents who have the right to security and 
those who do not. Our inability to understand precisely the nature of the 
powers that are housed in the citadels may not simply be due to the failings 
of archaeological research but also to the difficulty of distinguishing the 
roles of the different authorities (local and central administration, military, 
and ecclesiastical hierarchies) during the seventh and eighth centuries.

All of the transformations that I am describing seem part of a “top-down” 
series of processes. The fortifications of Eleutherna and Gortyn, both strong 
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and costly structures, were in my opinion the result of central planning, in 
which the provincial government was involved, and not an initiative of the 
inhabitants of these two cities. Even Andreas’ ecclesiastical policy can be 
included in the same interpretive framework. Both in the construction of a 
church dedicated to the Virgin of Blachernae, the protector par excellence 
of Constantinople, and with the construction of charitable institutions, An-
dreas acts as the agent of the imperial policy in Crete through the medium 
of religion. The need for security and, especially, the infiltration of Chris-
tianity into many aspects of everyday life, even in those services that used 
to be earlier the responsibility of the local authorities, transform the urban 
landscape and consequently the neighbourhoods of cities. The difficulty of 
distinguishing between public or private spaces reveals the social fluidity of 
the time and the mixed character of the neighbourhoods we examined: cit-
izens, ecclesiastical authorities, local officials, craftsmen, monks, the mili-
tary, the needy, all coexist in cities that are in a process of transformation.108 

The final picture of the neighbourhoods revealed in both Gortyn and 
Eleutherna is none other than the start of the transition to the typical medi-
eval modes of city organization. This transition was never realized, since the 
beginning of the ninth century saw an end to their individual stories. Both 
Gortyn and Eleutherna were abandoned shortly before or because of the 
Arab conquest. They are “frozen” at this point, leaving them as a snapshot 
of that time, and making their research and comprehension a great chal-
lenge for future researchers. 
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Central Greece during the Byzantine era has often been summarily and per-
haps simplistically considered by earlier historians as a primarily agrarian 
backwater, coming to the forefront only when accidentally mentioned in re-
lation to central figures and religious events (Figure 8.1).2 Thebes, its admin-
istrative capital, was otherwise known from a handful of sources, mainly 
related to local landowners;3 it gradually came out of obscurity thanks both 
to archaeological research and to the long-term work of David Jacoby on its 
silk industry.4 Nearby Chalcis was long overlooked as an insignificant pro-
vincial town that came to the forefront only after the Latin Conquest, when 

8 A tale of two cities
Thebes and Chalcis in a world 
of change (ninth to fifteenth 
centuries)1

Nikos D. Kontogiannis

Figure 8.1  Map of Central Greece with Thebes and Chalcis. Image produced by 
the author. 
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it was turned into an international port of call known as Negroponte in the 
Venetian maritime empire.5 In this case, as well, recent work has proved that 
Byzantine Chalcis was indeed a substantial industrial centre, whose prod-
ucts (along with the agricultural surplus of the whole region) were shipped 
from here to harbours around the Aegean, and beyond.6

We now know in addition that the inhabitants of the two cities collabo-
rated closely. All evidence (material culture, artistic production, architec-
tural forms, and archival sources) points to an exceptional affinity, a shared 
“special bond.” The residents of Chalcis and Thebes apparently tried to 
maintain this bond even in the face of the political upheavals at the end of 
the twelfth century and after the events of the Fourth Crusade (1204).

However, the Fourth Crusade initiated a period of roughly two and a half 
centuries during which the two cities became politically distinct and soci-
oeconomically separate entities.7 Thebes grew into the seat of a state (and 
then a dukedom) that passed consecutively from the hands of Burgundi-
ans to Catalans, Navarrese, and Florentines. Chalcis gradually came under 
Venetian rule, and served as an international maritime colony. These diver-
gent political conditions also gradually influenced the civic conditions and 
the urban fabric of both cities.

In the following, I focus on neighbourhood formation in these two adja-
cent (and to a large extent complementary) city centres of central Greece: 
first under Byzantine rule (from the ninth through the twelfth centuries), 
and then under the Latin dominion (from the thirteenth through the fif-
teenth centuries). This is based on evidence deriving from more than 50 
years of rescue excavations, as perceived under the retrospective light of our 
current spatial and socio-economic understanding. In this way, Byzantine 
neighbourhoods may be defined according to their function (residential, ad-
ministrative, and industrial) and their place within the urban landscape. 
Within this framework, the alterations brought about under Latin rule will 
be better understood and brought into the discourse. Finally, it is hoped that 
based on this material, we might envisage how neighbourhoods responded 
to political changes throughout these six centuries.

The settlements during the middle Byzantine period

Both cities were extensive antique settlements. Thebes was an urban settle-
ment already from the Early Bronze Age. It extended over an area of low 
hills, with the epicentre always located on the highest one, known as Kad-
meia. Strategically located almost at the centre of Boeotia, the hills were 
surrounded by the rivers Ismenos and Dirki, along with a number of natural 
springs. In this way, Kadmeia was an advantageous site, since it was both 
naturally protected and controlled the main overland routes crossing the 
Boeotia, linking southern Greece with the rest of the peninsula.

The area of Chalcis has been inhabited since at least the Late Bronze 
Age, owing its strategic importance to its position by the Euripos Channel: 
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a narrow gulf that separates the Greek mainland from the island of Euboea, 
forming the only secure naval route across the Aegean coast of Greece. 
However, until the sixth and seventh centuries AD, the city lay mainly to 
the south of the strait, and spread around the bay of Ayios Stefanos and the 
twin hills (Arethousa and Kalogritsa) of Mt. Vathrovouni. At some point 
between the seventh and the ninth centuries, the city was transferred from 
this location to its medieval site, next to the Euripos Channel. In this way, 
it lay on the narrowest point of the Channel, with direct access to Boeotia 
through the Euripos Bridge, and with access to harbours in the north and 
the south. The only side open to the Euboea mainland was cut off by walls 
and a moat, turning the city virtually into an island.8

The decision to relocate Chalcis seems to have been made by imperial au-
thorities, since within the framework of middle Byzantine administration, 
Thebes became the designated capital of the reorganized Theme of Hellas, 
while Chalcis acted as the port of the Theme.9 Between the ninth and the 
twelfth centuries, the “special bond” between the two cities was achieved 
through a matrix of economic, social, and political features, which can be 
traced down to the level of urban neighbourhoods. In both cities, similar 
patterns emerge on the basis of material culture and the concentration of 
activities. These, in turn, can help define the prevailing characters of various 
parts of the cities: administrative, residential, industrial, etc.

In Thebes, the nucleus of the city always remained on the Kadmeia hill, 
which was surrounded by walls restored at least twice during this period 
(Figure 8.2).10 The north-south axis seems to have played an important role 
in the city’s urban topography. Rescue excavations within the enclosure have 
located walls of this period in more than 60 different sites, proving that al-
most the whole area was occupied with buildings.11 Buildings located along 
the north-south axis have better quality masonry, stronger walls built with 
cut stones (many in secondary use), and brick bands, occasionally forming 
a loose cloisonné (Figure 8.3). These traits clearly distinguish them from the 
lateral parts of the settlement, whose buildings possess weaker masonry, 
built with rubble and earth. Very rarely have these complexes been revealed 
in their entirety or studied thoroughly. In most cases, we remain ignorant of 
their extension, boundaries, or the full range of finds; and thus also of their 
function, and the social standing of their inhabitants. 

Substantial remains of the Middle Byzantine period have also been ex-
cavated all around Kadmeia, within the area defined by the surrounding 
hills and two rivers (Chrisoroas and Dirki).12 A number of them had clear 
signs of industrial use (water mills, ceramic workshops, dye workshops, 
etc.), while others were living quarters, or could even have a mixed use.13 In 
all cases, these mortared walls were built primarily with rubble stones and 
chipped bricks at the joins; most of them were dated from the eleventh cen-
tury onwards, their usage period going up to the early fourteenth century.
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Figure 8.2 Thebes, plan of the city. Source: Archive of the Ephorate of Boeotia. 
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More than 30 churches have been either preserved or identified in various 
excavations within and outside Kadmeia, most of which operated during 
the twelfth century.14 Few were substantial monuments, such as the ninth- 
century Ayios Grigorios Theologos in the southern part of Kadmeia (along 
its main axis, Figure 8.4).15 The rest are small structures: some are three-
aisled, but most are single-naved chapels; all were used for burials and were 
integrated into their adjoining house complexes. Besides the churches, the 
most significant public works belonged to the water supply/sewage system, 
and were detected both within and outside Kadmeia. They included diverse 
structures, such as an aqueduct, attributed to the twelfth-century Metro-
politan Bishop Ioannis Kaloktenis; a dense network of pipelines and shafts, 
variously interpreted as serving water supply or sewage, without however 
providing evidence for their exact function; finally, a partially unearthed 
bathhouse to the south of the Kadmeia with finds from the tenth through 
the thirteenth centuries.16

In Chalcis, the eighth/ninth-century walls defined the major part of the 
settlement during the whole period in question (Figure 8.5).17 Two clusters of 
houses have been discovered within the walls, one at Ayia Varvara (Figure 
8.5, No. 5) and the other at Ayia Paraskevi (Figure 8.5, No. 23).18 The former 
lies close to the land walls and the north harbour. During the ninth and 
tenth centuries, both areas were densely inhabited with complexes of small 
rooms aligned one next to the other. Finds included luxurious objects from 

Figure 8.3  Thebes, excavation of public building remains along the North-South 
axis, near its northern end. Photo: Archive of the Ephorate of Boeotia. 
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the capital, such as polychrome ceramics and ivory items. In Ayia Varvara, 
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, houses with elaborate façades 
were built, some made of porous blocks and displaying pseudo-Kufic orna-
ments. The latter is an indication that perhaps there were also some religious 
buildings in the area, an idea supported by the sporadic finds of architec-
tural sculpture.19

A third area along the main road linking the two gates of the city had 
multiple storage facilities on a scale much larger than what is needed for 
domestic consumption, pointing perhaps to commercial use (Figure 8.5, 
Nos. 20 and 32).20 Recent work has also uncovered a substantial installa-
tion, outside the walls, which was continuously in use from the ninth up to 
the fourteenth centuries, and was used initially as a bathhouse and then as 
a pottery workshop (Figures 8.5, No. 24, and 8.6).21 Finally, a monolithic 
ornamental archway, dating to the ninth century, and unfortunately, found 
out of context, indicates the presence of a large church, serving perhaps the 
bishop of the city.22

Figure 8.4 T hebes, Ayios Grigorios Thelogos. Photo: Archive of the Ephorate of 
Boeotia.
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Defining the Byzantine neighbourhoods

On the basis of these finds, a picture of the Byzantine neighbourhood in 
Thebes and Chalcis emerges as a dynamically developed cluster of build-
ings, with no apparent pattern or standard size; it is framed by natural or 
manmade limits (walls, streets, rivers, or coasts). We can only tentatively 
differentiate between the two broadly defined types of neighbourhood, the 
residential and the industrial, with shared features in both cities. This ten-
tative distinction is based on the predominant activities detected in each 
area, based on the archaeological record, with some excavations revealing 
almost exclusively domestic contexts, and others including also industrial 

Figure 8.5 C halcis, plan of the city. After Kontogiannis and Skartsis eds, Venetian 
and Ottoman Heritage in the Aegean: Τhe ‘Bailo House’ in Chalcis, AC-
SHA 8 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2020). 
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installations. In some cases, however, the situation seems to have been more 
complex, and this distinction should not be applied too rigidly. For exam-
ple, artisanal activities, like weaving, can occur almost undetected within 
a domestic complex, as in an intra muros case in Thebes (see below); some 
industrial activities could be established within a pre-existing structure (as 
in the ceramic workshop of Chalcis mentioned above). Nevertheless, differ-
entiation based on the predominant activity is the only potential distinction 
offered by the material present at hand.

When it comes to “residential” neighbourhoods, buildings with more 
elaborate masonry and finds that bespeak higher social status – often linked 
to the capital – are always found within the walls. In Thebes, they are lo-
cated along the main north-south axis of Kadmeia, where a district of social 
and administrative significance can be identified.23 In Chalcis, they are to be 
found in the neighbourhood of Ayia Varvara and along the main city road.

In the other neighbourhoods, however, the poor quality of masonry may 
lead to false conclusions about the identity of the inhabitants. The finds, es-
pecially the grave goods in nearby churches, do not speak of a destitute pop-
ulation. These were simply ordinary urban structures, whose walls would 
be plastered. Although in Chalcis such neighbourhoods have been detected 
mainly within the walls, in Thebes the eruption of extra muros building 
activity has been attributed alternatively to the coming of refugees, the new 
presence of specific groups (Venetians, Jews), or the augmentation of the 
general population due to economic activity.24

In a single case, the excavator has combined archaeological and textual 
evidence to identify a neighbourhood known from written sources.25 The 
area excavated to the south of Kadmeia and outside the walls was densely 
occupied from the eleventh to the mid-thirteenth centuries with houses and 
rooms of various size (Figure 8.7). Among them lay a small church com-
plex, which was dedicated to Archangel Michael according to preserved 

Figure 8.6 C halcis, excavation of installation (bathhouse and ceramic workshop) 
outside the walls. Photo: Archive of the Ephorate of Euboea. 
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Figure 8.7  (a) Thebes, excavation of neighbourhood remains Gyrion, outside the 
walls. Plan of the excavation. Source: Archive of the Ephorate of  Boeotia. 
(b) Thebes, excavation of neighbourhood remains Gyrion,  outside the 
walls. Current state. Source: Archive of the Ephorate of Boeotia. 
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inscriptions. It was recognized as the female monastery mentioned in the 
typikon (charter) of the Virgin Naupaktiotissa confraternity, a lay devotional 
brotherhood founded in Thebes in 1048.26 The confraternity promoted 
the veneration of the icon of the Virgin, held in the church of Archangel 
Michael, at the nunnery of the Naupaktos women, in the neighbourhood 
(geitonian) of Gyrion.27 The mention of the Naupaktos women has been per-
ceived as a reflection of immigration to the city of Thebes: Nesbitt and Wiita 
spoke of a colony of Naupaktians, who potentially immigrated to Thebes 
following the upheavals in West Central Greece in the first half of the elev-
enth century.28 Should the area around the church complex be identified as 
the Gyrion neighbourhood, as proposed by Koilakou,29 then we can poten-
tially attribute to it a set of shared features: the provenance of some of its 
inhabitants (Naupaktos), a cultic practice (veneration of the icon), and also 
the place where this cult was exercised (the monastery).

The same document may allow us a more profound view of the ma-
trix of relations among the Theban neighbourhoods. The confrater-
nity was established in 1048 and was renewed sometime before 1147. 
At the time of its renewal, the document was signed by 49 members, 20 
of whom were clergymen; of the remaining laymen, 26 were men and 3 
women.30 Nesbitt and Wiita studied the prosopography of those men-
tioned therein, which included members of prominent families, such as 
Leobachoi and Kamateros; important local figures, such as the Bishop 
of Thebes and the Abbot of the Hosios Loukas monastery; people of ap-
parently modest means (with some of their last names related to trades: 
silk manufacture, smiths, and soap makers); finally, people from other 
places (Adrianople, Anatolikon, Corinth, Anchilos of Euripos) who 
may have, either on their own or with family, immigrated or travelled  
to Thebes.31

Each of the members undertook to host the icon in a different church for 
a month. The confraternity would assemble there on the first day of the fol-
lowing month and would process with the icon to the next place that would 
house it. The goal was for all members to have the opportunity to host the 
icon in their own churches, celebrating bi-weekly masses.32 Furthermore, 
the relationship among members was defined metaphorically through kin-
ship terms, that is, by participating in the confraternity they became broth-
ers obliged to provide to each other with care, respect, support in times of 
need, prayer and assistance with burial.33 According to Neville, the people 
mentioned in the Confraternity typikon should not be perceived as individ-
uals (as was the case before), but as heads and representatives of their re-
spective households, with the obligations extending to all members of the 
household.34

Neville’s interpretation combined with the typikon’s clear provision re-
garding the hosting of the icon by each member (see: household) church and 
its processional movement once a month to another member (household) 
church within the city, can help reconstruct admirably the social and spa-
tial arrangements among the city’s neighbourhoods, as correlated with the 
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archaeological data. Taking into consideration the large number of chapels 
scattered within and outside the walls, we can, in fact, recreate the image of 
neighbourhoods located in different parts of the city, each accommodating 
an undefined number of large households, including their own chapels. A 
set of obligations (expressed in kinship terms) connects these households 
(i.e., the inhabitants of their respective neighbourhoods). These links were 
continuously reaffirmed and performed through the processions that trans-
ferred the icon once a month to a different household church in another 
neighbourhood of the city.

As for the “industrial” neighbourhoods, these have so far been identified 
mainly outside the walls in both cities. This could be due to a number of rea-
sons: legal constraints, safety hazards, need for extra space, access to water. 
Such was the case of the dye workshops to the north and west of Kadmeia, 
which were identified based on excavated wells (circular tanks of shallow 
depressions hewn into the rock), and hearths with ashes.35 Furthermore, the 
modern place name for one of them, Evraika (Jewish), and the fact that Ben-
jamin of Tudela specifically mentioned that the Jews were among the finest 
silk workers, led to the proposal that this was an industrial neighbourhood 
inhabited by Jews.36 This theory is however difficult to assess since there 
were no finds that could be particularly related to Jewish identity.

The presence of another (silk or leather?) workshop has been recognized 
within the Kadmeia walls of Thebes. This was an elaborately built complex 
along the central axis of the city identified as a workshop on the basis of 
the unusually high number of storage cavities, and its complex water pipe 
system, since the processing of the cocoons or the tanning of leather would 
require large quantities of water.37 Louvi-Kizi observed that similar forma-
tions were randomly excavated in nearby plots to the east part of the walled 
settlement, and consequently, identified them as workshops. These discov-
eries, hence, supported the idea of an industrial neighbourhood located ap-
parently between the central north-south city axis and the eastern city wall.

As already mentioned, in Chalcis, a rescue excavation outside the walls has 
revealed an installation that has been interpreted as a bathhouse that was 
later used as a ceramic workshop (Figure 8.6).38 Due to the confined space of 
the excavation and the lack of evidence from the wider area, it is impossible to 
say whether this was an isolated activity or a part of an area with similar in-
stallations. The workshop manufactured mainly glazed tableware, for which 
Chalcis has recently been acknowledged as a major production centre.39

Based on the existing evidence, as summarized above, Byzantine neigh-
bourhoods appear to be the result of complex and dynamic processes, in 
which a variety of factors affect and regulate their location, formation, 
components, and also their relations with other neighbourhoods. Some 
of these factors could be deduced on the basis of relatively constant pref-
erences, such as the proximity to resources for some industrial activities. 
Others could be derived from the written sources, such as the installation 
of refugees outside the walls, or from the material culture, which indicates 
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specific neighbourhoods of a higher status and in close relation with the 
central authority. In the exceptional case of the Thebes confraternity, we 
can witness how leading members of different neighbourhoods interacted 
and developed bonds of commitment among themselves under religious 
auspices. We also get a rare glimpse of the processions that would act as a 
connecting bridge between people and places, leading from the household 
chapel of one neighbourhood to another once a month, bringing the respec-
tive inhabitants into close contact and communication.

Alterations and additions during the Frankish period

Following the Fourth Crusade, the political fortunes of the two cities even-
tually diverged, with Chalcis coming under Lombard and Venetian rule, 
and Thebes first under Frankish and then Catalan rule. The primary factor 
affecting urban topography seems to have been the arrival of new settlers, 
this time not as refugees but as a ruling class.

In Thebes, the erection of the first civic fortification in Kadmeia in 1287 
marked a dramatic change. We know this as the Castle of Saint-Omer, 
from the Chronicle of the Morea, whose earliest version is traced back to a 
copy held in that same Castle.40 Today, the lower part of a huge tower is all 
that remains from that complex (Figure 8.8).41 Elaborate palatial ruins are 
also preserved in the central part of Kadmeia, confirming that the earlier 

Figure 8.8 Thebes, Tower St. Omer. Photo: Archive of the Ephorate of Boeotia
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administrative district was maintained by the newcomers (Figure 8.9).42 A 
Latin Cathedral took over the southern part of the district, next to a metal 
workshop that perhaps served as the mint of the duchy.43 The Chronicle of 
Muntaner records the early fourteenth-century gatherings and extravagant 
celebrations of richly dressed knights in the palace and the Cathedral of 
Estives (as Thebes was called during this period).44 

The coming of the Catalans in 1311 profoundly altered the social topog-
raphy of the city.45 This was not a class of noblemen replacing the previous 
administration in cities and countryside, as in the case of the Franks. They 
were a community of mercenaries and burgesses that settled solely in the 
urban centres, followed the Usages of (their native) Barcelona, and adhered 
to a strong collective identity by participating in the governing body of the 
city, known as communes or universitates.46 They were legally segregated 
from the Greek inhabitants,47 and probably occupied some of the intra 
muros neighbourhoods of Thebes. The official residences, such as the Cas-
tle of Saint-Omer, were initially offered to the noblemen, before they were 
destroyed in the course of internal conflicts.48

An important change can also be seen outside the walls, where many 
of the neighbourhoods show signs of abandonment, documented mainly 
through the date range of the ceramic finds.49 However, there are no traces 
of immediate departure, violent disaster, widespread fire, or war. Further-
more, we cannot conclude that all areas were abandoned at the same time. 

Figure 8.9  Thebes, palatial remains in the centre of Kadmeia. Photo: Archive of the 
Ephorate of Boeotia. 
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Instead, abandonment seems to have happened gradually and over an ex-
tended period until the end of the fourteenth century. From this point on-
wards, however, the city was mostly confined to the neighbourhoods within 
the walls.50

The situation in Chalcis followed a different path, at least in part. The 
Frankish settlers immediately created their own base of power to control 
both the city and the vital naval route of the Euboea Strait by erecting a fort, 
a Castrum, whose exact location and later history are still debated upon.51 
Noblemen and officials progressively settled and erected mansions that 
served as landmarks within the pre-existing urban fabric.52 The city also 
expanded outside the enclosure, although the area, nature, and size of these 
neighbourhoods cannot be estimated on the basis of the few excavated plots 
(Figure 8.5, Nos. 34 and 38).53 More important for the transformation of the 
civic landscape was the new neighbourhood assigned to the Venetians. In 
1211, a campus (or plateia, that is, a “square”) was established with a fondaco 
(merchant’s inn-cum-warehouse) and a church dedicated to San Marco. 
This has always been envisaged as an open space with the church at the 
centre, and with the sides lined with shops, warehouses, and residences.54 
Even the words fondaco and campo convey the impression that this was a 
new installation that followed Italian traditions.

The amazing story of the Venetian expansion and gradual take over of the 
city in the course of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries was profoundly 
linked to urban topography, and has been illuminated by the works of Da-
vid Jacoby and Pierre Mackay (Figure 8.10).55 The major division ended up 
being between the Venetian and the Lombard districts, which were sepa-
rated from each other by an internal wall. The Venetian district extended 
along the coastline, while the Lombard district occupied the part towards 
the mainland. The gates of the enclosure walls defined an inner network of 
streets that dissected the whole settlement and eventually separated neigh-
bourhoods. The course of the major commercial artery, generically known 
as the ruga maistra (main street), and its three branches can be recreated 
with relative accuracy (Figure 8.5, Nos. 20, 30, and 31).

In the preserved documents (treaties and notary acts), neighbourhoods 
are designated based on landmarks (Figure 8.10).56 These could be the man-
sions of wealthy lords, secular and religious administrative buildings (the 
Vescovado, the Patriarcado, the Arsenale), convents and churches (San Do-
menico, Santa Maria dei Crociferi), or other important structures.

The Jewish neighbourhood remained outside the walls until the middle 
of the fourteenth century. It was then relocated to the southern part of the 
Venetian district, and separated from the Christian population by yet an-
other wall – thus acquiring some of the features of the later ghettos.57 Maria 
Georgopoulou has already noted that this practice was followed in many 
cities of the Venetian maritime realm.58 The result was a visible change to 
the urban fabric delimiting a neighbourhood with a distinct religious and 
ethnic character.
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I will focus on one case, which I consider as a conscious initiative of the 
Venetian authorities to create a second Italian-type neighbourhood (follow-
ing that of San Marco in 1211) within their territory during the fourteenth 
century (Figure 8.11). In the southern part of the Venetian district lies the 
Dominican Basilica (today Ayia Paraskevi, Figure 8.5, No. 23), and across 
the street a complex, locally known as the “Bailo House” (Figure 8.5, No. 
29).59 A recent restoration project at the House has disentangled a medieval 
gallery from later additions and annexes.60 The original building had fea-
tures, both formal and structural, of public architecture (Figure 8.12): it was 

Figure 8.10 C halcis, map of the city during the Lombard/Venetian era. Source: 
Pierre Mackay.
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long and narrow with a semi-covered space on the ground floor regulated 
by a gothic colonnade (loggia), and a single hall on the first storey with wide 
openings (balcony or windows). Both the ground floor colonnade and the 
first-floor openings opened on the building’s façade towards the square be-
tween the House and the Basilica. Furthermore, the reconstructed details 
of the wooden ceilings find direct parallels in Venetian palatial structures, 
and more specifically, in contemporary additions to the Doge’s Palace.61 

The preserved gallery of the Bailo House, along with its vanished an-
nexes, formed a complex which, in fact, surrounded and regulated the open 
square between the House and the Basilica. Through the square ran one 
of the branches of the ruga maistra. The initial erection of the complex 
emerges, therefore, as a well-thought-out architectural and urban project. 
The quality of its construction, its placement within the settlement, and 
its size all point to the Venetian administration as the author of the plan.  

Figure 8.11 C halcis, the Venetian Ayia Paraskevi neighbourhood: present condition 
(top), with the preserved Venetian wing (middle), and with a potential 
reconstruction of the original square (bottom). After Kontogiannis and 
Skartsis eds., Venetian and Ottoman Heritage in the Aegean: The ‘Bailo 
House’ in Chalcis, ACSHA 8 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2020).
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The resulting complex created one more centre in this part of the settlement 
directing movement and economic activity to the southern Venetian district.

This concentration of public and professional life in certain points of the 
settlement, where religious, commercial, administrative, and obviously po-
litical activities could be grouped, and consequently controlled and taxed, 
conforms to the standards of Venetian administration known both in Venice 
and in other colonies, especially Crete.62 A number of fourteenth-century 
decrees for the Cretan capital, Chandax, both regulate the various profes-
sional groups, and describe the roles of various bodies of administrative 
controllers, as well as the infractions and the penalties imposed by them. 
For basic professions, such as the bakers and the goldsmiths, their place 
of work was allocated to the main square, or to the ruga maistra and the 
squares around it. These were the places where products and services could 
be checked by the controllers; thus, commercial activity was consciously 
channelled to distinct neighbourhoods of the city. Unfortunately, we do not 
possess an analogous body of regulations for Chalcis. We may, however, 
assume that the Bailo-Basilica square defined just one such neighbourhood 
in the Venetian district of Chalcis. We are also left in the dark as to the pre-
cise identity of the Bailo House, but can advance the hypothesis that such a 
central building might house one of the local government bodies.

Figure 8.12  Chalcis, the Bailo House, reconstruction of the Venetian building phase. 
After Kontogiannis and Skartsis eds, Venetian and Ottoman Heritage in the 
Aegean: The ‘Bailo House’ in Chalcis, ACSHA 8 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2020).
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How do neighbourhoods react?

It is not easy to describe the neighbourhoods’ political responses to a world 
of continuous change, whether prompted by internal or external factors, 
peaceful or violent interventions. However, when examined over centuries, 
patterns emerge that prove both enduring and reliable.

The establishment and continuous use of Byzantine neighbourhoods de-
spite the deficiencies in our knowledge of their boundaries, organization, 
and exact size seem to represent a conscious choice on the part of the in-
habitants. Defensive walls played a primary role, defining the walled area as 
primary and that outside the walls as secondary. As a result, the positioning 
of the gates and the layout of the streets connecting these gates also played a 
significant part in the choice of neighbourhood location and function.

Specifically, streets connecting main gates indicate the primary areas of 
activity, whether commercial, social, or administrative. For Thebes, this 
was the administrative district; for Chalcis, the axis later known as the ruga 
maistra. Other residential neighbourhoods within the walls were perhaps 
positioned according to the activities of their members; one would expect, 
for example, sailors and merchants to reside closer to harbour gates, and 
craftsmen near their workshops or next to the gates leading to them. Extra 
muros residential neighbourhoods could have either a distinctive character 
(as potentially in the case of the Naupaktos immigrants residing in the Gyr-
ion neighbourhood of Thebes), or be considered the result of overpopula-
tion and prosperity.

As for the organization of spatial interaction within neighbourhoods, we 
may only assume that streets, spaces in front of houses, and churches would 
potentially serve as meeting points. Except for the main streets whose align-
ment would have been set by local authorities, all other spaces seem to have 
been dynamically formulated by the members of each neighbourhood, and 
are, therefore, difficult to analyse due to the lack of excavated data. Fur-
thermore, no open spaces have been reported so far. As for the few attested 
public buildings (such as the two larger churches, the bathhouses, or the 
aqueduct of Thebes), based on the available evidence, it is impossible to 
say how they affected their surrounding neighbourhoods. Nevertheless, we 
may expect, especially in the case of industrial neighbourhoods, that water 
installations (such as the water pipes or river banks) would directly influence 
adjacent spatial arrangements.

The numerous small churches identified in Thebes often appear in the 
excavation record as integrally connected to nearby premises. Although it 
is impossible in most cases to state whether they were household, parish, or 
monastic churches, the information provided by the Virgin Naupaktiotissa 
typikon speaks mostly in favour of the first option (with the Gyrion church 
potentially serving as the katholikon of a small nunnery). Furthermore, the 
provisions of the document make it clear that these chapels played a spe-
cial role in the social organization, movement between, and communication 
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among the members of households, and by extension, among the city’s 
neighbourhoods. At the same time, they also embodied a particular devo-
tion and acted as meeting points for each neighbourhood, serving both as 
cultic foci (as was explicitly evident in the case of the miracle-working icon 
of Virgin and the Gyrion neighbourhood) and as burial sites for households.

After 1204, the change of rulers seems to have had little effect on the neigh-
bourhoods of Thebes. In Chalcis, however, the extensive urban changes 
must have influenced the choices of residents. The two Italian-type neigh-
bourhoods proved to be an urban intervention that certainly altered the tra-
ditional character of the civic matrix and created new focal points of social, 
economic, and political interaction. Eventually, their creation affected all 
the urban population, irrespective of ethnic differences (Greek, Venetians, 
Italians, Jews, etc.). Additionally, on two recorded occasions (1340 and 
1353), Venetian authorities made concrete efforts to attract new Latin set-
tlers who would revitalize and homogenize the population in their district 
and their neighbourhoods, after the losses incurred by the Black Death and 
a Veneto-Genoese war.63 Sources also mention that refugees from various 
places, such as the Catalans and their Greek allies who were evicted from 
Thebes in 1379, took shelter in Chalcis.64

If we now try to examine how the inhabitants of neighbourhoods reacted 
to direct interventions by the central authority, whether the Byzantine, 
Frankish, Catalan, or Venetian government, we again come up with indi-
cations that can only have validity when examined in the longue durée. The 
main issue seems to be the tendency of neighbourhoods to conserve their 
social conditions and ensure their survival. In the eighth and ninth centu-
ries, as mentioned above, local populations followed Byzantine government 
in large-scale decisions regarding the topography and management of their 
area. In Thebes, this may have led to the creation of the administrative dis-
trict for accommodating officials. Chalcis was simply relocated as a city, to 
serve central policies. After that, both cities participated in the capital’s eco-
nomic network by receiving and buying products, some of which were pre-
cious and even unique.65 Industrial neighbourhoods produced and exported 
to the empire’s markets. The system was kept in balance over a long period 
through an accommodation whose specifics have been studied by Neville.66

However, neighbourhoods expressed a singular vitality when the time 
came to take full advantage of the political upheavals, such as the loss 
of Asia Minor to the Seljuks, and the civil war during the second half of 
the eleventh century. Following the apparent collapse of the capital’s dis-
tribution and commercial networks, the Thebes-Chalcis economic matrix 
achieved a prominent place in the Aegean markets for more than a century. 
Jacoby has traced it in the case of the famous silk fabrics (prominent among 
which stands, in his opinion, the woven ground of the Mantle of Roger II) 
and interpreted it as the combination of social and professional groups 
(obviously the inhabitants of the various neighbourhoods).67 The matrix’s 
presence, function, and outreach throughout the Eastern Mediterranean 
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markets has recently been established also for tableware pottery, with ex-
amples identified from various excavations and museum collections;68 and 
the same holds for agricultural products, whose presence and distribution 
have been detected through their transport vessels.69 This extraordinary 
economic activity should also be understood as political action since it en-
tailed a series of initiatives that clearly required the agency and collabora-
tion of various local actors; collaboration based on bonds of trust similar to 
the ones developed among the households (and neighbourhoods) involved in 
the Confraternity of Virgin Naupaktiotissa.

At the troubled end of the twelfth century, the two cities in unison made 
a series of political choices that at first glance are hard to understand, and 
were puzzling even to contemporary historians. First, they both abandoned 
Byzantine central authority and accepted Leo Sgouros as their overlord. This 
is how we could explain the peculiar fact that the short-lived state of Leo 
Sgouros, centred on Thebes, included only the central part of Euboea (the 
area of Chalcis), while the north and south part of the island remained un-
der the Byzantine central authority.70 Soon after 1204, the two cities again 
changed allegiance and swiftly submitted to Boniface of Montferrat, leading 
an indignant Niketas Choniates to declare that the people of Thebes accepted 
Boniface with open arms “like welcoming someone who returned home after 
a long absence.”71 “Grant joie” was similarly manifested during the reception 
of Latin Emperor Henry on his visits to Thebes and Chalcis in 1209.72

Indeed, this “opportunistic” behaviour can perhaps be better explained 
when viewed through the lens of the underlying economic and industrial 
necessities. As mentioned above, the two cities had developed and main-
tained throughout the twelfth century a far-reaching matrix of activities, 
eventually traced down to the neighbourhood level through production 
sites and relations between households. We can interpret their reaction as 
a bottom-up political response to a weakening imperial authority in Con-
stantinople. That is, they were happy to accept rebels or foreigners as their 
leaders in order to maintain their own neighbourhood-based economic/in-
dustrial activities. In the end, they viewed the preservation of this matrix as 
more important than their allegiance to the Byzantine state.

After 1204, urban change or persistence reflects the interaction between 
the new authorities and the old inhabitants. The fact that many extra muros 
neighbourhoods of Thebes continued functioning through the thirteenth 
century, but were gradually abandoned in the course of the fourteenth cen-
tury, has been interpreted as the contrast between good Frankish govern-
ance and the disastrous Catalan rule. However, it also demonstrates the 
political choice of the inhabitants to pursue better conditions when faced 
with adversity. They may even have considered leaving their neighbourhood 
as a temporary solution since some of them buried their valuables hoping to 
return one day.73

In Chalcis, we witnessed the change of the urban fabric both through the 
imposition of new landmarks, and the introduction of entire Italian-type 
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neighbourhoods. The inhabitants of these neighbourhoods acquired politi-
cal expression, especially after 1390, through the institution of a Communi-
tas or Universitas Negropontis.74 This was a collective body that represented 
the local population and included elite members from various walks of life, 
ethnic origins, and occupations. They spoke, most probably, also for the in-
terests of the neighbourhoods and professional guilds, in the same way that 
the heads of the Jewish neighbourhood interacted with Venetian authority. 
Such prominent locals were depicted on the walls of the Dominican Basil-
ica, at the centre of the Italian-type neighbourhood, conversing with Saint 
Andrew and wearing their most fashionable clothing.75 Their extraordinary 
material culture has been fortunately preserved thanks to a series of hoards 
that were buried ahead of the Ottoman conquest, again, expressing the vain 
hope that this too would pass and normal life would resume.76

Nothing comparable has survived for Thebes from the late fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries. Nevertheless, a wealth of ceramic material proves 
that the city maintained its standing, its active local manufacture, and its 
connections to international production centres.77 The leading citizens of 
 Thebes, headed by the Catholic Archbishop, directly negotiated the sur-
render of their city to the Navarrese in 1360, thus choosing to pass from 
Catalan to Florentine rule.78 A century later, in 1460, it was again the 
city’s representatives who asked the Ottoman commanders to remove the 
last  Florentine ruler, choosing instead direct subjection to Ottoman ad-
ministration.79 Hence, we are dealing with a consistent pattern in which the 
residents accept or request a change of rulers, proving that their allegiance 
to larger political formations was of secondary importance. Their decisions 
were dictated by self-oriented interests, namely the preservation of their so-
ciocultural conditions, and the matrix of economic relations resulting also 
partly from neighbourhood-based industries.

Indeed, tracing the neighbourhoods of Thebes and Chalcis in their capac-
ity as active political bodies, may shed light on, and make sense of, a number 
of seemingly unrelated facts and offer a deeper understanding of the urban 
landscape. The “Byzantine” neighbourhood emerges as a dynamically de-
veloped cluster of buildings, without clear evidence for central planning. In 
its chapels, it incorporated communal belief, household pride, and ancestral 
memory. It was a nuclear, independent community, whose main political 
concern was the self-preservation of its household members in the face of a 
distant imperial government. It was closely related to other neighbourhoods 
through socio-economic bonds and the arrangement of industries within 
the urban fabric; bonds that were eloquently recorded in kinship terms in 
the typikon of the Virgin Naupaktiotissa confraternity.

What appeared to historians as a surprising lack of allegiance, and noto-
rious volatility in accepting new rulers (Leo Sgouros, the Franks, the Flor-
entines, the Ottomans, etc.) may for once be explained as a political action 
that can be understood in pragmatic terms. In the eleventh century, Chalcis 
and Thebes had already profited from the wider conditions and had formed 
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an economic matrix that acted in concert successfully. The basis for this 
new economic prosperity was neighbourhood-based industry. Henceforth, 
allegiance to central authority was regarded as secondary, while priority 
was placed on the maintenance of prosperity, and civic identity prevailed 
(with the two cities acting in concert). Despite the lack of direct evidence, 
by process of elimination, we can point to the neighbourhood as an equally 
decisive political unit as both province and city.

In fact, neighbourhoods managed to preserve their formation and basic 
functions, even though the local population was infiltrated by new groups 
after 1204. These were either relatively compact ones, as in the case of the 
Franks and Catalans in Thebes, or more dispersed, as with the various new 
settlers in Chalcis. Nevertheless, they all inhabited pre-existing parts of the 
urban fabric and maintained pre-existing settlement patterns.

The challenge to this model came, in the case of Chalcis alone, from the two 
Italian-type neighbourhoods. The one discussed in detail above, and dated 
to the fourteenth century, was built over a short period of time. Its planning 
included a religious and a secular public building, distributed around a cen-
tral open space. This was the result of interaction between local needs and 
an omnipresent administration. Activities, whether social, commercial, or 
political, were concentrated on focal points, publicly displayed and orches-
trated, at least to judge by the evidence preserved for Venetian Chandax. 
The inhabitants of these neighbourhoods are particularly difficult to trace in 
ethnic-religious terms since by this period Chalcis had become diverse and 
multicultural given its vital position in the wider Mediterranean networks.

Concluding this account, one has to note that the complex urban pat-
terns witnessed in the provincial neighbourhoods of Thebes and Chalcis 
have long been neglected within the wider framework of Byzantine studies. 
Whether or not one chooses to neglect, downgrade, or simply ignore them, 
as the imperial government supposedly did, the fact remains that neigh-
bourhoods had the political capacity to react, adjust, and ultimately survive 
in a continuously changing environment.
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Neighbourhood was not commonly used as an administrative classification 
in Byzantium. In a formal sense, neighbourhoods do not seem to have been 
particularly important to the Byzantine imperial government. Yet neigh-
bourhood remains a useful category of analysis for understanding the inter-
play between the built environment, human communities, and government 
in Byzantium. If we adopt a heuristic definition of a neighbourhood as “a 
small area of frequent face-to-face interaction,”1 we can explore how people 
interacted with the spaces and communities in which their lives unfolded. 
Focusing on the neighbourhood as a heuristic category allows us to shine a 
light on the spatial relationships of tight communities. To answer the ques-
tion of how the Byzantine neighbourhood was governed, we need to look 
for formal imperial administration, law regulating the interactions between 
neighbours, and informal community decision-making about how people 
ought to get along. 

Village, rather than neighbourhood, is the category that dominates dis-
cussions of Byzantine provincial administration. In the system of taxation 
at play in the ninth through eleventh centuries, inspectors registered taxpay-
ers village by village. The Marcian treatise on taxation contains complex 
instructions on how to deal with areas that were added to the fiscal district 
of the village or that had become detached from the registration for the vil-
lage, but does not address the taxation of neighbourhoods.2 Compilations of 
laws of the middle Byzantine era, such as the Ekloga and Basilika, do not use 
neighbourhood as a legal category. These texts do have a great deal to say 
about neighbours, and the regulation of boundaries between adjacent land-
holdings was clearly a matter of legal concern. Legal texts are concerned 
with establishing rules about how people sharing boundaries should avoid 
and resolve conflicts. Records of land ownership frequently clarify precisely 
which of the neighbours were adjacent to each side of the piece of land. 

So, the simple answer to the question of how the government interacted 
with neighbourhoods seems to be that it did not. There might have been 
some form of imperial administration of neighbourhoods, but to my knowl-
edge, we have no evidence hinting at such, and studies of other aspects of 
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the imperial government do not lead me to expect any. Local communities 
appear to have regulated themselves in the absence of government interest.3

As often, Constantinople may have been an exception. Using Michael 
Smith’s definition of a district as “a larger zone with administrative and 
social significance within the city,” it seems that Constantinople may have 
had official districts.4 There are some indications that the late antique dis-
tricts retained some imprint on the medieval city. The late ninth-century 
Kletorologion of Philotheos lists “judges of the regions,” (kritai ton regeōnōn) 
and the “geitoniarchai” as subordinate to the Prefect of Constantinople.5 
Paul Magdalino thinks the continued use of the Latin term regeonon in-
dicates a connection between the ninth-century regions and the districts 
known from the sixth-century Notitia Urbis Constantinopolitanae.6 The Kle-
torologion notes that there were 12 geitoniarches subordinate to the eparch. 
Magdalino, following Bury, suggests that perhaps the geitoniarchai “were 
the equivalent of the curatores in the Notitia.”7 Magdalino also sees echoes 
of the 12 districts in the requirement that the city have 24 notaries seen in 
the Book of the Eparch.8 This echo seems faint to me, since the number may 
have been circumscribed to keep the prices of their work high. As Albrecht 
Berger notes in his contribution to this volume, the Book of Ceremonies 
mentions geitoniarches, but they do not seem to correspond to real neigh-
bourhoods because they are only two of them.9

While these hints about the government of Constantinople perhaps in-
dicate that regions of the city remained divided along the lines of the late 
antique urban foundation, or into somewhat similar large-scale districts, we 
do not know what those districts meant in terms of administration; that we 
know about them from their judges indicates that they had to do with law 
enforcement and legal disputes. What does the availability of courts have to 
do with neighbourhoods? The Book of the Eparch is our best guide to what 
the government of Constantinople worried about, and it is resolutely disin-
terested in neighbourhoods or districts.10 Its regulations covered the whole 
city, and the authority of the Eparch extended to 100 miles outside the city.11 
The regulations are articulated by industry rather than place. Certain goods 
are to be sold only in designated marketplaces or public spaces.12 But other 
regulations pertaining to neighbourhoods or districts are lacking. So even 
in Constantinople, neighbourhoods do not seem to have been administered 
formally. 

The informality of a neighbourhood is reflected in the deeds of sale and 
donation preserved in monastic archives. Neighbourhoods are mentioned 
in acts of sale and donation where they help specify the location of particu-
lar parcels of land. The neighbourhoods are mentioned in the introductory 
statement of a sale and only rarely in the formal description of the bounda-
ries. The legally binding boundary description draws the borders around all 
the sides of the property by mentioning the property of others, landmarks, 
and features of geography. The name of the neighbourhood is not part of 
this formal description of the property. Most records of sale or donation 
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do not mention neighbourhoods at all, and likely many properties were not 
associated with neighbourhoods. 

Most texts mentioning neighbourhoods pertain to land in the city of 
Thessaloniki.13 Neighbourhoods seem to take the name of prominent 
churches. The neighbourhood of the Asomatoi in Thessaloniki, tē geitonía 
tōn Asōmatōn or tē geitonía tōn panagiōtatōn Asōmatōn, is mentioned in 
seven documents preserved in Mount Athos dated between 1097 and 1315.14 
Properties were also sold in the neighbourhood of the Great Panagia, tē 
geitonía tēs megalēs Panagias, the neighbourhood of the Acheiropoieto, the 
neighbourhood of Hagios Paramonos, and the neighbourhood of Hagia 
Myna.15 Several properties were sold in the neighbourhood of the Hippo-
drome in the fourteenth century.16 These neighbourhoods seem to have been 
named after major urban landmarks. 

The informality of the government approach to neighbourhoods may not 
be unusual. Compared to government structures, neighbourhoods are fre-
quently far more organic and may shift in their demography and median 
wealth fairly quickly. Even if the ancient administrative districts, or other 
medieval administrative districts, existed for Constantinople, we should 
probably not expect them to correspond to neighbourhoods in the sense of 
zones of personal interaction. 

A comparative look at a modern example alerts us to the possibility of 
overlapping meanings of neighbourhood and their disjuncture from urban 
administration. The name “Italian Harlem” in the early decades of the twen-
tieth century applied to the whole section of Manhattan in which there was 
a concentrated settlement of Italians, at its height encompassing 104th to 
120th Streets from Third Avenue to the East River.17 Within this large neigh-
bourhood, residents could identify several nests of sub-neighbourhoods. 
The Neapolitans, for example, lived on 106th to 108th Streets, creating a 
recognizable Neapolitan neighbourhood. Each face-block (the two sides of 
one street that face each other between two cross streets) moreover was also 
considered its own neighbourhood. The population density of these areas 
was such that a single block could house up to 3,000 people.18 These small-
scale neighbourhoods developed their individual identity, initially based 
on predominant origins from a single town in southern Italy and, later, on 
shared experiences. It was expected that spouses would be chosen from the 
immediate neighbourhood of the block.19 

So, perhaps, we should be open to the possibility of multiple, overlapping 
neighbourhood identities: neighbourhoods within neighbourhoods. The 
more densely populated an area, the more likely it was conceived as consist-
ing of nested neighbourhoods. Even the most heavily urbanized sections of 
Constantinople could not possibly have come close to the level of popula-
tion density seen in Italian Harlem, but it would stand to reason that people 
would have a stronger sense of neighbourhood differentiation within a more 
heavily urban context. If people lived in tightly packed housing, they could 
see a close neighbourhood of people with whom they shared immediate 
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resources, as well as a larger general neighbourhood in their part of the city. 
When there are a lot of people whom you do not know, the creation of ties 
with some subset of the general population would seem natural. People were 
probably able to adjust their definitions of who really counted as neighbours 
depending on the situation at hand. The history of Skylitzes tells the story of 
a would-be rebel who gathered as his supporters “his family, servants, and 
neighbours.”20 In such a circumstance, I believe that individuals in the lo-
cality had a choice in whether they identified as the man’s neighbours. They 
could choose to stand in solidarity with that man as a neighbour or to stay 
away, either in opposition to his agenda or avoidance of his troubles. 

A second insight arising from the modern comparison is that neighbour-
hoods can change fairly rapidly. Even at the height of Italian Harlem, the 
percentage of Italians living in these neighbourhoods rarely surpassed 80%, 
with changing mixes of Irish, Jewish, Black, and Puerto Rican residents 
sharing the real estate.21 By the 1960s, Italian Harlem had become Span-
ish Harlem, as Italian residents moved out and Puerto Ricans moved in. 
It was not uncommon for ethnic enclaves to last only a few generations. 
Twentieth-century New York was an extreme case of an immigrant city, but 
urban populations generally sustain themselves through immigration.22 In 
the Marcian treatise, the tax inspector is taught to expect that some families 
will have grown so much from having healthy children that new villages will 
have formed, or that a village may have been abandoned because everyone 
had died.23 We do not know if Constantinople experienced the same fairly 
rapid evolution in neighbourhood demographics as Manhattan. The Jewish 
quarter of Constantinople, however, moved several times in the course of 
the city’s history.24 This may have been a special case, since the Jewish com-
munity may have been forced to move out of the city proper to Galata, but 
it is indicative of at least some neighbourhood change. Nikos Kontogiannis’ 
chapter in this volume provides several examples of neighbourhoods mov-
ing and population change in Chalcis and Thebes. These examples reinforce 
the idea that neighbourhoods could be relatively transient. Compared to the 
longue durée of Constantinopolitan districts, neighbourhoods with a par-
ticular cohesive identity may have been relatively fleeting. 

A final point arising from our comparison is that neighbourhoods and 
civic administration need not overlap. The New York City government ser-
vices and policing that served Italian Harlem were administered on the ba-
sis of precincts laid out more or less on a grid that ignored neighbourhood 
boundaries. Given the fluid and changing nature of the ethnic neighbour-
hoods of the city, adjusting the administrative districts to match their con-
stantly shifting boundaries would have been impossible. If Constantinople 
had districts for each of the kritai ton regeōnōn mentioned in the Kletorolo-
gion of Philotheos and the 12 geitoniarchai, likely they did not correspond to 
the boundaries of neighbourhoods.

The interactions that characterize the Byzantine neighbourhood seem to 
have been at the rub between community solidarity and familial privacy.  
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To get a sense of the organization and regulation of neighbourhoods, let us 
explore Byzantine conceptions of neighbourliness. Ideas of privacy and fa-
milial autonomy seem to run contrary to equally prevalent ideas of commu-
nity solidarity. It is at this interface that we may be able to see the workings 
of a neighbourhood. 

There were legal expectations for space between buildings, grounded 
in ancient Roman law, and motivated by a desire for privacy. The early 
tenth-century Procheiron Nomos law manual mandates that 12 feet must be 
left between buildings.25 One of the laws of Leo the Wise regulates the space 
between balconies on buildings and provides a rationale clarifying that pri-
vacy was the key issue.26 The law notes that ancient laws had set ten feet as 
the distance that must be maintained between buildings. The ancient laws, 
however, did not mention the so-called “ēliakōn” that were built “for the 
sole enjoyment of life in the open air.” The French translators choose the 
term “Belvedere balcony” to translate open-air viewing stages, “upaithrōn 
proskēniōn theatēriōn.” They were certainly some kind of an open porch or 
balcony. Leo decreed that these also must be ten feet from neighbouring 
houses. Leo was particularly concerned with the privacy of the neighbours. 
He explains that, since the reason for leaving ten feet between buildings was 
so that neighbours could not see into each other’s houses, then certainly the 
balconies ought to be similarly regulated because they provide particularly 
good places for looking at others. One sitting or working in one’s own house 
ought to be out of the view of neighbours. Leo specifies that one could not 
cover over such a structure with a marble roof without ensuring that ten 
feet separated the structure from that of its neighbours. An exception is al-
lowed if such buildings had been constructed long ago, or were the result of 
an amicable agreement between neighbours. Leo’s law is interesting for the 
study of neighbourhoods because it holds out an ideal that separate families 
should occupy separate spaces, and that the privacy of the family should 
not be compromised by an urban setting.27 It hints at a “to each his own” 
mentality that stands somewhat opposed to the busybody mindset often as-
sociated with close-knit communities.

At the other end of the spectrum, a humorous text of the twelfth cen-
tury provides glimpses of far denser living conditions that would have vi-
olated Leo’s sense of privacy. Ioannes Tzetzes’ often quoted description of 
the building he shared (with the farmer on the first floor and a priest with 
pigs and too many children on the third) indicates the sort of packed urban 
housing in which one got to know one’s neighbours well, whether they liked 
it or not.28 I am hesitant to take such a description, clearly intended to be 
humorous, as a datum from which we can extract a plan of the city’s urban 
fabric. Tzetzes’ picture is of a worst-case scenario. Yet, the humour is based 
on the assumption that greater privacy and separation from neighbours 
would be better. 

Other texts indicate that neighbours fought about how each other’s build-
ings affected their light and views as well as their access to water and roads. 
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A story told about Emperor Theophilos claims that he was so concerned 
with justice that he punished his own brother-in-law for constructing a tall 
building that deprived an old widow’s house of light.29 According to the 
Procheiron Nomos, however, it was legal to block a neighbour’s view of the 
sea so long as the new building was at least 12 feet away from the old one.30 

Both the law of Leo and Tzetzes’ horror story suggest that neighbours 
are people from whom one’s privacy must be protected. Neighbours were 
not considered part of the same household. Kekaumenos’ eleventh-century 
guide to the good life advised hosts to entertain guests in a separate building 
to prevent them from looking at one’s women. Kekaumenos thought that 
simply letting a friend into one’s household was an opportunity for him to 
dishonour the host. Kekaumenos was talking about a particular class of 
men who able to keep their women sequestered and maintain guesthouses. 
Would those less lofty have shared the underlying cultural predilections? 
Non-elite women necessarily left their houses to go to markets or places of 
employment.31 Women’s modesty, class, and visibility were tightly entwined 
in the gender culture of Byzantium. The ability to keep daughters seques-
tered until marriage was a marker of social class as much as a concern for 
modesty. 

The elite desire for enclosed spaces was likely shared by non-elites who 
often would have had to make do with much more crowded circumstances. 
Such non-elite families seem to have had two potential ways of dealing with 
the desire for private familial space. The first would be to maintain phys-
ical barriers or spaces between the family and the rest of the world. This 
is the sort of separation envisioned in Leo’s law forbidding houses to have 
balconies that overlook each other too closely. The other option would be 
to create a sense of close familiarity with neighbours so that they would not 
count as strangers. Neighbours could be constructed to be “like family,” 
meaning that the need for privacy, and the need for barriers sequestering 
women, would be lessened. This option was taken by residents of Italian 
Harlem who frequently recalled that everyone in their building was “like 
family”: they thought nothing of entering neighbours’ apartments, borrow-
ing clothes and house goods freely, and watching each other’s children. At 
the same time, however, their culture placed a tremendous premium on the 
honour and well-being of the individual family. For all that they were living 
on top of each other, neighbours were “like family” but very definitely “not 
family.”32 If Byzantine neighbourhoods took the option of treating neigh-
bours “like family” – and let us be clear that this is a supposition – then 
neighbours would be people who knew each other’s intimate business. We 
can ask where the border between extended household and close neighbour-
hood lay. It is unclear whether families chose to include neighbours in their 
sphere of intimacy or strove to maintain their privacy. Would Byzantine 
people aspire to live in a place where there would be enough space between 
homes that neighbours would not know one’s intimate business? Despite 
affection and nostalgia for the old neighbourhood, the Italian Americans of 
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Harlem traded their tenements for suburban houses with big lawns as fast 
as they could. 

Studies of the built environments provide hints of both desire for privacy 
and communities working together in Byzantine neighbourhoods. Amy Pa-
palexandrou’s contribution to this volume gives a clear example of a com-
munity that acted together to build a portico and narthex for their church. 
In this case, a disparate group of individuals and families worked together to 
get an improved church complex and a canopied well. The well and portico 
became shared community resources and spaces where people could join 
in community activities. In stark contrast, Beate Böhlendorf-Arslan pro-
vides examples of communities in which the individual groups built walls 
around their own complexes including walling off their own water sources. 
In Böhlendorf-Arslan’s Assos, there was no public water. These two very 
different impressions of Byzantine neighbourhoods show how Byzantine so-
cial structures could manifest themselves in markedly different ways in dif-
ferent situations. Byzantine social relations were not so uniform or clearly 
defined for us to see consistent patterns in how people got along. Neigh-
bours could decide either to build a shared well together or to build walls 
around their family wells. Clearly, there was tension between defending the 
integrity of the family and working together with neighbours. Neighbours 
are both one’s potential allies and also the biggest competitors. 

The gate barring entrance to a street, described in Fotini Kondyli’s chap-
ter, is similarly an example of some neighbours seizing control of resources 
that they wished to safeguard from others. It was an act of privatization of 
public space that was illegal. The Procheiron Nomos clearly forbade block-
ing off any part of a street or encroaching on public space.33 While the road 
closure in Athens was well beneath the notice of the imperial government, 
such an act of privatization may have been opposed by local governors. We 
do not know if the street in question was inhabited by an extended family, 
or if a group of unrelated neighbours decided to act together in building the 
gate. Regardless, the example of this gate lets us know that an impulse to 
make spaces more private existed. 

The existence of multiple tiny churches in the Athenian Agora, also 
described in Kondyli’s chapter, suggests that families or small sub- 
neighbourhoods desired to have their own holy places. A possible context 
for these structures may be suggested by the Confraternity of Thebes, an 
eleventh-century prayer and burial association. Its foundation charter de-
scribes a monthly procession in which the group’s icon was moved from one 
member’s church to another’s, with each member hosting the icon in turn. 
The icon’s host was charged with regular prayer before the icon and had to 
pay the priest to say the Eucharist before it for the benefit of the whole con-
fraternity.34 Some of the members may have been socially prominent and 
well-off, but the core function of the confraternity in offering mutual assur-
ance of decent burial implies that not all members enjoyed an abundance 
of wealth. The place in which members venerated the icon for their month 
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may have been a section within their houses or a private church. The tiny 
churches in the Athenian Agora may have been the sort of small holy spaces 
that the confraternity members used to house the icon. While it is difficult to 
square the other indications of a middling social station of the confraternity 
members with the idea that they each owned their own churches, the tiny 
ad hoc structures in alleyways seen in the Agora suggest the possibility of 
remarkably inexpensive private churches. How would such a church have 
functioned in a neighbourhood? Would the confraternity member invite his 
neighbours to venerate the icon when it was in his church? I guess that the 
neighbourhood community would have been able to pray before the icon 
and perhaps support the confraternity member with the expenses. 

It is most likely that neighbours were both a force for policing each oth-
er’s behaviour through gossip, and a resource for mutual aid and com-
munity health. Provincial communities seem to me to be almost entirely 
self- regulating, meaning that neighbours need to band together to protect 
their interests at the same time that they were all potential rivals. When 
facing a common threat, villagers could collectively fight for their common 
interests, although they were simultaneously essentially competitors.35 We 
have no examples of texts that describe these contentions in terms of neigh-
bourhood, but using our heuristic definition of neighbourhood, we can see 
that our texts do speak to neighbourhood interactions. The victor in local 
disputes was the person who could bring the greatest combination of social 
capital, money, or muscle to bear on the problem, which usually meant that 
he had been most persuasive and had become the person whom the rest of 
the community wanted to back.36 People seem to have competed for a good 
reputation that could lead to community authority. It is natural to think 
that neighbours would be both allies and competitors and that they would 
regulate each other’s moral behaviour through gossip and concern with a 
family’s reputation. 

Two texts suggest, in quite different ways, that neighbourhoods were con-
ceived of as arenas for the maintenance of moral rectitude. One indication 
comes in Alexios’ I law on the reform of the clergy of 1107. It has provisions 
for the institution of teachers, didaskaloi, who will encourage moral behav-
iour in the neighbourhoods, tas geitonías.37 This text does not indicate how 
many neighbourhoods are envisioned. The teachers are both to exhort good 
moral conduct and to prevent scandalous behaviour, either through their 
own teaching, or by referring problems to the holy patriarch, who in turn 
would refer matters to the emperor or others in authority. The emperor does 
not give examples of the sorts of behaviours that would be sufficiently scan-
dalous to be worthy of his attention. The law stipulates that there would be 
12 of these teachers, and it is possible that one was supposed to be responsi-
ble for each of the 12 old districts of Constantinople. 

Neighbourhoods also appear as fulcrums of moral policing in the Life and 
Works of St Gregentios, Archbishop of Taphar. The Life of St. Gregentios is 
a tenth-century Constantinopolitan hagiographic novel, set vaguely in the 
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sixth century, in which the hero travels from Italy through the Mediterra-
nean and eventually serves as archbishop in the land of the Homerites in 
southern Arabia.38 The “laws of the Homerites” of St. Gregentios purports 
to be a sixth-century law code written by Gregentios for the king of the 
Homerites. It also most likely originated in tenth-century Constantinople.39 

This text does not resemble a real law code so much as a list of immoral 
behaviours that would be banned in an ideal city. There are lots of rules 
against various kinds of sex (in fact, these take up a substantial portion of 
the code), and also rules against drinking, fighting, gaming, music playing, 
playtime for young people, skipping church, working on the Sabbath, and 
women thinking they are better than men (good evidence that the people 
of Constantinople were doing all of these things). People are supposed to 
report their transgressions and those of their neighbours to their local gei-
toniarch, with heavy punishments falling on those who simply fail to report 
their neighbours:

If a man sees his neighbour doing any kind of evil and unlawful thing, 
and does not make him manifest to his geitoniarches and is denounced, 
he shall receive, if he is rich, seventy strokes in public, and if he is poor, 
he shall be fined four nomismata.40

Geitoniarchai are supposed to regulate the moral conduct of the neighbour-
hood, actively subverting personal privacy:

look in various ways upon the things that happen in the houses, and 
if you learn that any mishaps occur, report them to the master of that 
house, and they should be corrected on the spot. And if he refuses to 
hear you, make this immediately known to us through the prefect.41

Geitoniarchai were responsible for making sure that everyone in their neigh-
bourhoods attended church regularly.42 Gregentios’ king was so pleased 
with these regulations that he wanted every geitoniarch to have a copy of the 
law code, and with the help of a miraculous wind, each geitoniarch found a 
copy had blown into his robes.

This law code is clearly a fiction, and seems like the fantasy of a sex- 
obsessed monk. The meaning of the term geitoniarch must have been imme-
diately clear to the intended audience. The Life of Gregentios explains how 
the king divided his capital city into 36 districts, rhegeōnas, each governed 
by a geitoniarch.43 The author presumably avoided terminology that was 
actually current in Constantinople in order to maintain the illusion that the 
text was written in sixth-century Arabia. I doubt there was an analogous 
office in Constantinople to that of the geitoniarch posited in Gregentios’ law 
code, but Alexios’ didaskaloi may have been somewhat similar. Gregentios’ 
law code represents a vision of a city run with an extraordinarily stringent 
level of morality. Community gossip plays a role in enforcing morality in 
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many neighbourhoods.44 It is possible that the author of this text imagined 
the common role of gossip and developed it into a far more systematic po-
licing mechanism. In place of women’s informal chitchat, the observations 
of neighbours are channelled through the masculine authority of the geito-
niarch and result in physical and financial punishments. 

Moral behaviour was important because the good reputation of the 
neighbourhood reflected and created the good reputation of the family, 
which was in turn essential for creation of social capital. The (dystopian) 
fiction of Gregentios’ law and Alexios’ real law perhaps suggest that neigh-
bourhoods were places where people looked out for each other’s moral be-
haviour. As places where one family would know well the reputation of the 
others, neighbourhoods could be good places for recruiting potential wives 
and husbands. The desire to be part of a “good neighbourhood” presumably 
made honour and respectability community concerns. 

The legislation arguing for the necessity of spatial distance between 
households, and the literary texts expressing a desire for privacy, hint at the 
tension on the border between household and neighbourhood. The evidence 
from archaeology suggests that remarkably divergent levels of community 
solidarity were present in different places. Interactions within neighbour-
hoods were clearly significant, and could be a source either of danger and 
social damage or of help and community advancement. I expect that the 
incentives to be a good neighbour were strong and a breakdown of good 
relations between neighbours could cause problems for everyone. 
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churches outside the Agora 53; 
Eridanos River 55; Herulian sack 47; 
Kochylarion neighbourhood 53–54; 
Library of Hadrian 54; Makriyannis 
plot 54, 55; Odeion 47; Olympieion 
48, 54; Panathenaic Way 46, 49, 55; 
Praktikon of  48–49, 53; Roman Agora 
53, 54; see also agora, Athens

Athonite archive 15, 247
aules 189

Bailo House (Chalcis) 220, 228–230, 230
balcony 229, 249, 250; Belvedere 249 
Barnabas tomb and relics (Cyprus) 113
barriers, spatial 46, 59, 75–76, 250
Basil I, emperor 2, 128
Basilica of the Metropolis (Gortyn) 182, 

184
Basilika (law code) 128, 129, 245
baths (thermae): Amorium, Lower City 

enclosure 2, 6; Antioch 175–176, 
177, 183; associated with diakoniai 
183–184, 199; Chalcis 219, 221, 224; 

chapel or church built into Roman 81, 
134–135, 137; Constantinople 30–33, 
157–160, 163, 167, 183; defining a 
neighbourhood 2, 30–32, 176, 199; 
Eleutherna 195, 196; Ephesos 136, 
137, 138; Gortyn 180, 181–184, 185; 
legal regulations 130; mentioned in 
the Patria of Constantinople 33; Oxeia 
14; as part of urban water system 125, 
128; Thebes 218

bench, public 6, 8, 46, 84, 87, 88
Benjamin of Tudela 34, 224
Blues, the (circus faction) 166; demarch 

of 162, 163; and Greens 27–28; poietes 
of 162, 163 

Boğazköy, Byzantine village 15, 85–86
Boniface of Montferrat 233
Botaneiates Palace (Constantinople) 

36–37, 36
boule (Arsinoë-Polis Chrysochous) 108
burial grounds: Eleutherna 197; 

Ephesos 137; Gortyn 186; Holy 
Apostles Church, Athens 49; role in 
creating island-wide (Cyprus) social 
connections 103–104; role in creating 
neighbourhood identity 46, 50–53, 59, 
116–117, 185, 232; St George Church 
49–50; South Basilica, Arsinoë (Polis 
Chrysochous) 115–116; Thebes 218

Byzantium see Constantinople

Caesarea Maritima 14, 126, 130–131, 
139

Campanopetra church (Salamis) 112
campo (campus) 227
capital, social 5, 252, 254
Catalan rule in Thebes 13, 15, 215, 

225–227, 232, 233–235
Ceremonies, Book of (Constantine 

Porphyrogennetos) 28, 246, 254–255n9
Chalcedon, Fourth Ecumenical Council 

193
Chalcis (Venetian Negroponte): Ayia 

Paraskevi houses 218, 229; Ayia 
Varvara houses 218–219, 221, 229; 
Bailo House 220, 228–230, 230; 
bathhouse 219, 224; bond with Thebes 
215–216, 232, 234–235; Dominican 
Basilica (Ayia Paraskevi) 220, 228, 
234; Euripos Channel 215–216; 
foreign rulers 13, 15, 215, 225, 
227–230, 228, 230, 232–234; Jewish 
neighbourhood 227, 234; pottery 
workshop 219, 221, 221, 224; refugees 
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and foreign settlers 225, 227, 232, 
235; ruga maistra 227, 229, 230, 231; 
Venetian neighbourhoods 227–230, 
228, 230, 232, 233–234, 235

Chandax (Crete) 230, 235
chapel: Assos 79, 80, 83; Athens 8, 

50–53, 51; Chalcis 234; Ephesos 137; 
funerary 50–53, 51; Gortyn 187; 
Thebes 8, 218, 224, 225, 231, 234; in 
Vita of  Saint Theodore of  
Sykeon 103

charitable institutions 33, 113, 200; 
diakoniai 183–184, 189, 195, 199

Choniates, Niketas 233
Choricius of Gaza 131, 139
Chortiates aqueduct (Thessaloniki) 133, 

134, 135
Christianization on Crete 178, 186, 199
Chronicon paschale 27
Chronographia, continuators of 

Theophanes 168
cisterns (reservoirs): Arsinoë (Polis 

Chrysochous) 107; Assos, integrated 
in houses 81, 86, 87; Botaneiates 
Palace 37; Constantinople 37, 157; 
decommissioned after aqueduct 
construction 126; Eleutherna 192, 197; 
Ephesos 137; -fountains, Gortyn 181; 
Gortyn 182, 190, 191; housing blocks 
with 125; Krokodeilon 130; private 
126; protection and preservation of 
128; replacing defunct aqueducts 12, 
14, 128; Saint George barrel-vaulted 
50; Thessaloniki 133, 134–135, 135, 
138, 139; see also fountains; wells; 
servitus stilicidii

città a isole 8
city councils 10, 60, 108
city-kingdoms (Cyprus) 100, 113
city-making processes 2, 3, 46, 59, 60
class: differences 5, 176, 198, 250; ruling 

187, 225; social 250; urban middle 78, 
80, 81, 82, 226; upper- 30, 82, 250; 
working- 30

Codex Iustiniani 128
Codex Theodosianus 128
cohesion, social 5, 87, 101, 107,  

198–199
coins: of Justinian I in Assos 79; mint 

135, 226; of Phokas in Assos 79
commemoration 50, 51, 52, 53, 107, 115
communitas 98, 112, 113, 117, 234
communities: of craftsmen (and 

knowledge production) 56, 59; of faith 

103, 110, 112–113; of knowledge 103; 
of practice 98, 102–105, 113, 117

concessions, foreign 12, 35–37
Confraternity of Virgin Naupaktiotissa 

(Thebes) 9, 223–225, 231–232, 233, 
234, 251–252

Constans II, emperor 159, 161,  
193, 197

Constantia (Salamis) 113, 115
Constantine I, emperor 25
Constantine V, emperor 197
Constantine IV, emperor 193
Constantine IX Monomachos, 

emperor 34
Constantinople: Anastasia Church 157, 

159–160, 163; Baths of Dagistheos 
157, 158, 159–160, 163, 167; 
Botaneiates Palace 36–37, 36; districts 
26, 27, 155, 156, 158, 246–247, 248, 
252; ethnic minorities 33–36, 34, 35; 
foreign concessions in 12, 35–37, 
35; Forum of Constantine 31, 32, 
156, 161; Forum of Theodosius 157, 
161; Galata 12, 248; Golden Horn 
30, 34–36, 155, 157, 158, 160; Great 
palace 10, 32, 161; Hagia Sophia 161, 
162, 163; Hospital of Samson 161, 
163; industrial areas 55; Jews 34, 34, 
248; John the Forerunner and Baptist 
church (also church of John) 157–161, 
160, 163–164, 167–168; Leomakellion 
10, 32; the Mese 27, 30, 157, 159, 161; 
neighbourhoods 13, 26–33, 26, 37, 76, 
155, 175, 246; Ottoman conquest 12; 
Pera 34, 36; Porticoes of Domninos 
157, 159–160, 167; problems of 
spatial proximity 77; Saint Mamas 
palace 35; Thermae Carosianae 157, 
158; water infrastructure 11–12, 126, 
128–129; Zeugma 155–156, 156, 
157, 160, 167; see also Notitia Urbis 
Constantinopolitanae

conviviality 98, 104, 117
Corinth 8, 44, 233
Corpus Iuris Civilis (Digest of Justinian) 

128, 130
courtyard house: Assos 76–77, 85–87; 

Boğazköy 85–86; Caesarea Maritima 
131; Pergamon 77, 86

craftsmen see artisans (craftsmen)
cross, pectoral 116, 117
Crusade, Fourth 1, 34, 36, 215, 225
curator 26, 28, 246 
curia 176, 189
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daily life see everyday life
deacon 161, 162, 162, 171n50; see also 

Stephen the Deacon
deaconess Ariste 158
demarchia 29
demarchoi 28, 29, 162, 163
diakonia 183–184, 189, 195, 199
didaskaloi 252, 253
Digest of Justinian (Corpus Iuris Civilis) 

128, 130
district, definition 246
Domninos, porticoes of 

(Constantinople) 157, 159–160, 167
domus 29, 30, 155
Dositheus Asclepiodotus, Ecumenius 

186
drainage systems 81, 86, 107, 111, 

127–130, 136, 138–139
dye-production 53–55, 56, 129, 135, 216, 

224

Ecclesiastical History, Sozomenos 100
Ecumenius Dositheus  

Asclepiodotus 186
Eleutherna (Katsivelos) 192, 194; 

Acropolis 195–198, 196, 199–200; 
Arab conquest 193, 200; basilica 
of Euphrates (Archangel Michael) 
193–195, 197; bathhouse 195; 
bishopric 178, 192–193; earthquake 
193; excavations 14, 178; Pyrgi hill 
191–195; Sotiras Christos church 193

ēliakōn (Belverdere balcony) 249
elites 3, 5, 46, 60, 250; Assos, non- 77; 

Chalcis 234; Constantinople 2; Gortyn 
182, 189, 190; hereditary 2; non- 
2–3, 10, 56, 60, 190, 250; pagan 185; 
“service-” 10; urban 2

embodiment 52, 98, 161, 199, 232
Emesa (Syria) 7
enoria (parish) 29; see also geitonia
Eparch, Book of 28, 246
Ephesos: Church of Mary 136, 137, 138; 

early Byzantine villa 79; fraudulent 
diversion of water 129; industrial 
activities 137; neighbourhoods 
136–137; nymphaea 137–139; water 
infrastructure 14, 125, 126, 128, 136, 
137–139, 138; xenodochion 84

Eridanos River 55
ethnicity 3, 5, 44, 176, 227, 232–235, 248; 

minorities 33–37; see also Jews
Euarzia (Asia Minor) 103
Euboea Strait (also Euripos Channel) 

215216, 227

euergetes (benefactor) 199
euergetism 181
Euphratas, Bishop of Eleutherna 192–

193; see also Eleutherna (Katsivelos), 
basilica of Euprates

Euripos Channel 215–216, 227
everyday life 25, 104, 200; churches 52, 

83, 104, 112, 159, 182; mechanisms 
structuring 166; politics of 59; 
practices of 2, 59; realia of  101; role 
of fountains 127, 130, 182; role of 
neighbourhood 3, 9, 46, 50, 55, 125, 
179; role of open spaces and streets 
in 56

extra muros: churches 80; industrial 
activities 219, 221, 221, 224; Jews 34, 
227; neighbourhoods 221, 222, 224, 
226, 231, 233; refugees 224

Febronia (saint) 159, 164, 165
fishponds 131
Florentine rule in Thebes 215, 234
focal point of neighbourhoods 7, 13, 

18n27, 30–33, 32, 37, 44; charitable 
foundations as 199; churches as 13, 
99, 106; ecclesiastic baths as 199; 
funerary spaces as 51–52; Italian-type 
neighbourhoods of Chalcis 232, 235; 
open spaces as 56; see also anchor 
point for community identity

fortifications: Antioch 175; Athens 47; 
Eleutherna 195, 197–198, 199–200; 
and formation of neighbourhoods 6, 
177; Gortyn 181, 190–191, 199–200; 
lower Gortyn, absence of 180; Thebes 
225; Thessaloniki 133; walls 1, 45, 197

Forum of Constantine (Constantinople) 
31, 32, 156, 161

Forum of Theodosius (Constantinople) 
157, 161

foundation, charitable see institutions, 
charitable

fountains 8; Antioch 175, 182; Arsinoë 
(Polis Chrysochous) 14; Assos 87; 
Caesarea Maritima 130–131, 139; 
cistern- 181; Eleutherna 193, 199; 
Ephesos 136, 137; Gortyn 181–182, 
190, 198; Jerash 130, Pompeii 
126–127, 127, 130; private 182; public 
30, 126–127, 130–131, 182; system 
of 125, 126; Thessaloniki 139; see 
also aqueduct; cisterns (reservoirs); 
nymphaea; spring(s); well(s)

Franks and Frankish rule: Corinth 8, 44; 
Thebes 225–226, 232, 233, 234–235
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funerary chapels, Agora of Athens 
50–53, 51

Galata (Constantinople) 12, 248
geitonia 32; Byzantine term for 

neighbourhood 1; in Chronicle of  
Ioannes Malalas 27; in Life and Works 
of Saint Gregentios of Taphar 28–29; 
in Life of Symeon Salos 7; in Mount 
Athos documents 247; interchangeable 
with enoria 29; interchangeable 
with regio (rhegeon) 27–28; phyli in 
Libanius 176; in Praktikon of  Athens 
53

geitoniarches: in “Book of Ceremonies” 
28, 246, 254–255n9; in Life and 
Works of Saint Gregentios of Taphar 
28–29, 253–254; in Kletorologion of  
Philotheos 28, 246, 248; rhegeonarios 
27

Genoese in Constantinople 35, 36
Genesios, On the Reigns of the Emperors 

168
Geometres, John 32, 33
Gerasa (Jerash, Jordan) 130, 142n41, 183
glass production 107, 129, 135, 188
glassware 79, 82, 86
Golden Horn (Constantinople) 30, 

34–36, 155, 157, 158, 160
Gortyn 179; Acropolis 181, 187, 

190–191, 190, 199; aqueduct 182, 
188, 190; basilica of Mavropapa 182, 
184–185; Basilica of the Metropolis 
182, 184, 185; baths, small-sized 
182–183, 185; baths at Megali Porta 
182, 185; “Byzantine Quarter” 186, 
188, 188, 189; Christian cemeteries 
185–186; cistern-fountains 181; 
earthquake 180, 183, 187; excavations 
178; fortifications 190, 199–200; 
“Hermaion” 179, 180, 190; Kastron 
191; Nymphaion 187; painted wares 
188–189; Praetorium (district) 6, 181, 
184, 186–187, 186, 199; sanctuary of 
Apollo Pythios (Pythion) 179–180, 
184, 188, 189; so-called church of 
Saint Titus 181, 182, 184, 185; terme a 
Sud del Pretorio 182, 184; Triconch of 
the Metropolis 182, 184; water supply 
system 14, 180–182, 190; workshops 
188; see also diakonia; Passio of the 
Ten Martyrs; Saint Andreas, Vita

gossip 9, 168, 252–253
Great Palace (Constantinople) 10, 32, 

161

Great Panagia (Thessaloniki) 247
Gregentios of Taphar, Life and Works of 

7, 28, 252–254
guesthouse see xenodochion 

(guesthouse)
guilds 10, 60, 102, 234

Hadji Abdallah 34
Hagia Myna (Thessaloniki) 247
hagiasma (Thessaloniki) 134, 135
hagiographers and hagiographies 7, 56, 

158, 252–253
Hagios Paramonos (Thessaloniki) 247
Hagios Tychon (Amathus) 101, 103, 

120n21–22
Hanghäuser (Ephesos) 136, 138
harbour: Alexandreia Troad 75; Arsinoë 

(Polis Chrysochous) 100; Assos 
74–75, 77; Chalcis 215, 216, 218, 231; 
district, Ephesos 136, 138; Golden 
Horn (Constantinople) 35–36, 35; 
neighbourhood, Thessaloniki 11

Harbour Baths (Ephesos) 136, 138
Herakleios, emperor 159, 163, 181, 187; 

coins of 197
Heraklion 199, 204n65
Herulian sack of Athens 47
Hierapolis 8
Himyarites see Homerites (Himyarites)
hippodrome as urban landmark 180, 

181, 247
Holy Apostles church (Athens) 49–50, 

49
Homerites (Himyarites), laws of the 7, 

28, 253
homogeneity 3, 35–36, 44, 232
honour and shame concepts 167, 250, 

254
hospitals 3, 33, 159, 161, 162,  

163, 165

icon: hosting of 223–224, 251–252; 
miracle-working 232; procession of 
11, 223–224, 251–252; veneration of 9, 
161, 223, 251–252

identities: collective 3, 5, 45, 48, 56, 59, 
60; Christian 112, 185; civic 6, 235; 
communes or universitates and 226; 
economic 56; Jewish 224; local 15; 
neighbourhood 247–248; phyle and 
collective 176; political 60; regional 
6; role of church in formation of 112, 
185; role of communities of practice 
in formation of 102–103; role of 
monumental structures in formation 
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of 44, 114, 177; social 56; supra-
regional 6

industrial activities: Arsinoë (Polis 
Chrysochous) 99, 107, 112 Athenian 
Agora 45, 47, 54–56, 54; Boğazköy 
85; Butrint 12; Chalcis 215, 221, 
221, 224, 231, 232–233; Cherson 55; 
Constantinople 55; Ephesos 137, 139; 
Gortyn 188; Krokodeilon 130–131; 
Makriyannis plot, Athens 54; 
Thebes 216, 221, 224, 231, 232–233; 
Thessaloniki 55, 135, 139

inequality 5, 48, 182
institutions 59; charitable 33, 183–184, 

189, 195, 199, 200; Constantinople 
155, 166; church 137, 166, 168; court 
166; Gortyn 180; neighbourhood 
12; religious 53, 137, 166, 168, 198; 
state 5, 9, 12, 14, 137; of teachers 
(didaskaloi) 252; see also communitas; 
diakonia

Jerash (Jordan) 130, 142n41, 183
Jews: Antioch 176; Chalcis 227, 232, 234; 

Constantinople 34, 34, 248; Thebes 
221, 224

John the Forerunner and Baptist church 
(also church of John, Constantinople) 
157–161, 160, 163–164, 167–168; see 
also Febronia (saint)

John V Palaiologos, emperor 11
John VI Kantakouzenos, emperor 11
judges of the regions (kritai ton 

regeonon) 28, 246, 248
Julian, emperor 158
Justinian I, emperor 27, 157, 181; Corpus 

Iuris Civilis 91n31, 128; coins of 79; 
period of 182, 198

Justiniana Prima (Caričin Grad) 198

Kaloktenis, Metropolitan Bishop 
Ioannis 218

Katsivelos see Eleutherna (Katsivelos)
Kekaumenos 250
kiln, pottery 54, 55, 63n45–47, 107, 

118–119n8, 188, 202n40
kinship relations 3, 9, 162, 164, 177, 

223–224, 234
Kletorologion of Philotheos 28, 246, 248
knowledge production 59, 102–103, 107, 

113, 117
Komnene, Anna 34, 35
kritai ton regeonon (judges of the 

regions) 28, 246, 248

Krokodeilon 129, 130–131

landmarks 227, 246; churches as 49, 
81, 106; designating neighbourhoods 
48–49, 177, 195, 227, 247; imposition 
of 233–234

Larnaca (Cyprus) 101, 110
law(s): of Alexios I 252, 253–254; 

Basilika 128, 129, 245; code in Life 
and Works of Gregentios of Taphar 
7, 28–29, 252–254; of Constantine 
Monomachos 34; Corpus Iuris Civilis 
(Digest of Justinian) 128, 130; Ekloga 
245; of elite city-makers 2; of Leo the 
Wise 128, 249, 250; Middle Byzantine 
state 55, 245; Procheiron Nomos 249, 
250; regulating urban living 77, 166, 
245–246, 249; regulating water flows 
128–129; servitus aquae haustus 129, 
131; servitus stilicidii 129

Leo III, follis of 197
Leo VI (the Wise), emperor 128, 249, 

250
Leomakellion (Constantinople) 10, 32
Leontius of Neapolis, Life of Saint 

Symeon Salos (the Holy Fool) 7, 
18n29

Libanius, Antiochikos (Oration in Praise 
of Antioch) 175–176, 182, 183

liminality 112, 117
Limni copper mines 100

mahalle 30
Makriyannis plot (Athens) 54, 55
Malalas, Ioannes, The Chronicle of 27, 

176
Marcian treatise on taxation 245, 248
Marion see Arsinoë (Polis Chrysochous)
market 29, 110, 250; Antioch 175; 

Byzantine empire’s 55, 232–233; 
Caesarea Maritima 131; centre 73; 
Corinth 8; geitoniarches and 29; 
regulations for 246

Mary, church of (Ephesos) 136, 137, 138
masonry 78, 106, 144n64, 216, 221
Maurikios, emperor 33, 158, 159
memory: of benefactors 109, 114; burials 

as collective 52, 53, 116–117, 234; 
construction of collective 98, 107, 110, 
115, 177

merchants 10, 25, 162, 166, 167, 231; 
fondaco 227; foreign 29, 33, 35–37

metalworking 54, 135, 145n69,  
188, 226
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migration (and immigration) 12, 34, 180, 
189, 223, 248; “micro-” 188, 189

mint 135, 226
Miracles of Artemios 7–8, 14, 156, 

158–162, 160, 162, 167–168; burglary 
story 162, 164–166; Stephanos of 
Hagia Sophia and poietes of the Blues 
162–164, 166

Mitropolianos River (Crete) 179, 180, 
184

Mitylenaios, Christophoros 32, 33
moira 176; see also phyle
monastery 6, 14, 31, 33; Agia Paraskevi, 

Thessaloniki 133; archive of, Mount 
Athos 246–247; Assos 76, 85; Athens 
48–49; Basilica of Mavropapa, 
Gortyn possibly part of 184; in Book 
of Pontiffs 177; diakonia as part of 
183; Pantokrator 32–33, 144n61, 
202n37; Praetorium, Gortyn possibly 
converted into 187, 189, 199; of 
Saint Donatus 176; Saint George as 
katholikon of  49; Thebes 223, 231; 
Vlatadon, Thessaloniki 144n60, 
144n62; of the Virgin of the Spring, 
Constantinople 161

monasticism, Egyptian 183, 184
monk(s): complaint of John Tzetzes 

about 32; Gortyn 187, 189, 200; 
institution of public welfare operated 
by 33, 183; in Miracles of Artemios 
162; Paul, iconophile 187; Saint 
Andreas 184; sex-obsessed  
7, 253; of Vlatadon  
Monastery 144n62

morals and morality 9, 162, 164, 165, 
168, 252–254

Morea, Chronicle of the 225
mosaic 74, 79, 81, 83, 98,  

111, 193
Mother of God churches 31, 33, 48
Mount Athos 247, 255n13
Muntaner, Chronicle 226
murex shells 53–54, 55

narthex: Athenian Agora burials 
in 49, 50, 62n32; Cyprus 120n36; 
Eleutherna, tertraconch 197; North 
Basilica (Arsinoë-Polis Chrysochous), 
oilery in 104; Pilgrimage church, 
Assos 85; South Basilica (Arsinoë-
Polis Chrysochous) 105, 106,  
111, 112, 251; West Church,  
Assos 81

Naupaktos, immigrants from 9, 223, 
231; see also Confraternity of Virgin 
Naupaktiotissa (Thebes)

Negroponte see Chalcis (Venetian 
Negroponte)

neighbourhood: definition 1, 3–4, 13, 26, 
44, 125, 155, 175

Niketas, Vita of Saint Andreas 184, 189, 
191, 199–200

North Basilica, Arsinoë (Polis 
Chrysochous) 99, 100–103, 102, 113, 
117; olive press 104–105; ossuary pits 
102, 102–103, 104, 105

notaries 3, 246; acts of 227
Notitiae episcopatuum ecclesiae 

Constantinopolitanae 89n10,  
206n90

Notitia Urbis Constantinopolitanae 
25–31, 27, 29, 155–158, 156, 246

nunnery of Naupaktos women (Thebes) 
223, 231

nymphaea 126, 134, 135, 137–139, 181, 
187; see also aqueduct; fountains; 
spring(s)

officials: Chalcis 227; Constantinople 
25, 129; ecclesiastical 2, 100, 113–115, 
129, 191, 199, 234; geitoniarches 
27–29, 246, 253–254, 254–255n9; 
local 113, 180, 191, 199, 200; military 
2, 25, 191, 199, 200; state 2, 5, 129; 
Thebes, administrative district for 
accommodating 232

olive press (oilery), North Basilica 
(Arsinoë-Polis Chrysochous) 104–105

Olympieion (Athens) 48, 54
Olympos 79
On the Reigns of the Emperors, Genesios 

168
open space(s): archaeological evidence 

of 8; around buildings 5; around 
churches 6, 8, 56; Arsinoë (Polis 
Chrysochous) 110; Assos 78; of 
Athenian Agora 46, 48, 52–53; 
between neighbourhoods 8; Italian-
type neighbourhood planned 
around central 227, 235; of the 
neighbourhood 7, 10; private 182

ossuaries: Athenian Agora 52–53, 52, 
63n37–38; Holy Apostles (Athens) 
49; North Basilica (Arsinoë-Polis 
Chrysochous) 102, 102–103,  
104, 105

Ostia 130, 139
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Palestine, ecclesiastical centres 183
Panathenaic Way 46, 49, 55
Panteleemon, church of (Constantinople) 

160, 161, 164, 171n42 
Paphos (Cyprus) 100, 115; 

Archaeological Museum 109
Parthenon, Mother of God church 48
Passio of  the Ten Martyrs 180, 190
Patria of Constantinople 31, 33, 158, 163, 

168
Paul of Gortyn 189
pavements 46, 81, 82, 136, 188
Pera (Constantinople) 34, 36
Pergamon 77, 82, 86, 142n41
Philotheos, Kletorologion of 28, 246, 248
Phokaia 79, 82
Photinos, bishop (Arsinoë-Polis 

Chrysochous) 113–115, 114
phyle 176; see also geitonia; geitoniarches; 

rhegeon (regionarios or rhegeonarches)
pilgrimage centre: Arsinoë (Polis 

Chrysochous), stop on route to 101, 
103–104, 112–113, 117; Ayazma 
church, Assos 76, 84–85, 92n60; 
Campanopetra church, Salamis 
(Cyprus) 112, 113; Egypt 189; Hagios 
Tychon, Amathus 101, 103, 120n21–22; 
Parthenon, Mother of God church 48

pilgrims 101, 103, 112–113, 120n22
Pisans 35, 36
poet(s) 28, 162, 163
Polis Chrysochous see Arsinoë (Polis 

Chrysochous)
Pompeii 126–127, 127, 130, 139
Pontiffs of the Church of Ravenna, Book 

of (Agnellus of Ravenna) 176–177
porticoes 3, 8, 14, 56, 108–110, 109, 

121n54; church of Saint Lazarus, 
Larnaca 110; Constantinople 26; 
Ephesos 136–138; of Domninos, 
Constantinople 157, 159–160, 167; 
Oxeia 160; Verulanus, Ephesos 136, 138; 
see also Arsinoë (Polis Chrysochous), 
south portico of South Basilica

pottery production 54, 63n46, 185, 
188–189, 219

Praktikon of  Athens 48–49, 53
prayer: association (confraternity) 

223, 251; funerary chapels as place 
of communal 50–53; memorial of 
benefactor as place of 114; ossuaries 
as place of 53; procession as bodily 
manifestation of 115

prefecture and prefect, urban: in “Book 
of the Eparch” 28; Constantinople 

12, 129, 246; in Ioannes Malalas 27; 
in Kletorologion of Philotheos 28, 246; 
in Life and Works of Saint Gregentios 
of Taphar 29, 253; in Miracles of 
Artemios 161, 165–166; in Notitia 
Urbis Constantinopolitanae 26

privacy: aules, areas of extended 189; 
geitoniarchai and 253; law and desire 
of 249–250, 254; xenodochion 
provides 83

(semi-)privatization: of public space 57, 
57, 58, 59, 251; of water distribution 
14, 131, 139, 182

procession(s): in Gerasa (Jerash, Jordan) 
183; icon (Thebes) 11, 223–225, 
251–252; main streets of 56; in 
Miracles of Artemios 164; porticoes 
and 110; religious spaces linked 
through 52, 159; role in construction 
of neighbourhood identity 115, 225; 
Theodore of Sykeon ordering 115; in 
Zeugma (Constantinople) 155–156

Procheiron Nomos law 249–250, 251
proedria 10, 108
Ptolemy Philadelphos 100
Ptolemy-Soter 100

Qal’at Sim’ān, xenodochion 84
quadrifrons arch (tetrapylon): Arsinoë 

(Polis Chrysochous) 14, 105, 110, 112, 
115, 118; Assos 79

Ravenna 11, 12, 177
rebellion 10–11, 12, 56, 59, 199; see also 

violence
refugee(s) 184, 189, 221, 223–225, 232, 

255–256n24
reputation 163, 167, 252, 254
reservoir see cisterns (reservoirs)
revolt see rebellion
rhegeon (regionarios or rhegeonarches) 

27–28, 253; see also geitonia; 
geitoniarches; phyle 

riots see rebellion
ritual(s): civic 3; collective participation 

in 59; funerary 116; places of 48, 51, 
53, 59, 103, 104, 112; religious 3, 11, 
111; of remembrance 53

ruga maistra (Chalcis) 227, 229, 230, 231
ruralization 8, 199

Sabinos, Archbishop (Arsinoë-Polis 
Chrysochous) 113–115, 114, 122n67

Saint Andreas, Vita of  184, 189, 191, 
199–200
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Saint Artemios see Artemios, martyr; 
Miracles of Artemios

Saint Barbara church (Constantinople) 
31

Saint Demetrios complex (Thessaloniki) 
133–135, 134

Saint Febronia 159, 164, 165
Saint Gregentios of Taphar, Life and 

Works of 7, 28, 252–254
Saint John the Almoner, grave of 101
Saint Lazarus church (Larnaca, Cyprus) 

110
Saint Mamas palace on the Bosporos 35
Saint Simeon Stylites the Younger, Vita 

of  176
Saint Stephen the Younger, Life of 187
Saint Symeon Salos (the Holy Fool), 

Life of (Leontius of Neapolis) 7–8
Saint Theodore at ta Sphorakiou, church 

of 31
Saint Theodore of Sykeon, Vita of 103, 

115
Saint Titus: so-called church of (Gortyn) 

181–182, 184, 185; Vita of 192
Salamis-Constantia 113, 115
Sardis 12, 79, 84
servitude 129, 130, 139
servitus aquae haustus 129, 131
servitus stilicidii 129
Sgouros, Leo 233, 234
shame 159, 162–164, 167; avoidance of 

163, 164, 165, 166, 168
shops 3, 6, 8, 10; Assos 78; Chalcis 227; 

Oxeia (Constantinople) 14
silk industry in Thebes 214, 223, 224, 

232
silo(s) 79, 80, 83, 85, 86, 187, 189
Simeon Stylites the Younger, Vita of  176
Skylitzes, John 10, 248
social bonds 5, 10, 175, 176, 177
social life, spatial dimension 3, 9, 14
Sotiras Christos and Agios Ioannis 

church (Eleutherna) 193
South Basilica, Arsinoë (Polis 

Chrysochous) 98–103, 105–108, 105, 
110, 111, 112–117, 117; south portico 
105, 106, 108–110, 109, 111, 118n2; 
tombs 115–117, 117

Sozomenos, Ecclesiastical History 100
space, shared: neighbourhood as 4–5, 

9, 44, 59, 247–248; pilgrimage and 
101, 103–104, 112, 117; porticoes as 
108–110, 251; streets as 46, 56–57; 
wells as 107, 251

spolia 47, 114, 137

spring(s): Assos 88; 129, 130, 131; houses 
126; natural 215; source 133; Virgin 
of the 161; water from 126, 129; also 
fountains; well(s)

square(s): Arsinoë (Polis Chrysochous) 
106; Assos 6, 7–8, 14, 75, 79–80, 
83–84, 87; campus 227; Chalcis 
229–230; as site of social interaction 8

Stephen the Deacon: Life of Saint 
Stephen the Younger 187

St George church (Athens) 49–50, 52, 56
street(s) 5, 6; Arsinoë (Polis 

Chrysochous) around South Basilica 
14, 110–112, 111; Assos 85, 87, 88; 
Constantinople 27, 30, 35, 37n2, 157, 
159, 161; Eleutherna 197; Ephesos 
136, 138; gated (Athens) 9, 11, 
56–57, 57, 252; Gortyn 180, 187–188; 
market 8; paved 83, 85, 87, 110, 111; 
porticoed 26, 108; processions 56, 115; 
ruga maistra (Chalcis) 227, 229, 230, 
231; tavern 84; Thebes 231; vendors 
10; violence in the 11, 27

Stoa of Attalos (Athens) 47, 50
sugar plantation on Cyprus 104
synaxaria: Armenian 158; 

Constantinople 31, 158, 164

taxation 9
tetrapylon see quadrifrons arch 

(tetrapylon)
thaumata 158; see also Miracles of 

Artemios
Thebes: administrative district 225–

226, 231, 232; aqueduct 218, 231; 
Archangel Michael church 221–223; 
Castle of Saint-Omer 225–226, 225; 
foreign rulers 13, 15, 215, 225–227, 
232, 233–235; Gyrion neighbourhood 
222, 223, 231, 232; industrial 
neighbourhoods 216, 220–221, 224, 
226, 231; Kadmeia hill 215–218, 221, 
224–226, 226; silk industry 214, 223, 
224, 232; water mills 216

Theme of Crete 187
Theme of Hellas 216
Theodosius I, emperor 137; Forum of 

157, 161
Theodosius II, emperor 29
Theophanes (historian), continuators 

of 168
Theophanes Lardotyros, archisatrapes 

(Crete) 187
Theophilos, emperor 168, 250
Theophobos, general 168
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thermae see baths (thermae)
Thessaloniki: capital of Illyricum 

prefecture 133; Chortiates aqueduct 
system 133, 134, 135; industrial 
activities 55, 135; neighbourhoods 
mentioned in Mt Athos archive 15, 
247; Roman Agora 134–135, 134, 
135, 139; Saint Demetrios complex 
133–134, 134, 135; water supply 12, 
14, 133, 139; Zealots’ Revolt 11

tomb(s) 8, 9; Arsinoë (Polis 
Chrysochous), South Basilica 98, 99, 
115–116; of Artemios 163, 164; Assos, 
at pilgrimage centre 84–85; Athens, 
in narthex of Holy Apostles 49, 49; 
of  Barnabas 113; Eleutherna, at the 
Acropolis 197; Gortyn, in and around 
le piccolo terme 185

tradesmen see merchants
Troad region (Turkey) 74–75
Troodos mountains (Cyprus) 100
typikon of the Virgin Naupaktiotissa 

confraternity 223–224, 231–232, 234
Tzetzes, Ioannes 32, 33, 249–250

urban development: of medieval 
Constantinople 156, 167–168; of 
Eleutherna 192; of Gortyn 186; of 
neighbourhood 2–3, 15

urbanism: Byzantine 1, 4, 13, 56; 
historical 1; medieval Italian 8; 
premodern 3

Venetians and Venetian rule: Chalcis 13, 
15, 215, 225, 227–230, 228, 230, 232, 
234; Constantinople 35–36; Crete 4, 
235; Cyclades 11; Cyprus 101

vernaculus 26, 28
Verulanus porticoes (Ephesos) 136, 138
vici 26, 27, 29–30, 155
vicomagistri 26, 28
villas 79, 87, 128, 176
violence 129, 139, 143n46; between Blues 

and Greens 27; religious 11
Virgin of Blachernae 177; church, 

Gortyn 184, 200
Virgin of the Spring monastery 

(Constantinople) 161
Vita of: Saint Andreas 184, 189, 191, 

199–200; Saint Gregentios of Taphar 
7, 28, 252–254; Saint Simeon Stylites 
the Younger 176; Saint Stephen the 
Younger 187; Saint Theodore of 

Sykeon 103, 115; Saint Titus 192; 
Symeon Salos 7, 18n29

Vitalian, Pope 189

warehouse 187, 189, 227
water distribution 14, 125, 144n60, 

181, 198; see also aqueduct; cisterns 
(reservoirs); fountains; nymphaea; 
spring(s); well(s)

water management 99, 182,  
202n37

water mills 47, 104, 128, 131, 137–138, 
138, 216

well(s) 8; Arsinoë (Polis Chrysochous) 
105, 107, 109, 111, 111; Assos 
86, 87, 88; Caesarea Maritima 
130–131, 139; church-based 12, 128; 
decommissioned after aqueduct 
construction 126, 130; Ephesos 138; 
house 79, 99, 105, 107, 109, 111, 
111; legal regulations 129, 141n28; 
localized 14; neighbourhood 9, 46, 
251; Pompeii 127, 127; private 125, 
126, 128, 139, 251; public 125, 128; 
Thebes 224; Thessaloniki 133; see 
also cisterns (reservoirs); fountains; 
spring(s); well(s)

wine 82; -merchant’s assistant 162
wineries 2, 8, 78
workers 10, 126; dye- 53, 56; lay 104; 

travelling 102, 103, 106
workshop 5, 231; Arsinoë (Polys 

Chrysochous) 97, 107, 112, 119n8; 
Assos 78, 83; Athenian Agora 46–47, 
48, 54–55, 54; Boğazköy, Byzantine 
village 85; Chalcis 219, 221, 221, 224; 
dye 54, 135, 216, 224; Ephesos 137; 
glass 119n18, 135; Gortyn 185, 188, 
199; Limassol 119n18; metalworking 
135, 226; pottery 135, 185, 216, 221, 
221, 224; silk 224; Thebes 216, 221, 
224, 226; Thessaloniki 135

Xanthos 79
xenodochion (guesthouse): Assos 6, 7, 

83–84, 84, 86, 87; Constantinople 162; 
Ephesos 84; Qal’al Sim’ān 84;  
Sardis 84

Zealots’ Revolt (Thessaloniki) 11
Zeugma neighbourhood 

(Constantinople) 155–156, 156, 157, 
160, 167
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